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Fuel system 

The information contained in this Chapter relates to destined for Australia, Canada, Japan, and the Unhd 
the fuel systems fitted to cars destined for countries States of America refer to the appropriate section in 
orher than Aunmlia. Canada. Japan. and the United Chaprer U. Emission control systems. 
States of America Pan 2 of this Chapter contains information 

For details of the fuel systems fitted to can applicable to cars fined with the tuhharging system. 
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The fuel system is of the recirculating type as shown in 
figure K1-1. 

For information relating to the fuel and futl 
uaporotive emission control systems fined to cars 
destined for Australia, Canada, Japan and the USA. refer 
to the appropriate section of Chapter U. 

Before draining or siphoning the fuel system. refer to 
Chapter A - Precautions 

Fuel tank 
The fuel tank is [mated b e w e n  the rear seat and iuggagc 
m p a m e n t .  The filler n e k  is in the left-hand rear 
wing. 

It is most important thaf only 97 oetane {minimum) 
fuel is  used. f his fuel is rated as 4 star in countries where 
BS 4040 i s  applicable. 
Warning 
Do not add cleaning agents to the h e t .  

Fuel filter (main) 
The main fuel filter is mounted on the centre cross- 
member under the right-hand side of the vshklc. 

At intervals specified in The service schedules. the 
fuel filter element should be discarded and 8 new one 
f ied. 

Fuel pump 
A Pierburg rotary vane electric pump is fitted to the rear 

surpmrion crossinember under f i e  right-hand side of the 
vehicla. 

The fuel pump will only operate when emer the 
engine is being cranked by the srarter motor or when 
there is ungine oii presrure. 

Check vdve 
The check valve is fitted into rht fuel feed line just 
forward of the rear suspension crommber. It allows 
pressurised fuel from the pump to pass to the engine. 
1 he check valve seals the fuel f e d  line when the fud 

pump is not operating. 

Carbunttars 
The carbraterr are twin SU H1F7f Horkontat Integral 
Float Chamber), side draught, constant depression units 
with 4-76 mm (1.875 in} choke bares. The carburetters 
are fitted on top of the inlet manifold assembly. 

Carbunrnr fuel filten 
AuxiIiary fuel filters with paper elements are fitted into a 
small housing on the side of each carburmer. 

At the intervafs rpeeified in the service schedules the 
paper elements should be discarded and new demenrs 
fined. 

F vet recirculation valve I renr i~or l  
f he valve is  fitted into 'A' bank carburmer return line. 

l 

- 
I 

b 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Recirollafion Caburerters Filtw Chsdt valve Nm-rebm PWP Tmk 
valve Two SU HlF7 Marnted In the fuel vatw ' P~erburg klarnted 
f I tted m the feed 11ne lust  Maunted on mcunted Wind me 
adjacent to rear face fomard of return fuel ven~cal Iy rear seat 
'A'  bank of the me war ltne m mar 
cartwrener mntrt suspbnsr m suspensl an 

Cm6smanber aoasmenber mossmember 

f i g .  K1- l Fud system 



The vake has a ma t1  bore to restrict the f low of fuel 
returning to the tank. The fuel restriction maintains the 
required pressure in the fuel feed side of the synem. 

Float chamber drain valve 
The float chamber drain valve i s  fitted at the f ron t  of 
the engine, adjacent t o  the oil filter. This valve is 
connected to the fuel receiver which is part of the 
mixture weakening device. 

If fuel flooding of the carburetters occurs the  head 
of fuel in the  receiver is sufficient ta open the drain valve, 
thus preventing the engine stalling. 

Air intake tystem 
A vacuum operated blending valve attached to the air 
cleaner assembly is cornrolled by a thermal scmsar in the 
air intake. This valve blends h o t  air from a pick-up scoop 
adjacent to the exhwsr manifold w i t h  cold air from 
under rfre front bumper. 

Automatic choke 
The twin SU H I F7 carburetters have an automatic (bi- 
metal operated] strangler choke bunerfly valve. fitted 
onto the side of the air intake butterfly housing. The 
valve is  cantrolled by hot air f r om a nova pipe located 
in the exhaun manifold- 

Non-return valve 
This valve i s  a black plastic unit firted into the fuel 
return fine and situated abwe  the rear wheel half-,&aft. 
It prevents the back f l ow  of fuel into the return line. 

Fuel vapour valve 
The fuel vapour valve is fined abwe the fuel tank. One 
side of the valve is connected to  me centre vent on the 
fue l  tank and the other side i s  artached to a vent connee- 
tion i n  the fuel filler box. 

During normal operation the valve allows fuel vapour 
to pass from ,the fuel tank to atmosphere- However. i n  
the event of vehicle ro l lwa r  the valve closes the vent 
line. 

'In-tank' fuel strainer 
A fuel nrainer is f i t ted into the base of the fuel tank 
above the insert carrying the f e d  and renrrn connections. 



Fuel tank assembly 

Fuel tpnk -To nmove 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Either drain or siphon the fuel. 
3. Unsenw the four Pozidriv screws (situatsd atms 
the top) a n d  the two serrerews lsituated along the bere) 
from the carpet covered sealing panel. Collect the r r -  
and washers. 
4. Remove the battew master nnri~h knob and spacial 
ring nut from the right-hand side of the panel. 
5. ReIease the pras m d  maps adjacent to each hinge. 
Whhdraw the panel to reveal the fuel tank assembly. 
6. Remove the m a l l  tools tray and cat jack from 
above the h e t  tank. 
7. Unscrew the ninePozidrivsertws attaching rhe bals 
of the toots compartment to the angle iron support 
beam. 
8. Remove the campament base and lift out the 
protective foam plastic from the top of t h e  tank. 
9. Using special pliers RH 8090, unclip and m o v e  
the mnal pipe from t h e  top of the fuel tank. Remove 
the how between tht rollover valve and the fuel tank. 
The shoe hose between the tank vent and filler neck 
pipe rhould be detached from the vent and positionad 
away from a e  tank. 
10. Di4fonnecr rhe three etsctrical cables from the fuel 
tank level gauge (see fig. KZ-2). 
1 1. Peel the securing tape from the electrical loom 
situated across the fuet tank. Temporarily secure the 
electrical loam away from the vicinity of the fuel tank. 
12. Unscrew the worn drive clip securing rhe rubber 
filler neek hose to b e  fuel tank tree fig. K2.t I; withdraw 
the hose. 

Blank off the fuel tank connection. 
13. From beneath the car, unscrew and d e w  the fuel 
pipes. Label the pipas to facilitate assembly. 

Blank off the fuel tank connections. 
14. UdocL and unscrew the half-nut and full nut from 
each of the two rank retaining strap bolts. 
15. Wirhdraw the bolts, and coHect the four bridge 
pieeas from the ends of the straps. Remove the crossbeam. 
16. Unscrew and rsmove the two floor mwmed full 
tank straps (SW fig. KZ-3). 
1 7. Carefully withdraw the  fuel tank assembly. If 
difficulties rm encoumertd, prond as follow& 
1 8. Suitably position four wooden wedges a loq  ths 
base of the fuel tank 
19. Drive the wedges berween the bottom of the fuel 
tank and the luggage eomparcment floor. Ensure that 
the wedges do not ex6R taa much force otherwise 
damage to the fuel tank may result 

The fuel tank may not became free 
instantaneously as separation may be a gradual 

Fig KZ-1 Fuel tank rcrsmbly 
f Expansion tank and overfiil limiter 
2 Filler neck 
3 Fuel tank 
4 Floatassembly 
5 Fuel lines 

Fig K2-2 Fuel tank fittings md vent c o n d u n s  
1 Vent - filier neek 
2 Vent - rotlover valve 
3 Vent - filler neck 
4 Crossbeam 
5 Gauge unit 
6 Rollwar valve 

proeess. ~hkrefore, the wedges should be ieft in 
position for a period of time. 
20. After a while carry out an examination and check 
if the fuel tank can be withdrawn. If not, check-if the 
wedges have become toose and if so, drive them in 
again to maintain the separating force. 

Leave the wedges in position for a funher period 
of time. 
2 1. Continue to repeat the exercise until separation 

-- 
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takes place and ihe fuel tank can h withdrawn. 
22. A shaped wooden block with a Compriband strip 
artached lies behind the tank and may be anached 
when the tank is removed: ensure that this block and 
Compriband are replaced behind the rear seat paneL 

Fuel tank - To fit 
1. Clean the forward end of the luggage comoament. 

If loose blanking plugs, nuts, washers, etc. remain 
in this area when the fuel tank is fitted. thw cw ld  
become the cause of noise which may prove difficult to 
eradicate once the fud tank i s  in position. 

Also, enmre that the battery is disconnected and the 
necessary standard workshop precautions carried out. 
2. Ensure that the self-tapping rerews that  m u r e  the 
pipe retaining clips beneath the car do not protrude tocr 
far into the luggage compartment. Extra long screws 
could puncture the fuel tank. 
3. Check that all the strips and pads of Compriband 
are in good condition. R e n ~  any that have deteriorated 
and reposition any that have come loose, using a witable 
adhesive such as Dunlop 581. 

f he two rubber blocks fit approximately 5,08 cm 
(2.0 in)  aboue the luggage compartment floor. The 
Vitafoam pad should be fined approximately tO,f6 cm 
14.0 in1 above the luggage compartment f oor. 
4. Ensurethetoosewoodenstripisloca~edcorrecrly 
at  the base of the seat panel (see fig. K2-3) and tha t  the 
facing Compriband strip i s  in good condition. 
5. Carefully slide the fuel tank into position ensuring 
that t h e  fuel feed holes in the base of the tank fit 
correctly into the hole in the companment floor. 
6. Fit the two fuel tank retaining straps together with 

Fig. K2-3 Luggage companment -,fuel tank fittings 
'1 Lower securing strap 
2 Upper securing strap 
3 Loose wooden strip Compriband faced 
4 Cornpribandrubber 
5 Virafoam pad 
6 Hard rubbcr blocks 

the spuial washers into position a d  secure with the 
sets er^ (KC fig. KZ-31. 
7. Ensure that the Compriband strip<situatd banvacn 
the straps and tank arc in good condition. 
8. Position the crossbeam on top of rhe rank. 
9. Fit the bridge pieces ro the ends of the tank s w i n g  
straps. 
10. Secure both the crossbeam and tank straps by fitring 
the retaining bolts through the crossbeam and bridge 
pisces in a downward dirmion. 
11. Fit  a full nut to each bolt. Tighren the full nut and 
lock saeh one with r hslf-nut (m fig. KZ-2). 
12. Fit a l l  pipework across the top of the fud tank (m 
fig. KZ-21. Note that the w b k  tubing from the vem i n  
the centre of the fuel tank mnnem t o  the rollover valve. 
Secure all ends with Cotbin ciips. 
13. Replace the rubber intake pipe to  the fuel rank nesk 
and w r s  with r worm drive ciip. 
14. From bemazh the car fif the fuel pipes to the tank. 
15. The fud gaup sender unit electrical foam is situated 
above the left-hand rmr wheel arch. f he three cab{= 
are coloured black, greentorange and greeddate. 

Tape the cables across dre fuel tank until they are 
adjacent to the fuel gauge sender unit. 
16. Connect the cables t o  the fuel gauge sender unit as 
shown in the inset of figure K2-2. 
17. Fit the foam plastic pad over the fuel rank vent pipes. 
18. Slide the tools tray into position and secure with 
nine self-tapping screws. 
19. Seeure the carpet cwercd panel to the croabeam, 
using four Pozidriv scraws. Two Etscrews retain the 
base of the panel. Replace the spceial ring nut and battery 
marter switch knob to the right-hand ride of the pawl. 
20. Fir the m a l l  tools tray and car jack into position. 
Secure the hinged portion of the panel with the press 
stud straps. 

Fuel filler - To rarnove 
1. Carry out the uwal.workshop safety prceautions. 
:2. Umrm and r m w e  the four Poxidrivsrewc 
:(situated across the top) a n d  the  two setrrews (situated 
,along the base1 from the earpm covered seafing pancl. 
3. Remwe the banery master whch knob and e i a l  
,ring nut from the right-hand tide of the p a d .  
4. Release the prws-stud maps adjacent to each hinge. 
Wirhdraw the panel. 
5. Unrerew the three Pozidrivscrews situated xross the 
top of rhe lee-hand side panel and unctip the finger ring 
from the fuei filler door release wire. Release the p r e s  
nud. Fold the floor Earpet back from the side panel. 
Withdraw the panel. 
6. Releav the Corbin clips from the vent pipe hour at 
the neck of the fuel filler using s p ~ i a l  pliers RH 8090. 
Remove and blank off tht hoses. 
7. Unscrew the worm drive clips sseuring the filler 
hose to the filler neck m d  the fuel tank Rsmwe the 
hose and blank off the fuel tank inlet 
8, Opsn the fuel filler flap. Unscrew and remove the 
filler cap. 
9. Unscrew and r a m  the screws securing the fuel 
filler head to the body. collect the washers frum beneath 
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the heads of the rrmrr. Withdraw the filler assembly. 
Oisurd the gasket. 

Fuel fillw - Tqfit 
fit the fuel fillw assembly & k e n i n g  the procedure for 
removal noting the following. 
l. Fit a new gasket between the filler neck flange and 
the body. Check that the holas in the gasket align 
eorrectiy. . . 

2. When fitting the left-hand sida trim panel in h 
luggage c m p a m e n t ,  emre the top edge of the pan& 
fits under the wing channel befora the basa is prkued imo 
position. 
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Fuel pumps 

Single Pierburg rotary vane electric fuel pump 
(see f ig. K3-t 1 
The Pierburg pump is an eiectrically operated rotary 
vane pump. It is siruated on the right-hand side of the car 
in a venical position and secured to the rear suspension 
crossmember. The pump outlet is indicated by the fuel 
f l ow  direction arrow cast on me top of the outlet boss. 

The elcrctrical terminals have metric threads and to 
assin identification have positive and negative symbols 
embossed on the bottom face of their plastic surrounds. 

Operation 
1 he pump is driven by a permanent rr,agnet coupling. 
Situated at t he  end of the pump shaft are two rotational 
symmetric permanent magnets; themgnetic field of these 
is used to  transmit the drive. The advantage of this 
coupling is that the drive i s  broken when the motor is 
overloaded. thus. both motor and pump are protected 
from damage. 

f he rotary vane pump consists mainly of the rotor  
wh ieh has five vanes, the presarre relief valve and the 
housing. The vanes are produced f rom wear resistam 
artificial carbon. they are positioned in rhe rotor and will 
sf ide radially. being guided by eenrrifugal force onto the 
interior wali of t h e  eccentrically positioned stator. The 
principle of supplying fuel is that by rotation of the rotor 
the suction volume in the housing is increasing periodically 
while the pressure votume is dereasing. Therefore. the 
fuel to be supplied flows via t he  suction chamber imo the 
pumping chamber between the vanes. it is then accelerated 
to  the pump wtlcf chamber by the cells which are form& 
between the vanes. 

A pressure relief vake is located in the fuel outk  
it is pre-set to a minimum pressure of approximately 
0.5 kgVsq cm (7.2 lbf/sq in) by the  installation of the 
appropriate rated spring. When  the pre-determined 
pressure is  reached. the valve opens againn the 
resistance of the spring and allows fuel to return to the 
inlet (suction] side of the pump. 

A coarse filter is included in the inlet to the suction 
chamber and may require cleaning under exceptional 
circumstance* 

Pierburg fuel pump rstsmbly -- To remove and fit 
ISM fig. K3-2) 
l. Drive rhe ear on to  a ramp. 
2. Carry out fht usual workshop safety precautiorts. 
3. From beneath the car unscrew and  remove the nut 
muring the white/pink electrical cable to  the terminal 
stud; withdraw the cable. 
4. Unscrew and remove the not securing the eanh braid 
cable to the terminal srud: withdraw the cable. 
5. Unscrew the worm drive clips securing both the fuel 

Fig. K3-1 Pierburg rotary vane electric fud pump 

inlet and outlet hoses to the pump assembly. Withdraw 
bath hoses and suitably blank the ooen connections. 
6. Unsrew a d  remove the three  nu^ and washers 
-ring the pump t o  the  f l q i b l e  rubber mwms. 
7. Withdraw the pump assembly. 
8. Fit the fuel pump assembly by reversing sfie 
proedure given for removal. noting the following. 
9. After connedng the electrical cables m the fuel 
pump. libefally smear the contact areas with either 
Ketnomax C3 grease o r  petdeum jelly. Fa the 
protective rubber boot over the positjw connection. 

Pirrkrrg fuel pump &rnbly - To dimmtlr (SW fiu. K3-3) 
When a fuel pump is found to be faulty, a rmv or 
reeonditiontd pump should be fined. 

If a fuel pump requires dismantling for cleaning 
purposes, proceed as follows. 
1. Remove the pump from the car. 
2. Unscrew and remove the three setlerrnm from the 
bottom bearing plate. Hold the plate in position. 
3. lnvcrt the pump and runove the plate. 
4. Withdraw the rotor. vanes, sa to r  and upperbearing 
plate. 

January 1984 



5. Withdraw the bottom of the pump assembly f mm 
the motor drive asrrmbly, callaa.the '0' ring. 
6. Rmove the driveshaft and ball bearing. Care should 
be taken not to tose the ball bearing. 

7. If naeessary, the coars! filter may be camfully 
removed from The top of the pump howins. 

Pisrburg fual pump assmmbly - To clsun 
If the pump is dismantled for cleaning. the parts should 

' be washed only in clean paraffin. 
The motor asembl y must not be washed although 

the body casing can be wiped dean. 

Pierburg fuel pump uramMy -To usemble 
Assemble the futl pump by reversing the proccdura 
given for dimantling, noting the fo!lowing. 
l .  Take care when replacing the rator as if has a stepped 
internal segmem. When correctly fid the stepped 
internal tegmern should be uppermost allowing the 
driveshaft to be flush with the bottom of the rotor. 

Fig. K3-2 Installation of Pierburg pump 
1 Frame tube - rear suspension 
2 Stabilizer bar 
3 Short in-line damper -- rear suspension 
4 Pierburg pump 
5 Cheek valve 
6 Parking brake cable shroud 

Pierbutg fuel pump assembly - To flow twt on the car 
(sea fig. K341 
The fuel pump Jhould deliver approximately 2.30 litres 
(4.0 Imp pt, 4.8 US ptl of fuel in one minute 8t zero 
suction head pressure and zero suction lift. 
l. Position the car on a ramp. 
2. Carry out *c  usual workshop safety prautions. 
3- Disconnsct the outlet pipe fmm the pump. 
4. Connect one end of a suitable flexible hose to the 
fuel pump outlet and me other end to the test equip. 
ment. 
5. bikonnect the brownlyellow cable from the ouar 
pressure witeh o n  the oil fitter elbow. 
6. Switch on the ignition, allow the pump to operate 
norrnafly for fifteen s~onds, then masure the fuel output 
for one minute. An output of 1,7 litres 13.0 Imp pt, 
3.6 US p?) is aceaprable. 

Fig. K 3 3  Pierburg pump 
1 Ball bearing 
2 Pump body 
3 Rotor and vanes 
4 Lower beating plati 
5 Sersermvs 

6 Staror 
7 Upper bearing plate 
8 Driveshalt 
9 Motor body 
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K3 - 3 
Pierburg fuel pump assembly - To flow test on a rig 
The fuel pump should be rested as shown in figure K3-5. 
The pump should be sited on the same level as the 
paraffin in the reservoir and deliver approximately 
2.30 litres (4.0 Imp p?, 4.8 US pt) of paraffin in one 
minute, a t  zero suction head pressure and zero suction 
lift. If the fuel pressure is increased by the control valve, 
the flow shautd be checked against the flow details given 
in figure K3-6. 

Fig. K 3 4  Pithurg pump - on car testing 
1 Pump outlet pipe 
2 Flow control valve 
3 Measuringcontainer 
4 Auxiliary container 

Fig. K3-5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Pierkrrg pump flow tcrr rig - off car testing 
Fuel pump 
Pressure gauge 
Flow control valve 
Flow meter - rotameter type 
12V battery ( fully charged) 
Filter 
On/off tap 
Paraffin reservoir 5 litres 
(9 Imp. pt., 10.5 US pt.) minimum capacity 

Fuel pressure 
Ib/sq in. Bar 

Litres/hr. 25 50 75 100 125 150 
! l. t, l f I 

Pintdhr. 5 0  100 150 200 2 5 0  

Fuel flow - tr+, 

Fig. K3-6 Graph - minimum pump parf ormanor 
(zero suction herd) 
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Fuel lines and 
Ancillary equipment 

This seetion contains details of the componenrs wirhin 
the fuel system (with the exception of the fuel pump) 
that are fined between the fuel tank and carburmers. 

If it is necessary to open any of the fuel Lines it is 
most important t o  ensure that  the workshop 
precautions (Le. no moking, fire extinguishers, banery 
disconnected. etc-1 are strictly adhered to, 

The components imjuded in this section are the 
fuel filter (main). cheek valve, fuel recirculation valve. 
oncway vaive and fuel lines. Their pusitions relative to 

the fuel rynem are illustrated in figure K 1 - l .  

Fuel filter (main) 
Access to the filter is from beneath the eat. The filter is 
mounred on the rrar face of the centre crossmember 
(see fig. K4-11. 

At  the service internals speified the fuel filter 
element should be discarded and a new one fined. 

Fuel filter - Element replacement 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Unscrew the pipe nur on each side of the filter top 
cover and free the inlet and ourlet pipes. Blank off the 
pipes to prev~m loss of fuel or ingress of dirt. 
3. Remove the two nuts. bolts and washers =ring the 
filter to the mourning bracket and lower the filter from 
the ear. 
4. Unxrew the th rn  screw securing the top cover. 
collect the screws and withdraw the filter bowl. 
5. Drain the filter bowl. 
6. Withdraw the filter element. Resistame may be hit 
due to the tight fit of the element on the rubber '0' ring 
fiaed to the ccmre {outlet} spigot. 
7. Thoroughly clean the filter bawl. 
8. Fit a new etamem by reversing the procedure given 
for removal. Ensure that n m  rubber seating rings are 
fitted. 

Check valve bee fig. K4-2) 
The check valve is situated in tht fud feed line fomard 
of the rear crossmanbet. 

Fwl under pressure frwn the pump, moves zha 
'mal l  vslve f tom itr seating a d  parses through' the holes 
in the valve disc. Wtten the pump is not operating. the 
fuel pressure drops and a spring returns f i e  valve dire to 
the adapter face. thus sealing the feed line. 

Cheek valve - To remove and fit 
1: Carry out the necesww wwkohop safety precautions. 
2. Slacken the worm-drive clip and remove the inlet 
pipe. Blank off the pipe to prevent toss of fuel or ingress 
of dirt. 
3. Holding the valve body with an open ended rpanner, 

slacken the outlet fuel pipe nut. Remove the check valve 
and blank off the pipe. 
4. F i t  the check valve by reversing the removal pracedure, 

Cheek valve - To dismantle 
1. Remove the check valve from the car. 
2. Remove the circlip from the inlet end. 
3. Detach tile adapter from rha valve body. Take care 
when withdrawing the adapter as this will release the 

Fig. K4-1 Rear fuel filter (main) 
1 Centre erossmember 
2 Filter securing bolt 
3 Outlet pipe 
4 Inlet pipe 

Fig. K4-2 Check valve 
1 Valve body 
2 Spring 
3 Seatingdisc 
4 Adapter 
5 Circlip 



slight preswre on 
4. Withdraw the 

Check valve - To 

the internal spring. Check vaka  - To assemble 
seating disc and spring. Assemble t he  valve by rwerr ing the procedure given for 

dismanding, noting the fo l  towing. 
elaan 1. Ensure a new '0' ring is fined to the adaprer. 

When the valve has beem dismantled it may be cleaned 
using either clean fuel or paraffin. Fuel recirculatian valve (restrictor) (see fig. K4-31 

A fuel recirculation valve i s  fitted in 'A' bank car- 
burener outlet fuel pipe. The valve restricts the flow of 
fuel returning tn the tank by metering it through a 
small hole of 1.88 mm 10.074 in) diameter. This main- 
tains the required pressure in the fuel feed side o f  zhe 
system. 

Fig. K4-3 Fuel recirwlation vdve 

Fig. K# Nan-return vdve 

Fig. K 4 5  Won-return rdur location 
1 Fuel feed line 
2 Fuel return,line . 
3 Non-return valve 
4 Torque arm 
5 Rear suspension frame tube 

Fuel recireulation valve - To remove and fit 
1. Hold the recirculation valve using an open ended 
spanner and slacken ?he out let  fuel pipe nut. Unerew 
the nut  and withdraw t!!e pipe. 
2. Slacken the  recirculation valve and withdraw it from 
'A' bank carburetter f i l ter housing. 
3. f o fit the  recirculation valve rwerse the removal 
procedure. 

Non-return vatre (see fig. K M )  
The operation of the Pierburg onmay  valve which. k 
manufactured from fuel resistant nylon i s  described in 
Section K l. The valve is a m-serviceable unit and if its 
operation is  wspect a new assembly should be fitted. 
The fuel f l ow  i s  indicated by the directional arrow 
embossed or! the valve body. 

Access to the valve is f r om beneath the car and irs 
loeatiofi is in the fuel return line abwc the rear wheel 
half-shaft. 

Non-raturn valve - To remove 
1. Carry out the necessary workshop safety preeaurions. 
2. Clamp the rubber fuel pipe before and after the valve. 
3. S~aekenthewormdriveclipseitherside~f thevalve 
and withdraw the pipes. 
4. Blank off the open pipe connecrions if the new valve 
is no t  to be fitted immediately. 

Non-return valve - To fit 
To fit the non-return valve rwme the procedure given 
for removal, noting the following. *' 

1. Emure that thevalve is fined correctly. FueI flow 
directional arrows are situated on the valve body. 

Fuei lines 
The fuel lines comprise metat bundy tubing and 
reinforced petrol resistam rubber hoses. 

Metal piping is used where p o ~ i b l t  and is  artachcd 
to the body and inner longeran, etc. by rnttal clips. 
(with rubber i n s u d  and self-tapping ccrwu~~ 

Rubber piping is used where flexibility IS required. 
The various systems are illustrated in figure K1-l. 
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Carburetters and 
Automatic choke 

Description 
Two SU H IF7 (Horizontal l nregral Float Chamber) 
carburetters with 4.76 cm (1 -875 in) choke bores (ss@ 
fig. K 5 J )  are f i t ted to the engine on a central Tee' piece 
which i s  mounted over an eight branch induction 
manifold. 

This type of carburetter automaticaily adjusts both 
its choke and jat area to meet the demand of the engine. 
As air i s  drawn through the carburetter, the piaon acting 
as an obstrunion wilt cause a depression to be formed in 
the area betw-n the throttle and the piston, f his 
depression is communicated by means of transfer holes 
in the base of the piston to the area above the piston, 
causing an upward force to be imposed on the piston. 
f he piston will rise in response to t h i s  force. relieving th 
depression in the area berween the pinon and the throttle 
as it does so, until a point is reached where The force 
acting on the piston i s  balanced by the weight o f  the 
pirton and the load exerted by the piston spring. 

A spring-loaded jet need It is fitted to the carburerters, 
which is  biased downstream and operates in a 2.54 mm 
(0.10 in) diameter main jet; t h i s  jn does not require 
cenrral ising. 

Float chamber (see fig. K5-2) 
The float chamber i s  incorporated in the main body 
casting; access to the chamber is obtained by removing 
the bortorn cover-plate (item 7). The moulded float 
(item 10) is shaped so that it surrounds the jet tube and 
i s  pivoted along a l ine parallel to the inlet flange. The 
float is retained by a spindle titerns 2 and 91 which screws 
imo the body casting. 

Emrv of the fuel imo the float chamber i s  via a brass 
tube (item 1) in the side of the carburatter body to a 
needle valve assembly (item 3). 

The jet is pressed into t h e  top of an aluminium tube 
which is in turn pressed into a ptanic mouiding (item 8). 
This hollow moulding known as the jet head i s  open at 
i t s  lower end allowing fuel to enter The jet tube. 

Mixture adjumnent Ism fig. K5-21 
The jar tube of rhe HI F wpe carbumer is mwed in the 
vertical plane to  provide mixture rdjusrmem. 

The jet adjumnant assembly is comprised of a right- 
angled adjusting twer of unequal length arms riveted to a 
bi-metal blade {item 61. 

The blade i s  cut out to accept the jet head titern 8) 
and the shape of the jff heed is  formed 50 that any move 
ment of the bi-metal blade is transmitted ro the jet head, 
moving it in rhe vertical plane. 

The right-angled adjusting Iwer and bi-metal blade 
(item 61 are attached to the body carting by a spring- 
loaded reraining r rew (item 51 positioned in the short 

Fig. K 5 t  SU HI F 7 carburetter 
1 Suction chamber 
2 Pimn 
3 Carburetter body 
4 Botcom ewer plate 

arm of the Iwer. This attachment allows the adjusting 
lwer to  be pivoted a t  the outer edge of its short arm and 
is loaded by the spring towards the jet adjusting screw 
litem 41. 

The jet adjusting serew is located at  the outer end of 
the long arm of the adjusting lewer.'Scrawing the adjusting 
rerew inward will lower the jet. enriching the mixture. 
Unscrewing the adjusting screw will allow the rprinq to 
return the lever together with the jet, weakening the 
mixture. 

Atter the mixture has been set the jet adjustment 
can be sealed by fitring a plug into the jet adjusting Erew 
recess of the carburetter body. 

SlJ HlF7 carburcners art sat and batrncd by reettram 
flow measuring techniques during manufacture ahd 
therefore, adjustment of the mixture screws should not 
k neccrsary. 



Fuel temperature compensation ( V i w i t y  wmpanwtorl 
{see fig. K5-2) 
1 his dwice alters the jet position in relation to the 
metering needle, to compensate for changes in fuel 
viscosity which take place with changes in fuel 
temperature. 

When the fuel temperature rises, the viscosity is 
lowered and in an uncompensated assembly this would 
allow more fuel to flow for a given jetlneedle relationship. 

In the SU H IF jet assembly the j f f  head is attached 
to a bi-metal blade (item 61. This bi-metal blade is  
immersed in the fuel inside the float chamber and will 
move vertically in rcsponse to  changes of fuel temperature. 
The jet will be nissd to a weaker position on the jet 
needle when the fuel temperature rises and will be 
towered to a richer position when the temperature faltr. 

From th is  it will be seen that once the jet position 
has been sel med by adjusting t h e  mixture Krew, 
alrerations of fuel temperature will bring about slight 
tterations in jet position to cornpenrare for the change 

zr-J 

fuel viscosity. - 
The eeeet of this dwice is  that drivability is improved 

rver wide ranges of temperature. Also that exhaun 

Fig. K52 
1 
.2 
3 
4 
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6 
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Float chamber layout 
Fuel inlet 
Float fu lerum valve 
Needle valve 
Jet adjusting Krew 
Bi-metal pivn screw 
Bi-metal assembly 
Bortom cover-plate , 

Jct head 
F toat fulcrum screw 
Concentric float 

emissions can be kepr within closer limits during cold 
staning and the w m u p  period. 

Temperature compensation aim allows carburners 
to have the mixture setting preset and x a l d  before the 
wr is delivered. 

Overrun valves {see fq. K5-31 
During overrun (i.e. when decelerating with the throttles 
closed). insufficient mixture is supplied to the engine to 
maintain satirfactory combustion. The w e m n  valves 
alleviate this condition by allowing Iomr mixture to parr 
through the throttle plates {butterflierl at high i n k  
manifold depressions. 

An overrun valve is fitted into the throttle platt of 
each carburetter. 

An overrun valve consists of a small dirc tetaind in 
each thronle plate by a spring loaded plunger. Undm 
normal conditions the disc is seated against the tfrrnrde 
ptate. When the throttle is suddenly dosed. t h e  increased 
inlet manifold depression lilrs the disc from i t s  seating 
and allows a maared quamky of airffual mixture to pass 
through the thrortla plate. 

The action of the ovemn valves maintains ratis- .. 
factory combustion on ouerrun, thus reducing hydre 
carbon emissions. 

After the sudden closure of the thrortles and as roon 
as the manifold depression falls, the overrun valve disc 
returns to i t s  seat on the throttle plate. 

Spring-lwded jet n d l e  (see fig. K541 
The jet needle fitted to  each carburmer is biased towards 
a predetermined position in the jet orifice by means of a 

Fig. K 5 3  Overrun valve 
1 1 hrottle butterfly dise 
2 Overrun valve 
3 Overrun vatve open 
4 Overrun vatve closed 
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rpri ng-loaded fixing. 
The shoulder of the needle abuts a protrusion formad 

on the ntedle guide. Under the pressure of a wring the 
needle is held permanemly in one position, relative to the 
air flow. As the needte is retained in a pr€4etermined 
position no jet centring is required and a noncentreable 
jet bearing i s  fitted. To ensure correct fitting t h e  needle 
guide carries an etched alignment mark which hou ld  be 
positioned mid-way betHreen the two cut-outs in the 
piston. 

Carburetter fuel filter 
A fitter element is  fitted into the fuel filter housing 
attached t o  the side of each carburetter. A t  the service 
intervats specified. the two fitter elements Should be 
discarded and new ones firted. 

Carburetten and sir horns assembly - To remove 
Before commencing to  remove the carburetters obsenre 
the following points. 
1. When disconnerrling the various hoses, pipss and 
wiring connections ensure that  they are suitably labelled 
to assin identification when ambl ing.  
2. Ensure that a i l  open ends of pipes. hoses, etc. are 
suitably blanked off to prevent the ingress of dirt. 
3. Ensure that the usual safety precautions are carried 
out (i.e. parking brake firmly applied, gear range selector 
lever in Park, batrery disconnected, etc.). 

To remove the carburetter and air horn assembly proceed 
as follows: 
From 'A' bank side 
l. Q isconnect the electrical connection a t  the cut-out 
switch firted into the carburmer intake elbow. 
2. Unscrew the choke nave pipe connection at the 
carburener intake elbow. 
3. Slacken the worm drive clip seeuring the intake 
trunking to the elbow and remove the trunking. 
4. Remove the setscrew and washer securing the intake 
elbow to the  thermostat housing bracket; remove the 
elbow from the choke housing. 
5. Hemove the semor vacuum pipe connsttiom: 
withdraw the intake elbow. 
6. Withdraw the vacuum signal hose to the weed control 
unit Unserew the two setscrews Securing the unit to the 
air horn. 
7. Remove the split pin, washer and clevis pin from 
the thrortle linkage jufi forward of 'A' bank carburerter. 

From 'B' bank side 
8. Unscrew the union on the choke stove pipe at the 
bbmstal housing. 
9. Urucrew *e f u e l  feed pipe from 'B' bank carburetter 
filter housing. Suitably blank the open connections. 
10. Remove the mtxrew reeuring the crankcase emission 
control system pipe connection to the choke bmerffy 
housing; withdraw the housing from the end of the pipe. 
l 1. Detach the distributor vacuum advance Iignel hose 
from the 'Y' ~ i e c e  adjacent to the weakening device 
solenoid. 
12. Disonneet ?he electrical cables to the choke solenoid 
at  the snap connmar joints adjacent to rhe choke 

Fig. K 5 4  Springloaded jet needle 
Diagram A 
N d l e  guide haighr setting 
Dimgram B 
Needle guide alignment setting 

butterfly housing. - 
13. Detach the electrical connections to the anti 'ntn-ern' 
and the weakening device cut-off solenoids. 
14. Disconnect the following hoses from the weakening 
device. 
(a) the hose from the fioat chamber vem valve. 
Ib) the hose to the air fitter. 
(C) the hose from the fuel receiver. 
75. Unscrew the nut from the dipstick brackez;collect 
the bolt. nut and washer. . 

16. Unscrew the setf~rew f r o h - ~ e  centre of the 
carburetter Tee' p i s q  withdraw tfie setstrew and 
collect the washer* - 
17. Carefully withdraw the carburener and air horn 
assembly. ensuring that na pipes, horn or electrical 
items are still connected. 

Carbumten and air horns assembly --  To fit 
Fit the carburetters and air horns by rcvuring the 
procedure given for their removal, noting the foliowing. 
1. Ensure that all joint faces arc dean 
2. Fit nmgaskets. 

Carburettars - To remove 
Remove the carburetters and air horn ammbly from 
car (refer to Carburetters and air horn assembly - 70 
remove) and then, remove the carburetters from the air 
horns assembly as follows. 

'A' bank c u k l r t n ~ r  
l. Unscrew the two nuts securing the air hotn to *A' 
bank wrburmer. 

TSD 4400 
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Fie K 5 5  SW H1F7crrburemr 
t f hronle disc with overrun valve 4 Piston damper 
2 1 hrottb spindle 5 Jet needle 
3 Suction chamber 6 Piston 

7 float needle valve asrembly 
8 Float 
9 Jet assembly 

10 Bi-metal jet lever 
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2. Withdraw the bolts and collect the washers. 
3. Move the air horn flange upwards away from the  
carburetter. 
4. Unxrew zhe union from the fud filter. 
5. Detach the vaeuurn supply hose fined on the 
carburetter adjacent to the Tee' piece flange. 
6. Detach the hose from the side of the  carburetrer that 
connects to the fuel receiver in the weakening device. 
7. Complcrcly remove the two pinch b o b  w r i n g  
the throttle levers to the 'A' and g* bank carburetter 
butterfly spindles. remove the levers. 
8. Unscrew the rnrt and withdraw the pineh bolt 
securing the fan-idle Iwer to the carburetter spindle; 
withdraw the lever. 
9. Unscrew the  four half-nuts that retain the 
carburetter to ~s Tee' pieee flange; collect we washerr. 
10. Withdraw the carburetrer anj collect the  parkrt. 

'B' bank carburettar 
1. Unscrew and runwe the two screws ~eeutifig a 
solenoid platform in position adjacent 10 "B' bank 
carburetter. One screw is locsted on the air horn and 
has a nut underneath, and ?he other screw is  situated 
in the filter housing. 
2. Unscrew the nuts from the bolts that retain the air 
horn to  the carburetter flange; withdraw the bolts and 
collect the  washers. Move the solenoid platform away 
from the carburetter. 
3. Detach the hose from the side of the carbureaer to 
the fuei receiver in the weakening device. 
4. Carefutly ease the air horn upwards away from the 
carburetter. 
5. Completely remove the two pinch bolts searing 
the throttle levers to rhe 'A' and 'B* bank carburetter 
butterfly spindles. remove the levers. 
6. Detach the vacuum supply hose from on top of the 
carburetter body adjacent to the carburetter and Tee' 
piece flange. 
7. Unscrew the remaining union from the fuel filter 
housing. 
8. Unscrew rhe half-nuts that retain the carburetrcr to 
the Tee' piece flange: collect the wrshers. 
9. Withdraw the carburetter and collm the gasket. 

Dismantling of the cornponenu within the utbunt- 
t e n  i s  not recommended as all carburetterr set and 
balanced hy accurate flow measuring techniques during 
manufamre. 

In certain isolated instances however, it maybe 
nwessary to dismantle the carburetters and under thew 
conditions the  following procedure should be esrhfully 
followed. 

Carburetter - To dismantle 
Upper half (see fig. K5-6) 
1. Thoroughly dean the outside of the carburetter. 
2. Unscrew the suction chamber retaining rerews and 
remwe the identity tag. 
3 Lift the chamber assembly vertically f r ~  the body 
without tilting it. 
4. Hold rhe piston firmly and pull the suerion chamber, 
taking care not to bend the damper rod, until the damper 

Fig. K56 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
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Dismantling a carburetter Iupwr half) 
Suction chamber retaining serew 
Suction chamber 
Damper retainer 
Damper rod 
Spring 
Pinon 
Spring loaded needle mrnbly 
Needle guide locking ocrew 

retainer is frecd from t h e  piston rod. Unscrew and 
remwe the damper. 
5. Remove the pirton spring, lift wt the piston 
assembly and empty the  oil from the pirton rod. 
6. Note the position of the medie guide etch mark in 
relation to the piston trahsfsr holes for corrm erscmbly 
and unscrew the needle guide lacking =W. 
7. Withdraw the naadlei guide and wring. 

Lower half (seefig. KS-7) 
8. Mark the bottom cover plate and body to enrun 
correct assembly, unsrew the retaining #m and 
remwe the cover complete with ftre sealing ring. 
9. Remove the jet adju~ing rerm m p l t t e  with '0' 
ring. 
10. Ranove the jet adjusting lever rstaining strew and 
spring. 
11. Withdraw the jet cornpltta with adjusting leuer and 
disengage the lever. 



tove the flost pivot spindle and aluminium washer. 
idraw l h e  float. 

,;save the n d t e  valve and unscrew the valve seat. 
.?rrew the jet bearing lacking nut and wi*draw 
wing complere with fibre washer. 

~ l e  disc rsrarnbly (see fig. K-) 
move the throttle disc retaining screws. 
Iase the throttle and mark the position of the 

tie diw in relarion to the wrbutmtr flange. Do nat 
The disc in thrvieiniw of the overrun valve. Open 

ig. K 1 7  
1 
2 
3 
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7 
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Dismantling a cuburstrar (lmt half1 
jet adjusting mm and '0' ring 
Jet adjusting lever 
Jet bearing assembly 
Jct 
Flwt chamber mbdla valve 
Float pivot spindle 
Sealing ring 
Bottom cover-plate 
F l oat 
Jet lever adjurting rcrw assembly 

the throttle and carefully withdraw the disc from the 
throttle spindle taking care not tcr d a m a ~  the everrun 
valve. 
18. Withdraw the throttle spindle and remove the seats. 
Note the way that the seal is fitcad in relation to the 
carburetter body fo ensure correct assembty. 

Carburetter - To inrpee 
I. Examine the throttle spindle and itr bearing in the 
carburetter body. Check for exccloive play and fit ntw 
parts if ne-ry. 
2. Examine the float needle a d  seating for damage and 
excessive wear; fit new pans if 
3. Examine all rubber seals and '0' rings for damage or 
deterioration; fit new parts if neecssary. The cover plste 
sealing ting must be renewed. 
4. Examinethecarburetter body forcracksanddamage 
and for security of the brass connections and the piston 
key. 
5. Clean the inside of the wetion chamber and pinon 
rod guide with fuel or methylated spirit {denatured 
alcohol) and wipe dry.  A b m i v u  must not be used. 
6. Examine the metion chamber and piston for damage 
and signs of xoring. 
7. C h e k  that all the balls are in the piston ball race 
(2 rows. 6 per row]. Fit  he piston into the suction 
chamber, without the damper and spring, hold the 
assembly in a horizontal position aM spin the piston. 
Ensure that the piston spins freely in the suction chamber 
wrrhout any tendency TO stick. 

Carbunttar - To assemble 
Assemble the carburener by reversing rhe procedure 

Fig. K 5 8  Dismantling a arbumttar 
(thmnle disc msernblyl 

1 Throttle disc retaining screws 
2 Throttle dire assembly 
3 Thronle spindle 
4 Seal 
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given for removal, noting the following. 
1. Ensure thar the throttle dise is fined in ia original 
posirion. 
2. New throttle dise retaining screws must be used 
when fitting the disc. Ensure that the throttle disc is 
correctly positioned and closes correctly before tighrening 
the retaining xrcws. Spread the split ends of the Er- 
sufficienrly to prevent turning. 
3. Position the thronle rpindle end &a15 just below the 
spindle housing flange. 
4. When fitring the jet assembly to the adjusting lwer 
ensure that the jet head moves freely in the bimetal 
cut-out. 
5. Fit a new float pivot rpindlt sealing washer. 
Alternatively. anneal the existing washer. 

Check the level of the float in i t s  chamber (refer to 
Carburener float level - To set). 
6. Check that the small diameter of the  jet adjusting 
screw engages the Jot  in the adjusting lever and set the 
jet 3,05 mm iO.120 in) below the bridge of the body. 
7. Ensure that the needle guide etch mark aligns 
correctly with the piston rransfer holes. After fitting the 
needle assembly. check tha t  the Aoutder of the guide 
aligns with the face'of the piston (see fig. K541. 
8. To prwenr the piston spring from being 'wound up' 
during assembly, temporarily fit the piston and sumion 
chamber less the piston spring, to the body and pencil 
mark their retativt positions t o  each other. Fi t  the spring 
to  the piston, hold the suction chamber above the pirron. 
align the pencil marks and lower the chamber over the 
spring and pircon. 

Before assembly ensure that the circlip is cortaetly 
installed on the piston rod (m fig. K5-91. 

Carburaner float level - To set 
1. Remove the carburetter from the engine. 
2. I nven the ~arburener. 
3. Mark the bottom cover plate and carburerter to 
ensure correct assembly, unscrew the retaining ccnwr 
and remove the cover complete with the seating ring. 

A new rubber sealing ring mun be installed when 
fining the cover plate. 
4. Ensure that the float chamber needle valve ir hdd 
in the dosed position by t h e  weight of the float only. 
5. Cheek that the lowest point on the floar (see fig. 
K5- 10) is below the float chamber face by the dimensions 
given in the table. 

i 

Material 
. - Colour . Dimensian 

Acnat Resin White 0,51 mm - 1 .S2 mm 
(0.020 in - 0.080 in) 

6. If neessary. adjust the float position by canfully 
bending the metal pad. 
7. Cheek thaf the float pivots correctly about tfie ' 

spindte. 

Carburerter air valve damper - f o topoup 
The upper portion of the piston rod (guide spindle), 
artached to the air valve piston in each carburetter, is 
hollow and is filled wi~h the same type of oil as used in 
the engine. 

Fig. K5-9 Carbumer damper asmmbiy 
1 Suction chamber 
2 Damper rod 
3 Cirelip 

Fig, K 5 1  0 Checking .the float Iwal . .. 

. . 

At  the specified service imewals the damper oil 
level *outcl be checked and toppedjrp if rmmry. 
1. Unscrew and remove the cap and damper asrembly 
from the air valve damper. 
2. Tap-up the damper reservoir in the air valve with 
clean engine oil to approximately $3 mm 10.50 in) from 
the top of the tube- F h the damper into the tube a d  
stew the cap firmly into p6sition. 

Do not overfilt the damper reservoir, otherwise the 
piston may nick in the suction chamber. 

TSD Urn 



Cartwrenerr - To set 
The carburetters are adjusted at the factory using special 
equipment to  ensure that their settings comply wirfi the 
wrrcnt emission comrol regu tations. 

Under normal circumnances the cahurmers 
should not require adjustment in service. 

However if, adjustment i s  found necessary due to 
inadvenent dimrbance or replacement of a component, 
set the carburetters by carrying out the following 
operations in the sequenee given. 
1. Set the throttle linkage and temporarily set the 
engine idle speed. Check linkage clearances. 
2. Set cold start fan-idle cam. 
3. Tune carburetters. 
4. Set cold stan fast-idle - a d .  
5. Se? the kick-dawn micro-mirch. 
6. Set full Throttle sop. 

Carburetter tuning 
Preliminary checks 

6, . -  - 
L Before tuning the carburetters the following checks should 

be carried out. 
1 .  Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Check the condition;.of the sparking plugs. 
3. Cheek the ignition timing (refer to Chapter M]. 
4. Check the  flow through the choke stove pipe. 
5. Check the entire induction system for air leaks. 
6. Ensure that the air conditioning yrtem is switched 
off. 
7. Start t h e  engine and warm-up; allow to run for at 
least 5 minutes atter the thermostat has opened. 
8. Stop the engine. ensure thaf the choke butterfly 
valve is fully open and the choke fast-idle is off. 
9. Connect an electric, impulse tachometer in accordance 
with the manufacturec's insructions. 
10. Check the float chamber depression. 

Fig. K511 Hot idle mixture compensator fwd 
1 Hot idle cornpenstor feed 
2 Air intake buncrflv hourirtg 

Carbuntrer idle air balance 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety pmaitions. 
2 Connect an impulse tachometer in M a n c e  with 
the manufacturer's instructions. 
3. Disconnect the speed control chain. 
4. Start and run ttre engine unt i l  normal operating 
temperature is attained. 
5. Stop the engine. 
6. Fitthedial gaugesRH 8843 withRHStOS{kitW 
comerc dial gauges to fit the SU HIF7 carburcttarrl to 
the carburetter suction chamber in place of the dampers 
7. Zero the gauges with the engine sopped and lightly 
tighten the gauge clamp screws. 
8. Start and run the engine a t  900 rpm. 
9. With the fast-idle screw on t h e  tip of the  cam adjust 
the carburerter piston lifts to be equal {within 10%) 
using the eixentric adjuster (see fig. K7-1). 
Mote 
If either the float chamber depression is above 12,70 mm 
(0.50 in) HtO or the piston litt is over 2.54 mm 40.10 in) 
at 650 rpm, the ignition timing should be checkd at the 
idle speed setting. If either of these conditions exist it 
could result in unsatisfactoty driveability. 
10. Stop the engine and remove t h e  impulse tachometer. 
I f .  Remove the dial gauges and fit the carburetter 
dampers. Ensure that the  circlip i s  correctty fitted onto 
the pirton rod of each carburerter (see fig. K5-9). 
12. Connm the speed control chain and adjust to give a 
minimum slack condition, consisant with ,m impediment 
to the throttle lever to return to  rhe idle speed position. 

Carburetter rnixnrn strength - l o set 
1, C a q  out The usual workshop rafety precautions. 
2. Connect an impulse tachometer in accordance with 
the manufactuter's instructions. 
3. Remove the air intake, blank off the hot idle 
compensator feed drilling (see fig. K5-11) and replace 
the intake. 
4. Unscrew and remove rhe pressure tapping cap from 
thtweakening device. 
S. Emre that the engine has run for at lean 25 minutes 
after the thermostat has opened. 
6. Purge the engine at 2000 rpm in'Neutrat for r 
quarter of a minute. Allow t h e  engine r p e d  to r m r n  m 
the idle serting and ensure that this is 650 rpm; adjust i f  
necessary using the idle scop screw. 
7. Insert the probe of a CO meter into either exhaust 
system  ailp pipe and check the reading. 
8. The C0 meter reading should be between 2.5% and 
3.5%. If the reading is outside the limits quoted. 
a. Check for induction system I ~ k s .  
b. Cheek the choke stove and purge'linc flow rates. 
9. If attw carrying out: Operation 8 the idle speed C 0  
meter reading is  ail( outside the limits quoted the 
carburetter m ixnrre mews (see fig. K5-2) may be 
adjusted by qua l  amounts up to one half of a turn in 
t h e  same direction in order to achieve the mean limit of 
3%. 
No attempt should be made t o  adjust the CO reading if 
it is in the region of between 2.5% and 3.5%. 
Note 
a. Clockwise rotation of the mixture screws will richen 
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the mixture. 
b. The tuning operations should be carried out in the 
shortest possible time. If the time e x c d s  3 minutes. run 
the engine a t  2000 rpm in Neutral for a quarter of a minute 
and then rewrne the tuning operations. Rweat this 
purging operation if a further period af three minuta is 
exceeded. 
10. Fit the pressure tapping cap to the weakening device, 
fit a new sealing washer if necessary. 
l l .  Check the idle q j d ,  this should be 650 rpm: adjust 
by means of the idie sop serew. 
12. Smp the engine, ranwe the air intake and discard 
the blank from the hot idle compensator feed drilling; 
fit the air intake. 
13. R emave the i m p u l ~  tachometer. 

Carburetter.tnmparprooftng 
The carburetter mixture rerews may have tamperproof 
caps f irted. therefore upon completion of athe sming 
operations f i t  ncw caps. 

Spxial tools for f i t t i g  the caps are as follows. 
'A' bank carburetter mixture screw cap - RH 9096 
'B' bank carburetter mixture screw cap - RH 9097 

Hot idle rnixarre campenrator 
This assembly is f i t ted  below the choke strangler butterfly 
housing. Its purpose is to met= a small quantity of air 
into the induction system under cenain c~nditiom. 

A t  high engine temperature the idle quality may 
deteriorate after prolonged periods of idling unless a 
mixture Compensator is used. 

The cornpenrator incorporates a bi-mefallic valve 
which meters a small quantity of air (controlled by the 
carburetter air inlet temperature) to a point in the 
induction system downstream of the carburetter throttle 
plater. This has the dual e4fect af weakening the mixture 
and increasing the mass flow, thereby raising the idle 
speed f ightl y and restoring normal idle quality. 

Hot idle mixture compensator - To srrvica 
1. I f  the operation of the arrambly i s  suspect the 
carburmers and air horns assembly should be rmmd 
from the engine sa that m e s s  may be gain& to the two 
cheemhead screw rmining the bi-metallic valve cover. 
2. Position the joint face horizontally (if the joint face 
is  in the vertical porition the bimetallic valve assembly 
will f a l l  when the cover is withdrawn]. Unrertw the two 
cover retaining xr- and lift off tht  cover. 
3. Collect tfie bi-metallic valve assembly and fibre 
sealing washer. 
4. 1 nspeet the bi-metallic valve assembly ensuring that 
it is  clean particularly around the vake seating area and 
free to move in the bimctal. Also ensure tha t  the bi-metal 
is  securely rivetred to the frame. 
5. Assemble and fit the unit in !he reverse order noting 
that a new fibre scaling washer should be fitted. 

Weakening device 
The mixture weakanin&device is fitted adjseem to '0' 
bank carburetter and irreorporata a fuel receiver. 

For any given position of ttrt fuel metering needle. 
the rate of discharge from the carburetters is  gwermd 

the difference in air p r m r e  misting ova the fuel in . 

the float chamber and that over the jtf .  
The weakening device is designed to d u c e  the air 

pressure (create a deprwion) in the float chamber at part 
throttle. thereby reducing the rate of disehaqe fmm the 
je t  

The weakening davice housing contains two charnberr 
(m fig. K5-12) the venturi Chamber and the fuel receiver 
chamber. The two chambers art imerconneeted by a 
passag+ and an adjustable venturi. 

The venturi chamber is connmcd to a anall drilling 
on the edge of the butterfly plates of both carburetters 
via the weakening device solenoid valve. With the throttle 
slightly open the  drillings are arbieeted to manifold 
depression thus creating a depression in the venruri 
chamber which draws air from the weakening device air 
filter. This depression is alxr apparent in the fuel receiver 
chamber and subsequently in the carburettu float 
chambers. 

The value of the depression is set by the position 
the weakening d ~ i c t  adjusting E rm .  

To obtain adequate float chamber venting to cope 
with hot soak conditions there is an additioml vent from 
the fuel ieceiver, This incorporates a low pressure nom 
return valve to maintain float chamber depression under 
normal running conditions. 

A float chamber drain, also incorporating a low 
pressure non-return valve is mounted at the front of t he  
engine adjacent to the oil filter. f his valve is connected 
to the fuet receiver. Should flooding occur the head of 
fuel in the receiver is sufficient to open the drain valve. 
This prevents the engine stalling i f  the float chamber 
needle valves nick. 

Weakening device - To remove 
l .  Label all hoses connected t o  the weakening device 
assembly. to facilitate assembly. 
2. Disconnect all hoses to the weakening device. 
3. Unscrew and remove the two m a l l  zetOcrewS thar 
retain the weakening device to the mlenoid pladorm. 
The screws are situated just berow the pipdhow c o n n w "  
tions for the anti ' ruwn '  ~lei lo id and weakenirrg device 
cut-oft solenoid. 
4. Withdraw the weakening device. 

Weakening device - f o dismantfe (see fig. K1121 
1. Remove the weakening device from The vehicle. 
2. Remove the small screw that secures the fuel receiver 
assembly into the base of the weakening device. withdraw 
the assembly. 
3. Unxrcw the weakening device signal u p ,  collect the 
cap and fibre washer. Unscrew the signal linb adapter 
from the casting and withdraw the aluminium warher 
from t h e  adapter. 
4. Remove the eirclip from the top of the fuel receiver 
chamber, and remove the plug. Slight resistance may be 
felt due to the rubber waling ring. With  a soft drift (e.g. 
wooden pencil], push t h e  float chambr vent valve out of 
the weakening device a m b l y .  The dirk i s  required 
because the rubber seating ring fitted around the vent valve 
will cause a mal l  resistance. 
5. Remove the circlip from the base of the venturi 



Fig. K512 Mixture wadwning devies 
1 'A' bank carburettar 5 Float chamber drain valve 10 Adjusting screw 
2 Ami 'ruwn' solenoid 6 Weakening syaem air filter 11 Venturi chamber 
3 Weakening device cut-off 7 Vacuum manifold 12 Air inlet 

xrlenoid 8 Weakening device signal cap 13 Fuel receiver 
4 Induction manifold eonnmion 9 Float chamber vent valve 14 Fuel receiver chamber 
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chamber. Withdraw the air intake pipe containing a one 
way valve (slight resinawe may be felt due to the rubber 
seating ring). 
6. Remove the anti-tamper covw from the top of the 
uenturi eharnber, unscrcw the lock-nut and using a Stew- 
driver unscrew the adjusting screw. 

Weakening device - To assemble 
To assemble the weakening device. reverse the pr~eadure 
given for removal. noting the following. 
1. Ensure that all components are clean before assembly. 
2. Ensure that the rubber sealing rings are in good 
condition and lightly smeared with the minimum imWnt 
of grease. Ensure that  no grease is applied to the valves 
otherwise a malfunetian may occur due to t h e  grease 
making the valves nick. 
3. Afcer asswnbly, the operator shoutd check that ha 
can blow but not suck on the metal pipes. These pipes 
are situated one on the side of the fuel receiver chamber 
and the other at the bottom of the venturi chambtr. 

the weakening device signal strength (float chamber : 
depresion) by unlocking and turning the rdjurting rmw 
(see fig. KC121 until t hea r r rm  manometer reading is 
obtained. Turning the adjurting  PET^ clkkwirt  increases 
the depression. 
7. Raise the engine weed slowly noting M the 
manometer and tachometer readings. The maximum 
neady manometer reading Should be obtained between 
1400 rpm and 1900 rpm. 

Weakening deviat air fitter - To remove and fit 
The air fitter-container is  mounted on the l&-hand 
valance jun forward of the road spring pot. 

This is a sealed unit and no a n m p t  should be made 
to clean the element. 
l. To remove the air f ilrcr assembly, detach the hose 
and unscrew the worm drive dip situated around the 
assembly. 
2. Withdraw the assembly. 
3. Fir the air filter container by reversing the procede. 
given for removal. 

Weakening device -- To fit 
F it the weakening device by reversing the proedun given 
for removal, noting the following. 
1. Ensure ?hat all hoses connecting to the assmbly 
are in a good condition and t h a t  all connections are 'air 
tight'. 

Weakening device sanal strength -. f o check 
The float chamber depression should be c h ~ k e d  as 
follows. 
1. Start and run the engine until normal operating 
conditions are attained (i.e. engine ewl  ing ryrtm 
t:iermonat opened, a i r  conditioning unit switched off 
and the auiornatic choke is off). 
2. Stop the engine. 
3. connect a n  electric impulse tachometer to  the angina 
in accordance with the manufacturer's innrunionr 
4. Unscrew and remove the weakening device signal cap 
and connect a 0 to  152 mm {O t o  6 in) water manomvter 
to the weakening device adapter. 
5. Start and run the engine at 2000 rpm in Neutral umil 
a steady manomerar reading is obtaind. This should be 
63.5 mm (2.5 in) of water depression. 

A low or zero reading may be c a u d  by. 
a. A blockage in the weakening device uenturi. 
b. A blockage or restticxion in the signal pipe($). 
c. An air leak in the hoses or pipes from the float 
chambers to the fuel receiver. 
d. Faulty float chambar vent vake or drain valve. 
e. Low air intake temparature below 14OC. 
f. A faulty weakening device xrienoid or weakaning deuic 

switch. 

A high reading may be caused by. 
a. An obstruction in the weakening device bleed orifice. 
b. Obstructed weaken~ng device air filter. 
c. Obstructed weakening device air filter hose. 
d. I morrect operation of anti 'run-on' solenoid. 
6. I f  the float chamber dspression is still incorrect after 
checking through the possible causes in Operation 5, set 

Electr id eomponentr 
The electrical components described in this section would 
normally .appear in Chapter M - Electrim! rystem. 
However, as they are used in connectiori.witfi the weaken- 
ing system it i s  thought more practical G irclude the 
information in this section. 

The components concerned are the Weakening 
wsynem cut-out switch, Anti 'mnsn* solenoid and 
Weakening system cut -~ f f  solenoid. 

Weakening system cut- mimk 
The bi-metal cut-out witch is situated in the ride of the 
air intake elbow adjacem to the choke stove takcsff 
pipe and 'B' bank carburetter (see fig. K5-13). 

Weakening system cut-t switch - To remowe and fin 
t. Withdraw The prot6ctive sheath and detxh the 
electrical connections, noting the position of the 
connections to assist identification when ambting. 
2. Using a xrwdriver. carefully ease the switch out of 
its rubber mount. 
3. F i t  the tut-out switch by reversing the procedclre 
given for removal. 

Wmkening system cut-out switch circuit wiring -To chsck 
1. Detach the electrical connection from the Weakening 
rynem cut-out switch. 
2. Fit  one side of a t en  lamp t o  the white cable in the 
connector and the ofher side to a good mrth. 
3. Switch on  the ignition noting that the test tamp 

:e bulbillurninates. 
4. Switch off the ignition noting that the test lamp 
bulb extinguishes. 

Weakening system at-out mitch - To chaek 
1. Disconnect the electrical connection from the 
switch. 
2. Bridge the white tonnmion to the switch. 
3. Bridge the whitrlbtue connection to the switch 
with a test lamp. 



4. Carry out Operations 2 to 5 inclusive as given in 
Weakening system cut-off solenoid circuit wiring - T 0 
check. 

Anti 'runsn' solenoid 
The anti 'rumon' solenoid i s  situated on a platform 
adjacent to 'B' bank carburetter. It i s  the foremon of 
the two solenoids f in4 on the platform. 

The use of low acrane fuel often causes an engine 
to 'diesel' (i.e. to continue to run-on after the ignition 
has been switched off, particularly when the engine is  
hot). To prevent this an anti.'run-on' solenoid i s  fitted 
between the fuel receiver and the induction manifold 
(see fig. K5-121. When the ignition is switched off the 
solenoid valve opens and connets t he  weakening 
system to  the induction manifold, thus creating a high 
depression in the float chambers which cuts off the fuel 
supply- 

-4..vti 'run-an* solenoid - f o remove and fit 
. '  Disconnect the rubber hose from either side of the 

solenoid. 
2. Disconnect the two elmrieai leads m their connec- 
tions. 

l -- 

Fig. K513 Solenoid platform 
1 Refrigeration compressor 

. 2 Anti 'run-on' solenoid 
3 Choke stwe pipe 
4 Weakening system cur-out witch 
5 Weakening system cut-off solenoid 
6 'B' bank carburetter 
7 D inributor vacuum advance hose 
8 Mixture weakening device 
9 Fuel receiver 

10 Float chamber vent valve 
11 Engine oil fi l ler cap 

3. Unscrew and remove the two screws situated one on 
either side of the solenoid body. 
4. Withdraw the anti 'run-on' rolenoid. 
5. Fit the anti 'run-on' solenoid by mersing the 
procedure given for removal. 

Anti ' ~ m n '  solenoid circuit wiring - To check 
1. Conneet a t e n  lamp across the two electrical con-- 
tions to the solenoid. Do no? dirconnact the two 
mneaions. 
2 S w k h  on the ignition and check that the test lamp 
bulb illuminates. 
3. Switeh off the ignition and cheek that the test tamp 
bulb is  extinguished. 

Anti 'run-on' solenoid - To check 
1. Ensure that the usual safety prscautions are carried 
our (i.e. parking brake firmly applied, gear range selector 
lcvn in Park, m.1. 
2. Connect an impute tachometer in aeeotdanee with 
the manufacturer's instructions. 
3. Detach the weakening device pressure Wpping cap 
and connect a manometer capable of reading between 
O and 152 mm 10 and 6 in) of water to the tapping. 
4. Srart and run the engine a t  the idle speed setting 
(650 rpml. 
5. Switch off the engine and observe the reading on 
the manomerer. The reading should momentarily inerease 
to approximately 152 mm (6 in) as the engine stops. 

. 

6. If the reading does not increase, the operation of the 
anti 'run-on' solenoid is incorr-. ' 

This could be caused by one of the f o l l o w i ~  
a. A blockage in the hose (see fig. K5-12) from the 
anti 'run-on' solenoid ro the weakening device, 

, 

b. A blockage in the hare tree fig. K5-12) from the 
anti 'rumon' solenoid to the vacuum manifold or in the 
vacuum manifold. 
c. Incorrect wiring to the anti 'run-on' solenoid. 
d. faulty anti 'run-on' solenoid. 

Weakening system eut-off solenoid 
The weakening rystem cutsff solenoid is the rearmost 
of the two solenoids mounted on the platform a d j o c e ~  
to the 'B' bank carburetter (see fig. KS-13). 

Weakening system cut-off solenoid - 1 o remove and fit 
1. Detach the electrical connections, noting the  position 
of the connections to assist idemifica~ion when awembling. 
2. Detach the rubber hose from either side of the 
solenoid. 
3. Unscrew the two cheese-headed screw and withdraw 
the solenoid. 
4. Fit the cut-off wlenoid by reversing the procedure 
given for removal. 

Weakening system cut+* solenoid eirwit wiring - To 
h e c k  
1, Conncet a test lamp across the two connections to 
the solenoid. Do not disconnect the two eonneaiom. 
2. Ensure that the engine is cold. 
3. Switch on the ignition and rtart the engine noting 
that the bulb of the ten tamp i s  illuminated. 
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4. Run the mine. Note that as the engine wamr-up 
and the infer air Temperature reaches approximarely 1 4 ' ~  
the ten lamp bulb hauld extinguish. 
5. Stop the engine a d  allow it to  cool. Note that when 
the engine becomes cold and the air in the intake drops 
to a temperature of approximately 1Z0C the test lam0 
bulb again illuminates. 

Weakening system cut-aff solenoid - TO cfrbck 
1. Detach the carburetter vacuum signal to weakening 
system cut-off solenoid hose at the solenoid and blank 
off the hose. 

Connect a suitable length of hose to the solenoid 
connaction. 
2, Clean the open end of t h e  additional hose. 
3. Switch on the ignition. 
4. Place the hase in the mwth and apply air presrure. 
5. If the operation of the solenoid is correct, the 
following condiriom should apply. 
a, W i t h  a cold engine [i.e. the inlat air temperature 
below approxirnatel y 14OC) blowing air through the hose 
should not be possible. 
b. As the engine warnsup (i.e. an inlet air temperature 
of approximately 14OC or abwe) blowing air through 
the hose is possible. 
c. As the engine again cools (i.e. the inlet air remp%rarore 
drops below approximately 1 2 ~ ~ 1  the conditions 
described in {al shauld again apply. 

Automatic choke system 
The engine induction rystam i s  provided with an auto- 
matic choke device to improve starting with a cold engine. 

The automatic choke system comprises five main 
features. 
1. An offset bunerfly valve situated in the burterfly 
housing. 
2. A small solenoid wired in parallel with the rtarter 
relay circuit and in series with a thermal delay wifch and 
a temperature sensitive switeh. 
3. A fan-idle cam, coupled to the butterfly spindle via 
a rod. 

The fast-idle cam is  tapered to  provide a progressive 
closing of the throttle. 
4. A bi-metal coil. coupled to the butterfly shatt and 
sensitive to hor air  from the exhaust (choke ctovel. 

Operation 
Before starting the engine, depress the accelerator psalm 
With a cold engine this will release the fan-idle cam and 
allow the bi-mefal to i l  to close the butterfly valve. 

On releasing the sceelarator pedal. t h e  throttle stop 
rc5ts on tht highest point of the fan-idle cam, thereby 
giving a greater degree of throttle openinp than is  
obtained from normal idling. 

As the engine warms-up, the bi-metal coil will starc 
to open the bufte~ly. This allows the thrortle stop to 
rest on a lower pan of the fast-idle cam and gives a 
smaller degree of throttle opening. 

Operation of the automatic choke solenoid is 
dependent on the under-bonnn temperature of the car. 
tf the temperarufe is below O*C a thermal time switch 
will energise the choke solenoid for a specified period. 

Fig. K5-l4 Auromotic choke assembly 
1 Air intake inducrion s y ~ e m l  
2 Bunedly valve 
3 .Solenoid 
4 Bi-metat spring assembly 
5 Stove pipe connectian/rmrictor 
6 Heat sink/bimetal cover 
7 Hot idle mixture eompensaror 

dependent upon the starting temperature. The heating 
coil within the switch is energised as KIon as the 
alternator develops its futl charge. When the thermal 
time switch Cuts out the  xrlenoid will releasa the choke 
butterfly valve. 

As the engine continues to run. the choke solenoi 
is cut out and the moveman of the choke butterfly & 
then conVolled by th% bi-ntrtal coil. The bfietd coil is 
tmnperature sensitive and heatcd by air from the e x N A  
manifold stove pipc As the bi-metal coil wannwp it is 
gradually wound-up. thus releasing t h e  load on the 
bunerfty spindle which will gradually open. 

With the depression of the a~eelerator pedal, Xhe fast- 
idle stop on the throttle spindle will move away f rom the 
fan-idle cam and the cam will fall onto the a m  link 
pick-up h e r  which is coupled by a rod to the choke 
butterfly spindle. 

The loading of the bi-meml coil and the a fb t  of the 
choke butterfiy have been arranged so that any wi red  
air flow greater than that for fast-idle conditions will 
open rhe bunerfly againn the loading of the birnaal 
coil, sufficiently for engine demand. 

When t h e  &utterfly valve is nearly fully open it 
c m a  inre contact w i ~ h  a spring-loadad plungef. This 
holds the fast-idle stop on the tip of the cam for m 
extended period until t h e  force of the bi-mm1 coil is 
nrfficient to  depress the spring-loaded plunger. This 
maintains a cmain degree of fast-idle without enrichment 



Automaic chokt  assembly -- To remove 
1. A m o r e  the carburener and air horns ax~mbly  from 
rile engine (refer to Carburetter and air horns assembly - 
To remove). 
2. Unrerew the two nufs securing the air horn to 'A' 
bank carburmcr. Withdraw the bolts and collect the 
washers. 
3. Commence moving the air horn up and down whilst 
carefully withdrawing it from the automatic choke 
housing. The air horn is seated into the housing by a 
rubber 'D' ring. 
4. Remove 'E' bank air horn in a similar manner, noting 
that the solenoid platform should also be removed. 
5. Stacken the lock-nut on either end of the butterfly 
rod and unserew the rod (see fig. K5-191. 

Fig. K515 Automatic choke m m  
1 'A' bank carburetter 
2 Crankcase mistions conmetion 
3 Extended fan-idle plunger 
4 Fast-idle earn 
5 Throttle spindle 
6 Heat sink 
7 Stove pipe 
B Bi-metal coil 
9 Solenoid 

10 'B' bank carburetter . 
A Choke closed/oh 
B Choke optn/aff 

6. Uwrew the two nuts securing the wrtamltk ehake 
assembly to the hot idle mixture compensator hwrirrg 
and carburerter Tee' piece; collect the wsJhers. 
7. Withdraw the automatic choke housing. 

Auwmatic choke assembly - T 0 fit 
Fit the assembly to the carburmer and air horns by 
reversing the procedure given for removal, noting the 
following. 
1. Always fit new seals and gaskets. 
2. E nrure that the Length of the butterfly rod is c o r n y  
set (see Fast-idle -To set). 

Automaic ehoke assembly - f o dismande (see fig. K5161 
1. Urtserew the nut retaining the butterfly rod con- 
ting link to the choke bunerfly spindle. The nut is 
siruated on 'A' bank ride of the choke housing. Colleer 
the spring washer, plain washer and connming link from 
the spindle. 
2. Close the legs of the three screm rnaining the choke 
strangler butterfly valve to the spindle. Unscrew the 
screk,  collect the bridge pieee and withdraw the butter- 
fly valve. 
3. Unscrew the two rrews retaining the solenoid 
assembly in position. Collect the washer firted under the 
head of each screw. 
4. WSthdraw the solenoid from the choke housing, note 
the shim washers fmed under the xrl enoid seating flange. 
Remove the shim washers. 
5. Unscrew the union from the choke bi-metal hewing. 
Withdraw the inxllared cover and collect the washers 
fitted to the union one on either side of the cover. 
6. Remove the two Jerews retaining the metal cover 
and bi-metal assembly to the choke housing. Collea the 
plain washer firred to each screw. 
7. Withdraw the cover assembly. 
8. Position a mall screwdriver through !ha threaded 
hale in the end of the bi-metal cover and carefully push 
the heat rink out of the housing. The heat sink is Pmcd 
with a sealing ring and rhmefore slight resistance will be 
encountered as the heat sink is pushed our of tfie housing. 
9. Withdraw the gasket. 
10.Thecompletebi-matalcoilamblyshouldbt 
arefully 'priscd' from the choke housing using a mall 
screwdriver. A paper gaskm is situated between the 
assembly and housing ithechoke housing joint face is 
coated with Wellseal). 
Note 
f he bi-metal col setcing should not be adjusted as it is 
preset at the factory during manufacture. 
11. Withdray the choke spindle assembly. 
12. Dismantle the spindle noring the relative position of 
the components (lire fig. K5-161. 

Automatic choke assembly - To assamble 
A m b l e  the aummatic choke reversing the procedure 
given for dimantling, noting rhe following. 
7 ,  Always f h new scaling rings and gaskets. 
2. Coat the ehoke housing joint face with Wellseal. 
3. Do not dinurb the bi-metal coil setting. 
4. Use three nm serms to retain the choke mangler 



Fig. K516 Automatic choke membly 
1 Control rod lever 
2 Buttcrn~ valve 
3 Chakehousing 
4 Bunerfly spindle arrembly 
5 Sealing ring 

6 Heat sink 
7 BEmetal soring 
8 Extended fan-idle plunger 



bunedly te the ehoke cpindle and open the 'split lags' 
of the screws to loek them in position. 

Automatic ehoka - Settings during assembly 

bnween 0,038 mm and 0,063 mm (0.0015 in a d  
0.0025 in].  
3. Add Or subtract shims the soienoid SBatiq 

flange and choke housiw to obtain the reguirad setting. 

Solenoid sit gap Iree fig. K50171 
1. Ensure that the choke mangler butterfly valve is 
fimiy closed. 
2. Chcck the air gap (between the solemid teuer pad 
and the solenoid) with a feeler gauge, this should be 

Fig. K517 Solenoid adjustment 
1 Bunerfly lever 
2 F eel er gauge in position 
3 Adjusting shims 

Fig. K51 8 Lever spring tension 
1 Clamp adjuster 
2 Solenoid electrical cannections 
3 1.58 mm (0.062 in) diameter drill 
4 L ~ e r  
5 Weight 

Solenoid lwrr spring tension ISM fig. K l f  81 
1. Produce a lwer 50.80 mm (2 in1 berwecncentrnto 
fit the chake spindle as shown in figure K-18.Secure the 
lwer in the horizontal position using a nut and washer. 
2. Hang a weight of 234 gm 18.25 02) fmm the lever. 
3. Con= a fully charged t 2 volt baeery to the 
mlenoid connmions. This should open the choke 
strangler butterfly valve wfficiedy to allow a 1.58 mm 
10.062 in) diameter drill to be inrened between the 
burterfly valve and body. 
4. Adjustment of the spring tension can be effmed by 
slackening the clamp locking nut and rotating the clamp 
on the choke spindle. 

Fast-idle msehanism 
1. Assemble the mechanism onto 'A' bank carburetter 
as shown in figure K5-19. 
2. Oo not tighten the lever clamp nut and bult (item 3). 
3. Ensure that the adjusting r r e w  Iittm 6) is in line 
with the fast-idle cam (item 5). 
4. Inserr the shank of a 254 mm 10.10 in1 diamcrer 
drill berween the top of the fast-idle cam and the boss 
carrying the fast-idle adjusting screw. Tighten the lsver 
clamp bolt (item 31. 
5. Fit the automatic choke assembly. 
6. Screw the slow idle screw inwards until it contacts 
the srop bracket. 
7. Fix the fast-i:lle adjusting xrew and screw it 
inwards until it contacts the bottom of the fast-idle cam. 
Screw inwards a further three quarters of a turn. Tighten 
the lock-nut. 
8. F it the butterfly rod {item 21. 
9. Hold the choke strangler butterfly vake fully open 
(i.e. the spring loaded plunger murc be fully d e p n d  
and the butterfly valve renirrg!on the plunger pdertal 
body l .  
10. Adjust the length of the Nnef iy  rod so that there 
is  a mall air gap between the 'pip' of-the fast-idle tcr& 
and the tip of the fast-idle cam. Tighten the rod lock=nufs. 

Fast-idle - To set 
1. Carry OUT the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Connea an impulse tachometer in accordarm with 
the manufacturer's instructions. 
3. Sran and run the engine until normal operating 
temperature is attained. Step the engine. 
4. Open the throttle and close the choke strangler 
butterfly against the bi-metal tension using ~e control 
rod tever (see fig. K5-19, i m  1). until the adjusting 
scrw (see fig. KS-19. item 61 is resting on the tip of the 
fast-idle cam. At this point an extra load will be felt as 
the action of the extended fast-idle plunger cearer. 
5, Start the engine. if the speed is ~ l ~ i d e  a range of 
between 850 rpm and 300 rpm. stop the engim, open 
the throttles to gain access to tfia adjusting =raw and 
turn the $crew app:oximately one eighth of a turn for 
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d M rpm required. Tighten the lock-nut. 
6. Smrt the engine and again e h ~ k  tfre M- id le  weed. 
7. When the engine speed has keen aqusted to within 
.thh prcseribed limits open the throtrla to release the 
fan-idle m& hanirm. 
8. Stop the engine. 
9. F inally adjust the idle speed as follows. Remove the 
air intake trunking and blank off the hot idle compen- 
=or feed drilling (see fig. K5-11). again fit the whking. 
10. Stam the engine and check the idle rpeed. if 
necessary set to 650 rpm by adjusting the throtcle m p  
5um. 
11. Stop the engine, remove the air intake trunking. 
rmove t h e  blank from the hot idle mixture compen- 
-or feed driHing and again fit the aunking. Remove 
*the tachometer. 

Choke stove pipe -To flow cheek 
I. Carry out the usual workshop safety prcwutiom. 
2 Cannet an impulse tachometer in accordance with 
the manufacturer's inslntctions. 

Fig. K519  Fast-idle mechanism 
1 Control rod .lwer 
2 Buttcdly rod 
3 Lever clamp bolt 
4 Fast-idle lever 
5 Cam 
g Adjusting rerew 

3. S u n  and run the engine until &mat opmting 
temperature is a m i d .  Stop the mrqim. 
4. - ~ i + o n n e  the mwc pipe union at the intska elbow 
(sn fig. K5-13) and connect a fiowmaer W the pipe via 
a connktor RH 8945, The ftomnanr must k a rota- 
meter type capable of meamring 2.9 m3hr (100 f?/hr). 
5. S t a ~  and run the engine at idle weed (650 rpm]. 
Observe the flowmeter, a #rrr%et reading is between 
1.02 m3hr and 1,17 m3/hr (28 ft3ihr and 32 f?/hr). 
6. If &the flow is lerr than '142 m3/hr 128 f?hrl check 
the choke stwe assembly, pipes and uniom for leaks. 
7. If rfie flow is in excm of 1,f 7 m31hr (32 ft3/hr), 
fit a mw tmrictor in tha chbke bi-metal hauling. 
8. To f k a new rmrimor, rep1aca the union in the bi- 
metal aver .  
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Air intake system 

The air cleaner/rilencer assembly is st?cured to the valance warm air from a hot air pick-up adjacent to the 'A' bank 
under the front right-hand wing (see fig. K6-1). exhaust manifold, are mixed in a blending valve housing 

Cold air from under rhe front bumper assembly and t i t u d  adjacent m the air cleancrlrileneer assembly. The 

c- 

Fig. K6-l Air intake wnern 
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blending vatve flap which i s  vacuum operated via a 
thermal sensor, controls the proportions of cold and warm 
air ernering the air intake. 

F r m  a cold start. the blendingvalvt is c l o d  to air 

Fig. K6-2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
S 
5 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Air filter and blending valve housings 
Air blending valve housing 
Blending valve housing securing clip 
Filter housing seuring clip 
Air filter housing 
Securing ring serxreuv 
Securing ring 
Air intake hose 
Hot air  scoop hose 
Vacuum unir securing screws 
Vacuum signal hose 
Cold air hose 

Fig. K63 Withdrawing the air filter element - 

entering the sysrtm from under the front bumpar, thum 
fore only air from in the vicinity of the hot air pickup 
is admitted. 

When the control tempermu re is reached the temp- 
eratu re sensor reduces the vacuum signal to t h e  blending 
valve. This will allow the blending valve ta move from 
the cold air duct towards t h e  hot air pickvp duet. As the 
vacuum signal to the blending vatve is progressiveiy 
rtduced, the blending valve flap continues to mwe 
towards the hot air pick-up ducting. This increases the 
amount of cold air entering t h e  rystrm. 

If the air temperature in t h e  intake hose increases, 
the sensor will *rther restrict the vacuum to the blending 
valve, until the valve moves fully towards the hot air 
pick-up ducting and closes the passage. Only air from 
under the front bumper assembly is then admined into 
the intake system. 

Therefore, within the 1 imitations of the system, air 
entering the system is controlled ar a constant tempera- 
tu re. 

At maximum opening of the throttles fie vacuum 
signal falls, causing the blending valve to  adopt its full 
'cold air' posirion for maximum performance. 

From t h e  blending valve housing, the air passes to 
the air cleaner housing and into the centre of the paper 
filter element. The air is then drawn through t h e  filter 
and into the inxake hose, where it is fed into the engine 
induction system. 

Air filter element - f o remove 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safery precautions. 
2. Raise the bonnet. 
3. Unscrew the worm drive clip securing rhe carburetter 
intake hose to the air cIeaner; free the joint by twining 
the hose. Withdraw the hose. 
4. Release the two cfips situated on the top and bbK0m 
of the blending valve housing (see fig. K6-2). 
5. Carefully free the joint and move the housing from 
the viciniry of the air cleaner (see fig. K6-3). 
6. Release the three clips located around the periphery 
of me f lrer housing. Thtse dips are situated adjacent to 
the wing valance. 
7. Carefully free the joint and withdraw the housing. 
The filter element will be loose but it should remain in 
posirion unril after the housing has been completely 
withdrawn (see fig. K6-3). 

During this operation it will be necessary to rotate 
the housing so that it can be withdrawn past the filter 
element and blending valve housing- 
8. Withdraw t h e  element. 
Note 
An atternarive method is to remove the housing and 
filter demmt together. 

Air filter element -To fit 
1. E m r e  that the inside of the air cleaner housing 
(bath the smion removed and the fixed section in the 
wing valance) are clean. 
2. I n r p m  the three rubber seals (see fig. K6P) 
ensuring that they are in g o d  comtirion. 

One of the seals is trxated around the edge of the 
blending vatve hwsing and amthtr around the air 
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cleaner housing. These seals should be secured in 
position w i th  Bostik 126 t adhesive or *h equhaitm. 

A thi rd rubber waling r ing is placed Over the 
centre spigot in the air cleaner housing and care rhwtd 
be taken t o  ensure that it does not  become dislodged 
during the fitting operation. 
3. Ensure that  the five seeuring clips operate moathly. 
f r ee  any clips that are d i f f i cu l t  to  operate. 
4. Examine the cork gaskets secured one on bo!h ends 
of the paper filrer element. 
5. Enter the element into the wing valance (see fig. 
K6-31. 
6. Fit  the air cleaner housing t o  the wing valance. 
Ensure that it is located inside the valance retaining 
clamp ring. Hofd the rubber seal in position wet tha 
housing spigot by placing fhe fingers of one hand through 
the air intake and onto the  seal. 

f o allow the housing t o  pass over the end of the 
f i l ter it: wil l  be necessary t o  slightty withdraw the demerit 
during this operation. 
7. Whilst ensuring that both the air f i l ter element and 
sealing ring are ~ o r r g c t t y  positioned on the housing 
spigot. fit the assembly to the  wing valance. If neensary 
turn the housing so that the assembly passes the  air 
blending valve housing. 
8. Ensure that the housing clips are positioned 
centrally over the lugs of rhe valance retaining ring. 
9. Fasten the t w o  upper clips and then passing one 
hand downward between the f ront of the housing and 
the rear of the headlamp assembly. Locate and fasten 
the Third dip. 
10. Offer t h e  blending valve housing into position. 
Ensure that ?he seal is still in good condit ion and seeure. 
11. F i t  the blending valve housing, ensuring that it f i r  
between the two  clip fastening iugs o n  the air cleaner 
housing. 
12. Fanen the clips. 
13. F i t  the convoluted hose from the  carburetters to 
the a i r  cleaner housing a n d  tighten the worm drive clip. 
14. Connect the bmery, srart t h ~  engine and inspm 
the rystein for air leaks, etc. . 

Under wing ai r  deaner housing - To remove and fit 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safew precautions. 
2. Remove the air f i l ter element (see Ai r  fi lter 
element - To remove). 
3. Remove the f ron t  right-hand road wheel (see 
Chapter R). 
4. Locate the f ron t  section of the  underwing shctt 
and remove the mall rercws situated around the inner 
edge. 

Carefully ease the f r o m  underwing hen frme not ing 
that resistance may be encountered as the edges of the 
sheet are sealed with Seclanik. 
S. Free the f ront  por t ion  of the Compriband nrip that 
sits inside the lip of the front wing. 
6. F mm inside the engine companment unscrew the 
seven setscrews s i m a t d  around the air cleaner retaining 
r ing Isee fig. K6-21. Collect the washen and retaining 
ring. From under the wing, withdraw rhe hwsing. 
7. Fi t  the housing by rprening the removal procedure, 

Fig. K M  Air deanerlsilencer seals 
1 Blending vaive seal 
2 Cleanerlsilencer seal 
3 Fil ter element seal 

ensuring tha t  the cork gasket attached to the housing is 
in a good condition. 

Hot  air pick-up 
The hot air pick-up i s  mounted around the forward 
section of 'A' bank exhaust manifold. It is  connecred 
to the  air cleanerlrilencer by convoluted t runking (see 
fig. K6-21. 

Warm air from around the exhaust manifold is used 
t o  raise the temperature of the intake air under wld 
s ta r t  conditions. 

Hot air pick-up - To remoye and fit 
' 

1. Carry oQt the usual workshop safaty prwu t i ons .  
2. Slacken the worm drive clip securing the air trunking 
to  the hot air pick-up. Withdraw the hose. 
3. Unoere-W and remove the three smrsws situated on 
the top  of t he  pick-up assembly. Collect the washers. 
4. Move the top of the pickvp outwards away f rom the 
exhaust manifold and free the bot tom edge f r om i ts  
locating groove. 
5. Withdraw the ha t  air pickup. 
6. T o  remove the upper and lower hot air pickup 
mounting brackns. unserew the A1 and A2 cylinder 
exhaust manifold s ~ u r i n g  setscrews. 
7. F i t  the assembly by reversing the ramoval procedure 
ra t ing  that the pick-up should be locatd in the groove 
of the lower mourning bracket. Then push the top of the 
pick-up towards the engine unt i l  the mew holes align. 

Cold air intake - 1 a remove (sea fig. KC51 
1. Carry out the usual workshop wfcty prg~autions. 



2. Remove h e  front right-hand road whesl (#c carefully withdraw the hort. 
Chapter RI. 5. D isonrum the rlectriut connection from ?he front 
3. Slacktn the worm drive clips secwing-both ends of ambient air sensor. 
the intakt how. 6. Unscrew the sensor and collect the hrkeprwf 
4. Free the joims, colleer the worm drive clips and washer. 

7. Withdraw the outer wnnmion  adapter (grey) rear- 
wards and the inner connection ( bllckl fomards, from 
their positions in  the front wing below the bumper. 

Cold air intake -To fit 
To fit the cold air imake, reverse the p r d u r e  for 
rmwal ,  noting the following. 
1. The front seat strip positioned in the wing body hole 
must be secure and flat. Carefully hammer this sealing 
ring flat, othennix the hole in the adapters for the 
ambient air wnxrr will not align. Support the opposite 
face of the seal whilsr carrying wt the flattening 
operation. 
2. The ambient air senwr should be fined so that it is 
at  right angles to the road. 

Rmonator 
The resonator is fitted into the rubber tnrnking batwwn 
the air eIeancrIsiltncer and the carburetter air intake 

Fig. K&S Cofd air intske 
i Front seal strip 
2 Outer connector 
3 Ambient air sensor 
4 Convoluted feed hose 
A Fmntofcar 

Fig. K 6 6  T emperatutc senrot 

cfbow. Its purpose is to  reduce resonance or noiw in the 
intake system. 

Resonator - f o nmwe and fit 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety pracartianr 
2. Slaeken the two worm drive clips situated in the 
centre of the rubber imake nvnliing that conmm the 
air cteanerlsilemer to the carburetter intake dbow. Ease 
the clips along the trunking. 
3. Pull the trunking apart from the centre join and 
withdraw the reronatbr. 
4. To fit the resonator reverse the removal procedure. 

Temperature sensor 
The temperature sensor is mounted in the carburetter 
air intake etbow and operates t h e  air blending valve. A 
bi-metal nrip senses changes in t h e  air intake taperamre 
and regulates the vacuum signal to h-• blending valve. 
This valve then varies the proportions of cold and hot air 
to maintain a constant air imake temperature (see fig. 
K6-6). 

f emperamre sensor - To tarnwe 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety preeautionr. 
2. Disconnect the electrical connection at the cut-out 
switch fined in the carbumer intake elbow. 
3. Unscrew the choke stave pipe connection at the 
carburertw intake elbow. 
4. Slacken t h e  warn drive clip reeuring the imake 
tnrnking to the elbow and ranovt the tnrnking. 
5. Unserew the stZscfn securing the intake elbow 
bracket to the thermortat housing, coltcct the washer. 
6. Withdraw the elbow from the choke housing. 
7. Withdraw the m vacuum pipar from me senwr. 
8. Suitably position the immed intakt e l h w  on a 
bench and carefully remove the wnxrr recuriqclip, 
withdraw the renxrr. 
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Temperature sensor - To fit 
Fit  the temperature sensor by reversing the procedure 
given for removai, noting the following points. 
1. A new securing clip mun alway S be used when 
f i t t ing the  sensor to the air intake elbow. 
2. Ensure that  the vacuum pipes f i t ted underneath the 
sensor do nor become trapped (by poor al ignmenfl when 
the intake elbow i s  firted in to the choke housing. 

Vacuum unit - To remove and fit 
1. Carry our the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Release the two clips situated at the t o p  and b o n o m  
of the blend valve housing (see fig. K6-2). 
3. Carefully free the joint and move the housing from 
the vicinity of rhe air cleaner. 
4. Withdraw the vacuum hose (see fig. K6-2). 
S. Unscrew the four m a l l  screws from around the 
vacuum unit. 
6. Disconnect the vacuum un i t  link rod from the bush 
attached ro the flap. 
7. Withdraw the.vacuum unit. 
8. F i t  t h e  vacuum un i t  by reversing the removal 
procedure. Fig. K67 Air bIending valve 

Air blending valve - t o  dismantle and assemble 
(see fig. K6-7) 
1. Remove ;he vacuum unir. 
2. Withdraw t he  circular retaining clips f rom the t o p  
and Sortom of the flap operating shaft. 
3. Withdraw the shaft. remove t h e  flap valve and 
colleer t he  nylon bush. 

Securing clip 
Nylon bush 
Vacuum unit securing screw 
Cold air feed 
Operating link rod 
Air bending flap 
Hot air feed - 

4. To assemble the air blending valve reverse The 
removal procedure, noting the following. 

signal t o  be appiied t o  the  diaphragm in t h e  air blending 

al After the flap i s  assembled but before the vacuum 
housing and operate the air flap. 

uni t  l ink rod is connected, ensure t h a t  the flap moves 
9. Connect all hoses. 

freely and also properly blanks bo th  the warm and cold 
air ducts at the end of irs travel in each direction. 

Air blending system - TO check 
1. Ensure that the engine is told. 
2. Unscrew the worm drive clip and withdraw the hot 
air pick-up hose ftom the air blending valve housing. 
3. Obsewe the position of the air Rap in the housing 
through the hot air pick-up opening (the flap should have 
closed The hor air pick-up porfl. 
4. Through rhe aperture. push the blending valve flap as 
far as possible so That it closes the cold air feed. Release 
The pressure applied to  the flap so that it snaps back 
againn the hot  air pon. The valve should move 
smoothly over i t s  range of travel and not bind or stick. 
5. Remove the vacuum feed hose from the air blending 
housing and connect a slave hose. Suck on rhe open end 
of the hose so that a vacuum i s  applied to the diaphragm. 
The air flap should operate smoorhly over i ts fulI range 
of travel. 
6. Remove the stave hose and eonnat the system 
vacuum hose. 
7. Remove the vacuum feed hose to the senror a t  the 
merai T e e '  piece. 
8. Ensure rhat the end of the hose is clean. place it in 
the mouth and suck. The sensor should allow rhevacuum 

# 
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Throttle linkage 

Gburener throttle linkage - 1 o fit and set (see fig. K7-11 
1. Assemble 'A' bank and 'B' bank rhrottle levers 
litems 6 and 11 1 onto the carburetter spindles. 
2 Fit the setting jig R H  8880 into position on rhe 
thrortle I wers. 
3. Fully close 'B' bank carburetter butterfly {item 7). 
4- Tighten the pinch bolt securing S' bank throtrle 
Icrer. 
5, Fully close 'A' bank carburetter butterfly (item 2). 
R Tighten the pinch bolt securing 'A' bank throttle 
Iuer. 
7. Fit the throttle spring (item 8) to the throttle levers. 
I. Remove the sming jig from the throttle ievers. 
9. Fit the cross link guide bracket litem 91 to the 
euburetter Tee' piece titsm 5). Secure in position with 
tmr small xrewr Lock the screws using tab washers. 
10. Fit the cross link (item1 Ol and the eccemric rhronte 
adjuner (item 41 onto the thrortle ievers. Ensure thar 
boih thtercle butterflies are closed when adjusting and 
tMtening the eccentric adjuster. 
Note 
t h e  eccentric pin should be set in the lowest position 
possible. 

1 1. Ensure that the clearance between the cross l-ink 
guide (item 91 and the cross tink is between 1.27 mm and 
1.78 mm (0.050 in and 0.070 in). If nuessav bend the 
guide to  obtain this clearance. 
12. Check that the thranle linkage moves freely. 
13. Fit the idle stop screw (item 3) and lock-nut; adjust 
until the screw jusr contacts the rtop bracket ensuring 
that the thranle butterflies are in the closed thrortle 
position. 
14. S c r m  in the idle rtop =raw half a turn. 
15. Connect one end of the drive link (item 12) to the 
'B' bank drrotlle lcver and the opposite end TO the 
manifold shaft lever (km 141. 
16. Operate the linkage to ensure free mwement. 
17. Enwre thar the throttles are in the closed position. 
Check that the 'A' bank control shaft to comrol rod lever 
(item 151 on the rear of the manifold shah Iwer is 
venicd. when compared with the angle of the front 
manifold shaft lever (item 14). Refer to figure K7-1 for 
details. Tighten the securing bolts on bath levers. 
18. Operate the mcehanism; check for freedom of move 
mem within the linkage. Also ensure that there is ciear- 
ance with the various engine components. 

Fig. K7-1 Carburetter throttle linkage 
1 'A' bank carburetter 
2 'A' bank earburener rhronle bunerfly 
3 Idle stop zrew 
4 Eccentric throttle adjuster 
5 Carburetrer Tee' picce 
6 'B' bank carburetter throttle lever 
7 *B' bank carburmer thronle bunerfly 

Throttle spring 
Throttle cross link guide bracket 
Cross link 
'A' bank carburetter throftle lever 
Drive link 
Speed control chain arrachrnent 
Front manifold shaft lever 
Rear manifold Ifiaff lever 
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Aecelantor pedal and isolator mechanism - f o Jat 
Right-hand drive can I K ~  fig. K7-21 
l. Assemble the isolator rod [item 31 to give a distance 
of between 57.50 mm and 58.40 mm (2.25 in and 
2.30 in) between the inner faces of the lock-nuts. 
2. Set the accelerator pedal off-stop screw (item 91 to 
between 25,40 mm and 26.10 mm (1 in and 1.03 in). 
3. Fit  the right-hand mounting bracket (itm 1 11 for 
the a#elerator cross-shah (item 13). 
4. Insert the cross-shaft (item 131 through the longeron. 
Fir the accelerator pedal lever (item 721 and insert the 
cross-shaft into the bush in rhe right-hand bracket 
(irem 11). 
5. Mount the control operating lwer f item 15) on the 
apposke end of the cross-shaft {kern 131, but do not fit 
the pinch bolt. 
6. Fit the letr-hand mounting bracket itmm f 4) orrto 
the cross-shaft ( i tem 131. Scrw the bracka to the under- 
side of the body. 
7. Tighten rhe accelerator pedal lever pimh bolt (itrm12l. 
8. Adjua t he  cross-shaft end-float to between 0.13 mm 
and 0.38 mm (0.005 in and 0.015 in) bending the 
brackets if necessary. 
9. Cheek that the cross-shaft rotares freely. 
10. Fit  the accelerator pedal return spring (ittm 17) 
using the hooks (items 16 and '181. 
11. Slide the control operating lever (item 15) into its 
correct position. Fit the pinch bolt and tighten the nut. 
12. Check that the brake pedal i s  set correctly (the 
accelerator pedal is set relative to the brake pedal]. 
Ensure that there is a minimum clearance of 99,40 mm 
(3.91 5 in) between the underside of the brake pedal and 
The seal housing. 
Note 
Full instructions for setting the brake pedal are given in 
Chapter G - Hydraulic systems. 
13. Check that  the acceleraror pedal is positioned between 
6,35 mm and 12.7 mm (0.250 in and 0.500 in] below 
rhe brake pedal. If not. reset the off-rtop # r m  titam 9). 
14. Connect the isolator trapeze (item 6) to the yoke of 
the body tongeron bracket (item 71. 
15. Check tha t  t h e  macfianirm moves freely by presring 
downwards on rhe free end of the isolator bdl-crank 
(item 51. 
16. Assemble the long rod (item 8) wi th  a distance of 
approximately 471.70 mm 11 8.50 in1 between the inner 
faces of The lock-nuts; leave the nuts loose. 
17. Fit the jaw of the long rod (item 81 to the control 
aperating lwer tirem 15); offer up the opposite end to 
the bell-crank lever (item 5). Adjust the length of the r d  
until there is a minimum amount of 'fretplay'' in the 
contro~ system- 
18. f ighten the lock-nuts. 
19. Cheek that the entire accelerator control rystsrn 
operates smoothly. 
20. Check that full throttle and kickdown are available. 
2 1. Set the height of the kick-down button (item 10). 
Ensure that 'pedal feel! i s  evident when kickdown occurs. 
22. Check that when the accelerator pedal is released 
the throttles fully close. 
23. With the engine at normal operating ternpermre krt 
not running, repeat Operations 19 and 22. 

Left-hand clfive can (W fig. K 7 4  
1. Assemble the isolator rod ( i t m  3) to give a dizurre 
of between 57.50 mm and 58.40 mm ( 2 a 5  in a d  
2,300 in) between the inner faces of tbe lock-nuts 
2. Set the accelerator pedal off-stop xraw (irm.16) to 
between 26,60 mm and 27,lO mm (1.050 in and 1.070 in]. 
3. Build e sub-assembly of the accelerator pedal lever 
(item 171, i t s  pivot pin (item 19) and mounting brack- 
(item 181. Cheek that the tever moves freely betnmn 
the brackets. 
4. Fit the accelerator pedal assembly to the body. Ch& 
that the tever moves freely. 
5. Fit the accelerator cross-shaft mourning brackets 
(item 12) t o  the tongeran. 
6. Carry out Operations 8 to 1 O inctusive and 12 to 23 
indusive, as dwribcd far right-hand drive can. 

Kickdown micr*rwiteh 
This micro-switch is  situated on thg underside of the K 
M y  below the aeeeletator pedal, its purpose is to 
provide kick-down (detentl for the torque convertu 
transmission. 

Kick-down micmswitch assembly - To remove 
1. Drive the car omo a ramp. 
2. From inside rhe car, locate the mkreswitch 
operating ptunger situated beneath the accelerator pedal. 
3. Unscrew the large retaining nut and withdrawthe 
washer. 
4. From under the car detach the Luear connections 
and withdraw the m icro-witch assembly. 

Kick-down micr~witch - To dismantta 
The asxmbly comprises the micro-switch, plunger and 
casing, the assembly should .be removed from the car 
before any dismantl ing is tomrnenced. 
l. Using a rerewdriver carefully 'ease back* the 
indentations which crimp around the cover of the 
assembly. 
2. R m w e  the cover. 
3. D isconnect the two electrical cables fmm drt m e  
switch. The whitelgreen cable has a Lumr connection 
and the whhe cable is retained by a m a l l  serm 
4. Unscrew the two 6BA nuts securing the micro- 
switch to i ts  mounting bracket. Withdraw the r e r m  a d  
collect the two washers from each srew. Withdraw the 
m icro-witch. 
5. Rsmove the Krews retaining the micro-witeh 
mounting brackat. Withdraw the bracket 
6. Remove t h e  cird ip from around the plunger . 
assembly. 
7. Withdraw the plunger assembly and Wing. 

Kick-down micro-switch - To assernbl8 
AsswnMt the micro-switch and plunger by reversing the 
procedure given for dismantling, noting the following. 
1. Ensure that the rubber seal is in a pod condition 
and fined securely to the body of tht a m b l y .  st~urta 
t h e  seal with Dunlop S1240 Adhesive or i t s  equivaient. 

Kick-down micro-swia~h - f o set 
t. Ensure that the carburetter linkage and the 

TSD M W  



Fig. K703 . SU brhwetkr kmlamor pedal wnd isdaor m.ehanism'il&&md drio* 
1 , 'A' bank control shaft 12 C r o s h s f t  mounting bracket 

, 2 " Lever 13 Lower hook 
3 Isolator rod 14 Jaw-long rod 
4 Titbar 15 Control operaing lever 
5 Belkrank lever 16 Pedal off-stop screw 
6 Imlator trapeze 17 Pedal lever 
7 Body longeron bracket 18 Pedal lever mounting brxket 
8 Long rod 19 Pivot pin 
9 Return *ring mounting bracket 20 Connecting rod 

10 Top hook 21 Cross-shah 
1 l Return spring 22 K ick-down micro-switch 
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Fig. K7-4 Kick-down micro-switch assembly 
1 Plunger assembly 
2 Secondary plunger 
3 Micro-witch 
4 Elongared hole in mounring plate 

(micro-rwirch adjustment) 
A Clearance of 0.1 27 mm (0.005 in) 

accelerator pedal linkage are correctly set. Swing the 
micro-switch towards the base of she piunger umil a 
gap of beween 0.254 mm and 0,762 mm (0.010 in and 
0.030 in) exists between the micro-switch button and 
the plunger. 
2. f ighten the micr~swireh securing nuts. Check that 
the gap set in Operarion 1 has not been disturbed. 
3. Siowly depress the plunger ro obtain full stroke. 
Check that the switch operates (audible click) during this 
operation. 
4. E m r e  that with the main plunger fully depressed 
K is nil1 clear of the micro-switch case (see fig. K7-4). 
5. Slowly release rhe plunger ensuring that the micte 
switch contacts open (audible click). 
6. E m r e  that the clearance set between the plunger 
and the micro-switch button remains as set in Operation l .  
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Fault diagnosis 

Symptoms Possible -use 

Fuel pump - Pitrburg 
1. Engine will not scan due to  no fuel being delivered 

at  the carburetters or engine cuts out due to fuel 
nawa ion. 
(il Quiet buuing or light whine (i.e. pump 

operating but not delivering fuel). 
(i) (a1 Elcetrical connections reversed. 

(b] Pump not priming due to air lock. caused by 
insufficient fuel in tank. 

(C) With the pump inhibit system overriden, if the 
pump motor can be heard or felt to be runnirp .. . . 
then either. 
(D The pump has seized and broken the 

magnetic drive coupling, or 
( i i ]  The internal pressure retief valve has failed. 

(ii) No buzzing (i.e. pump inoperative). (ii) (a) Faulty leads or terminal eonnecrions. 
(b) Faulty electrical feed to pump. 
(C) Blocked filter in the pump. 

(iii) Loud buzzing (i.e. pump operating but not {iii) (a1 lnt zt and outlet filter adapters reversed 
del ivering fuel). ( bi Blockage in pipes. etc. 

(C) Pump inlet and outlet pipes reversed 
(d) Feed and return pipes a t  the carbureners 

reversed 
(e} Nowreturn valve the incorrect way around. 

Carburenerr - S U  HI Ff 
1. Engine will not start. 

(Starter motor operating). 

2. Engine idles very roughly. 

1. (a l  Ignition circuit broken. 
(b} Failed rnti  'mrrbn' solenoid or failure of 

electrical supply circuit. 
(c) Ignition system faulty. 
(dl Darnagd or contaminated ignition high tcnrbn 

circuit 
(C) Blocked fuel feed line, fouled fiost chamber 

f iltets 
(f) Faulty choke bi-metal coil. 
(g) Choke solenoid inoperative. 
(h1 Faulp choke fast-idle meeftanism. 
( I )  Air leak in inducrion wstem. 
{j l  Faulty hot idle mixture compensator. 
Ikl Weakening device filter blocked, weakening 

device air intake non-return valve failed or 
blockage in rubber connecting hoses. 

{I) Faulty weakening dmice cut-off xrlenoid or 
failure of electrical supply circuit. 

(m) Fau try weakening device control v i t ch  or failure 
of elmrical wpply circuh 

(nl Dislodged venturi in weakening dwice. 
(a) Flooding of carburmer float chamber of jet. . 

2. (a) Ignition syrfem faulty. 
(b) Fouled sparking plugs. 
{c) Damaged or contaminated ignition hiqh tension 

circuit. 



.IS Possible u u m  

rre idles very roughly (continued). (d) Air leak in induction system. 
(C) Faul ty hot idle compensator. . 

I f )  Weakening device filter blocked, weakening 
device air intake non-rmtn valve failed or 
btockage in rubber connecting hoses. 

(g] Badly worn or damaged carburetter control 
linkage. 

(h1 F tooding of carburetter float chamber or jet. 
(il Sticking carburetter piston. 
(j) Incorrect operation of carburmer jet com- 

pensation. 
(k) Fouled carburattcr float chamber or jet. 
(l] Incorrect operation of temperature controlled 

air intake ryscem. 

3. (a1 Ignition circuit broken. 
Ib) F aited anti 'run-on' solenoid or failure of 

. elemrical rupply circuit. 
(C) Ignition system f w l q .  
(d) Damaged or contaminated ignition high tmsion 

circu is. 
Iel Blocked fue l  feed line, fouled float chamber 

filters. 
If) Air leak in induction system. 
(g) Faulty hot idle mixture compensator. 
(h) Weakening device filter blocked, weakening 

device air intake non-return valve failed or 
blockage in rubber connecting hoses. 

ID Badly worn or damaged carburetter control 
linkage. 

tj) Flooding of carburetter float chamber or je. 
{k) Sticking carburetter pinon. 
I11 Incorrect operation of carburetter j ~ t  corn- ' 

pensation. 
(m) Fouled carburetrw float chamber or jet. 

Engine shows signs of power loss evident at 4. (a1 
high speeds and loading. (bl 
or (cl 
Engine misfires particularly on hard 
acceleration from low speed, Id1 

lgnitian system faulty. 
Fouled sparking piugr. 
  am aged or contamimtsd ignition high 
tension circuit. 
Blocked fuel feed line or fouled float chamber 
f ifters. 
Choke system operation incorrect. 
Sticking carburmer piston. 
Fouled carburerter float chamkr or jet. 

E n g i s ~  htsitates or misfires under light load. 5. (a) Failed anti ' ruwn' solenoid or failure of 
electrical supply circuit. 

(bl Ignition system fauity. 
(c) Fouled marking ptgs. 
Id) Damaged or conramhated ignition high tension , 

circuit. 
(cl Blocked fuel feed line or feuled float chamber 

filters. 
(f] Air leak in iduction syrtem. 
(g1 Faulty hot idle mixtun compensator. 
(h) Weakening device filter blocked, weakening 

device air intake non-return valve fa i id  or 
blmkage in rubber connecting ham. 

{D Dislodged vemuri in weakening device. 
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Symptoms 

5. Ergine hesitates ar misfires under light toad 
teontinudl. 

6. inerease in fuel consumption. 

7, Engine 'backfires' on wermn. 

8. Sudden increase in engine idle speed. 

(j) flooding of carkrrmar float chamber or jm. 
(k) incorrect operation of carbrirertsr jet c m -  

penration. 
(I! Fouled carburmer float chamber or jet. 
(m) Incorrect operation of temperature controlled 

air intake system. 

6. (a) Ignition system faulty. 
(b) faulty choke bi-metal coil. 

. (c) Choke system operation incorrect. 
(d) Air leak in induction system. 
(e) Faulty hot idle mixture cornpewinor. 
(f) Weakening device filter blocked. weakening 

dwiee air intake non-return valve failed or 
blockage in rubber connecting hoses. 

{g) Faulty weakening dwice eut-off solenoid or 
failure of electrical nrppty circuit. 

(h) Faulty weakening device control switch or 
failure of electrical supply circuit. 

{i) Air leak in rnimure weakening system. 
(j) Flooding of carburetter float chamber or jet. 
(k) Sticking carburmer piston. 
Ill Incorrect operation of carburetter jet com- 

pensation. 
(m) Incorrect purge flow rate. 

7. (a) Ignition system faulty. 
(b) Air teak into induction system. 
(cj Faulty hot idle mixture curnpensator. 
(d) Air blending valve spindle binding. 
(e) Faulty air intake Temperature sensor. 

8. . (a) Faulty choke fan-idle mechanism. 
(bl Failed carburetter overrun valve. 
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Special torque tightening 
figures 
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Workshop tools 

Tool Number Dueripion 

RH 8090 Pliers - wirm hose clips 

RH 8841 Dial gauge - mrbutentt piston lift 

RH 8880 Sming jig - thmle levers 

RH 8945 Cannmor - choke stove pipe 

RH 9096 Fitting toot - 'A' hank miwarra 
adjusting k e w  fanperproof seal 

RH 9097 . Fitting @al.- 'B' bsnk m h r e  
adjusting %raw tamperptoof seal 

RH 9305 K it - to adapt RH 884 t to f'rr S.U. 
H 1 F7 carburetters 
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Turbocharging system 

Contents Pages 
Silver Spirit Silver Spur Mulsanne Comiche 
Mulsannt Turbo 

Basic principle of operarion - K1 1-3 - 
Description of the components 

Air flow symem 
Air intake filter 
Turbocharger assembly 
Air chest 
Dump valve 
Boost inhibit 
Boos t  limiter 
Exhaust gas wastegate 

Fuel system 
Fuel tank 
Fuel pump 
Check valve 
Fuel fitter 
Fuel pressure regulator 
Carburener 
Pan thrortle enrichment 
control 
Non-return valve 

Electrical circuit 
Fan delay timer - K1 1-13 - 
Electrical wiring diagram - K11-14 - 

lgnition system 
Distributor - c K11-15 - 

. Vaeuum/Pressure advance 
capsule - - Kll-75 - 
Ignition amplifier - - K11-17 - 
Coil - g K1 1-17 - 
f ngine knock sensing sysrern - - Ki t - l 7  - 

Modes of operation 
Engine light load operation - - Kl1-17 - 
Engine part throttle operation 
[with boost) - - Kt1-l7 - 
Engine full load operation - - K t  1-17 - 

Flow charts 
Basic faults - - K1 1-18 - 
Basic faults - - K11-19 - 
Ignition system - - K1 1-21 - 
Component location - - K1 1-23 - 

Workshop safety precautions 
General - - K1 1-25 - 
Fire - - K1 1-25 - 
Health risk - - Kll-25 - 
Cleanliness - - K17-25 - 



Contents Pages 
Silver Spirit Silver Spur 
Mulsanne 

Mulsanne 
Turbo 

Comiche 

Fault diagnosis 
Ignition timing 
Checking the idle 
mixture strength 
Setting the idle mixture 
strength 
Balancing the idle mixture 
x r e w  
Setting the automatic cold 
nan  fast-idle mechanism 
Thrmle jacWdamper s h n g  
Seaing the variable choke 
pulldown device 
Pulldown gap setting 
Checking the dump valve 
and control system 
Checking the bwst 
enrichment system 
Checking the boost limit and 
wastegate system 
Checking the boost inhibit 
system 
Checking the fuel pressure 
Setting the fuel pressure 
regutator 

Removal and fitting of 
components 

Air intake 
Air filter element 
Turbocharger assembly 
Air dump (recircylation) pipe 
Air dump. valve 
Air chest 
Exhaust gas wastegate 
Fuel pressure regulator 
Carburerrer 
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Tu rbocharging system 

The purpose of the following description is to provide 
elemenrary details of the rurbocharg~ng system. This 
information will enable service personnel to familiarise 
themselves with the  operation of the system. so that 
the senricing procedures given in :hts Workshop 
Manual can be carried out. 

Basic principle of operation (see fig. K1 1-4) 
The turbocharger is fitted to increase the wwer and 
torque of the engine. This it achieves by taking energy 
from the exhaust to pump extra. air into the engine a t  
wide throttle openings. Whenever this occurs the 
turbacharger is applying 'boost' to the induetian 
system. 

The size of the turbocharger has been carefully 
chosen to give a substantial increase in torque at low 
engine speeds. However, if nor correctly controtled this 

would result in excessive boost pressure and power 
output at high speeds. 

To overcome this situation a wastegate is fitted 
into the exhaust system between the engine and the 
turbocharger. When either the boost pressure or speed 
reach a predetermined level. the wastegate opens and 
allows a proponion of exhaust gas to bypass the 
turbocharger. This ensures that the power of th 
engine is limited 10 a level that will not adveneiy aaffct 
durability. 

To prevent surging of the turbocharger 
compressor when the thronles are suddenly cfosd. a 
dump valve is fined into the side wall of the air chest 
f his assembly allows the inlet air to be recitcuhed 
from the air chest to the compressor and relieves t h e  
bmst pressure when the thrmles are closed. 

When the throttles are opened the dump valve is 

Fig. K1 1-1 .The turbocharged engine 

tSD 4400 
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C I C ~ ~ C  anb 30GS: aressure !S r a o ~ d ~ t  ao~l led :o :he 
enzlrre - - 

! IP reclrcylatom fuei svstem si lgpl l~s fuei vla a 
pcnc and f~lter to the pressure regulator. Th15 
Cornpo'ent ensures tna! !he pressure of the fuel 
ae~~uerpd 10  he zarauretter IS alwavs ma~nralnea above 
rhar prcva~i~nG !r: rne alr ches:. - 

! i e  carDurerrer IS a Soiex .I A 1 rsrrn~lar to those 
f;-ec :G C o r n ~ c l e  and Camargue: and IS housec wrth~n 
the a~cight c h e n  on l o p  of the engrne. 

A Sar? thrortle enrichment control ensures that The 

czr9urer;er eccnomy device ts In the full r ~ c h  posl~lon 
wn5never boost cond~t~ons prevail In the air chest. 

The lgnlt~on svstem tbnslsts of a magnetic pick- 
up ryDe of dls~rrbut0r w ~ t h  centrrfugal advance and a 
vacuum, pressure advance capsule. The system also 
Incorporates engine knock senslng equipment to 
retard the ~gnltton r~mtng if detonar~on occurs. 

Description of the components 
Three rnterconnected svsrems form the turbocharg~ng 
system. These are the air flow sysrem {both inlet and 
exhaust), the fuel system, and rhe ~ g n i t ~ o n  system. AIL 
have their varlous control systems to ensure that they 
function properly and at !he correct time. 

Fig. K1 1-2 Engine companment derails 
1 In:ake aqr ~ ~ C k - u p  
2 Bsos: pressure tapDlng to exhacsi 

r r  aSiPqa!e 
3 4,- mane to compressor 
2 3 u n p  valbe vacuu~7 S W I T C ~  

5 ?. atuum tonnecrlon to arr cuma dalve 
5 :Gni:~or! d~srrlburor caDsuie Dress~re 

5.3nal 3rDe 

7 Fuel feed pipe 
8 Boost rnhibit microsw~tcr: 
9 Eng~ne 'knock' sensor 

(panrally htdden; 
10 Fuel pressure regulator 
l 1 Fuel svstem pressure tapp~ng 
12 Pan thronle enr~ctrment Dressure sw~tch 

and solenojd 
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Air flow system 
Air make  fiker 
Turbocharger assembly 
A I ~  chest 
Dump valve 
Boost inhibit 
Boost limiter 
Exhaust gas wastegate 

Fuel system 
Fuel tank 
Fuel pump 

Cneck valve 
Fuei filter 
Fuel Dressure regutator 
Carburener /Sole* 4 A l l 

Par! throttle enr~chmen: control 
Non-return valve 

Ignition system ' ' 

Dlstr~ butor 
VacuudPressure advance capsi;-e 
Amplrfier 
C01 t 
Knock sensor system 

Fig. K1 3-3 Engine compartment derails 
1 Automatre speed control cha~n 
2 Choke pulldown heater swrtch 
3 Air ches: 
4 lgn~t~onddistr~butor capsule vacuum 

s19nal p~pe 
5 Boost llmlter solenotd 
6 Turbocharger exhaust turbrne 

houslng 

l Turbocharger a!r  comDresscr 
musing 

6 Exhaust gas waslegaye 
! pan~allv hrddenl 

9 Arr dump (recrrculatloni o~pe 
: 0 ignlt~on sysrem am~lrfter 
1 1 Atr dellvery plpe to air ches: 
12 Crankcase breather prpe 

-- 
'S: 4400 
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Fig. K1 1 4  The turbocharging system (theoretical) 
- . -  P 
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Fig. Kt 1-5 Air intake system 

fig. K1 1-6 The turbocharger 
1 Exhaust turbine. 
2 Shaft 
3 Centre housing 
4 Inrake compressor 

Air flow system 
Air intake filter (see fig. K1 1-5) 
The air ~ntake system and filter element are housed at 
the front of the right-hand wing. A cold air scoop 
located behind the front bumper, directs the intake air 
via flexible ducting to the filter housing. The air then 
passes through the tapered paper fiker element (from 
the cenue towards the outside) and on to the 
~ r b o c  harger. 
Important 
Whenever fiher maintenance is carried out. the air flow 
through the element should be noted (i.e. the clean 
side of the element is the ou~ide.  any din will 
accumulate in the centre). 

Turbocharger (ss8 fig. Kt 1-61 
The turbocharger is basically an air pump driven by the 
energy of the exhaust gas. The main components ate 
the exhaust turbine, the shah  the compressor. and the 
centre housing assembly. 

The turbine and compressor are mounted at 
opposite ends of the same shaft which is supparted in 
plain &rings within the centre housing. The 
compressor is contained within an aluminium alloy 
housing and the exhaust turbine within rhe cast iron 
housing Both housings are bolted to the cemre 
housing and the complete assembly is mounted via 
the turbine flange to the exhaust manifold. 

The plain bearings that support the shaft have 
floating bushes which are lubricated by pressurized 
engine oil. This oil is also used K, cool bath the 
bearings and the centre housing assembly. 

Oil seals are fhtsd at either end of the shaft to 
prevent oil leakage into the turbine or compressor 
housings. 

If an exhaust extraction system is used when the 
engine IS operated (e.g. in a workshop), the 
turbocharger oil seal arrangement may temporarily 
leak The leak may continue for sometime after the 
extramion equipment has been remwed: thrs condition 
is normal. 

The turbocharger is lubricated by pressurized 
engine oil and therefore. the supply of oil stops 
immediately the engine is switched off akhough. the 
exhaust turbine and compressor wheels continue to 
spin freely for sometime before coming to rest 
Therefore. damage could be caused during this 
slowing down time due to lack of lubrication and 
consequential heat build-up. 

Imporlam 
After sustained high speed operation the engine 
should be allowcld to run at the idle speed setting for 
at least one minute before it is switched off. 

Air chest (see fig. K1 1-7) 
The air chest is mounted centrally over an eight branch 
induction manifold and houses the Solex 4 A l 
carburener. 

The assembly is sealed and contains air which is 
ready,for induction into the engine via the carburmer. 

Jum t 983 
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Dump valve (see fig. K1 1-8) 
The manifold depression operated dump valve is 
situated in the side wall of the air chest At low engine 
toads [manifold vacuum greater than 368,30 mm Hg 
(1 4.5 in Hg)l it allows air to recirculate through ihe air 
chest and back into the compressor. At higher engine 
loads the dump valve ctoses (due to a fall in the 
manifold depression) and pressure builds-up in the air 
chest, increasing pan throttle engine power and 
improving throttle progression on the primary chokes. 

A solenoid valve operated- by a vacuum switch. 
connects the dump valve to  atmospheric pressure 
whenever the inlet manifold vacuum is tess than 
368.30 mm Hg (1 4.5 in Hg) and allows the dump 
valve to close. 

When the vacuum switch and solenoid are de- 
energized [ inlet manifold vacuum greater than 
368.30 mm Hg 11 4.5 in Hg)]. the solenoid connects 
the dump vahre to the inlet manifold vacuum which in 
turn, draws the valve open. 

The dump valve also acts as a relief valve 8 the 
boost pressure exceeds approximately 0.59 'bar 
(8.5 lbf/in2, 439.50 mm Hg, 17.30 in Hg).. 

Boost inhibit 
This system prevents the build-up of boost pressure 
when the brakes are applied with the vehicle stationary 
but the transmission in Drive range, and the 
accelerator is depressed. 

When the boost limiter system control box 
receives the appropriate signals (brake lights switch. 
throttle position micrcrswitch, et&) to  indicate that the 
above conditions prevail. the boost limiter system is 
activated. 

Boost limiter (see fig. K1 t -9) 
A boost limiter system is used to control the maximum 
speed of the engine. This'is achieved by limiting the 
amount of boost pressure supplied to the engine. 

The electronic control unit {ECU) used in the 
system senses when maximum speed is being 
approached and activates an electrically operated 
vacuum pump mounted under the wing on the right- 
hand valance. 

At maximum speed h e  ECU energizes a solenoid 
valve which connecrs the vacuum pump to the end 
connection on the wastegate. The vacuum then 
applied. opens the wastegate to limit the boost 
pressure and hence, the speed of the engine. 

Exhaust gas wastegate (see fig. Kt 1-9). 
The exhaust gas wastegate is used to control the 
boost pressure by regulating the flow of exhaust gas 

. to the turbocharger turbine. This controls the energy 
available for compressing inlet air. 

The boost pressure is taken from a tapping at the 
end of the turbocharger compressor volute and acts on 
a diaphragm connected to the wastegate valve. As the 
boost pressure rises, the diaphragm acts against a 
spring and at a predetermined pressure the valve lifts 
off its seat. wasting some of the exhaust gas and 
limiting the boost pressure. 

Fig. K1 1-7 Air chest 
1 Part throale enrichment control 
2 Fuel pressure regulator 
3 Dump valve control 

fig. K ' l l - 8  Dump vahre and control system 
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Fuel system 
Fuel tank (see fig. K1 1-1 0 )  
The fuel tank is situated behind the rear seats and has 
a capacity of 108 litres (23.73 gal).-The tank is sealed 
by a ratchet type of screw-on filler cap which 
incorporates a combined pressure and vacuum relief 
valve. 

An expansion tank is located in the upper part of 
the fuel tank assembly. This inhibits complete filling of 

Fig. K1 1-9 Boost limiter and Exhaust gas 
wastegate 

A Pressure operating the wastegate 
B Vacuum operating the wastegate 

Fig. K11-10 Fueltank 
1 'In tank' nylon filter 
2 Overfill limiter 
3 Filler assembly 
4 Fuel return pipe 
5 Fuel feed pipe 

the tank and provides fuel expansion volume to cope 
with variations in ambient temperature. 

The fuel system is of the recirculation type. Both 
the feed and return pipes are routed down the left- 
hand side of the car and connect into the base of the 
fuel tank. The system feed pipe connects from the 
nylon 'in-tank' filter assembly to the fuel pump. 

Fuel pump (see fig. K1 1-1 l )  . 
This is a roller cell type of pump, driven by a 
permanent magnet motor. 

A rotor mounted on the pump shaft. has metal 
rollers fitted into the slots situated around its 
circumference. When the pump is operating the rollers 
are forced against the eccentricalty designed pump 

Fig. K1 1-1 l Fud pump 
1 Outlet union 6 Transmission damper 
2 Roller cell A Pressure side 
3 Safety valve B Inlet side 
4 Armature 
5 Final drive unit 

June 1983 
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housing by centrifugal force and form sealed individual 
fuel compartments (cells). As the pump shaft rotates 
the fuel in the cells is forced from the inlet to the 
outlet side of the pump. it then travels via a separate 
check valve to the main fuel filter. 

Check valve (see fig. K1 1-1 2) 
The check valve is situated in the fuel feed line. 

Fuel under pressure from the pump, mwes the 
small valve from its seating and passes through the 
holes in the valve disc. When the pump is not 
operating, the fuel pressure drops and a spring returns 
the valve disc to the adapter face, thus sealing the 
feed line. 

Fuel filter (sea fig. K1 1-1 3) 
The main fuel filter is fitted into the fuel feed line 
between the check vake and the fuel pressure 
iegulator. The filter contains a paper erement and a 
fine mesh screen. The paper element is used to trap 
any dirt in the fuel. The fine mesh screen retains any 
particles which may be released by the paper cartridge. 
Important 
Due to the construction of the filter it is most 
important that the direction of flow arrow marked on 
the filter housing is strictly adhered to. 

f i g .  K1 1 -l 2 Check valve 
l Valve body 6 Fuel return line 
2 Spring 7 Check valve 
3 Seating disc 8 Fuel feed line 
4 Adapter 
5 Cirelip 

fuel pressure regulator (see fig. K1 1-1 4) 
The fuel pressure regulator controls the fuel supply 
pressure to 0.275 bar (4 Ibf/in2, 206.84 mm Hg. 
8.1 44 in Hg) above the air chest pressure. This avoids 
fuel starvation under boost conditions. 

The assembly consists of a spring and diaphragm 
unit that partialty restricts the fuel return line to the 
tank. Boost pressure 'also acts on the diaphragm (to 
restrict the flow of fuel returning to the fuel tank) 
which causes the fuel pressure to rise. 

The basic fuel pressure can be set by means of an 
adjustment screw on top of the assembly. However, 
once this pressure had been set during manufacture of 
the vehicle. it should not normally require adjustment 
in service. 

_ ,  _ .&.'... *. * 
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Fig. K1 1-1 3 Fuel fiker 
1 Outlet connection 
2 Fibre glass paper fitter element 
3 Direction of flow arrow 
4 Paper filter element 
5 Inlet connection 
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Carburetter {see fig. K1 1 -1 5 )  
The Solex 4 A l carburetter is a four barrel. two stage 
down draught carburetter. Two barrels combine to 
become the first or primary stage; the other two 
barrels form the secondary stage. 

In the primary stage the throttle butterfries are 
operated directly, whereas the secondary stage 
butterflies are opened by a cam on the throttle lever of 
the primary stage, once the lock of the automatic 
choke mechanism has disengaged. 

The carburetter is further refined by an economy 
device piston (see fig. K1 1-1 6). At part throttle 
openings the inlet manifold depression is sufficient to 
overcome the spring fitted beneath the economy 
device piston. The piston is therefore. drawn 
downwards. moving the twin tapered air correction 
needles downwards. This allows additional air to sntPr 
the primary air correction jets. 

A second addition for this application of the 
carburetter is the choke pulldown heater. 

fig. K1 1-3 4 Fuel pressure regulator 
1 Pressure adjustment screw 
A Air chest pressure 
B Fuel to carburetter 
C Fuel return to tank 
D Fuel feed into regulator 

I - - 

Fig. Kl l -1 5 Solex 4 A 1 carburetter 
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K1 1-13 

Full details relating to the overhaul of the carburetter economy device and balances out the 
carburetter are given in Chapter K - Part 1 of this pressure difference across it. The.force exerted by the 
Workshop Manual TSD 4400. The various service spring on the underside of the piston moves the piston 
settings for the carburetter are given in the fautt and air correction needle valves upwards to reduce the 
diagnosis and service adjustment section of this effective opening of the primary air correction jets. 
Chapter Therefore, under boost conditions the economy device 

is always in the full rich position. 
Part throttle enrichment eontro! (see fig. K1 1-1 6) 
When the boost pressure in the air chest exceeds Non-return valve (see fig. K1 1-1 7 )  
0,07 bar ( l  tbf/in2, 5 1.71 mm H-g. 2.04 in Hg) a 

.. 

The non-return valve is fitted into the fuel return iine 
pressure switch mounted on the 'B' bank side of the just prior to the fuel tank The purpose of the valve is 
air chest energises a normally closed solenoid valve. to prevent the 'backflow' of fuel. 
This allows air chest pressure to the underside of the The valve is manufactured from fuel resistant 

nylon and is a non-serviceable unit If its operation is 
suspect, a new assembly should be fitted. The 
direction of flow is indicated by the arrow embossed 
on the wive body. e. fl--.-- -- - .- -- - - 
Electrical circuit 
The electrical components associated with the 
turbocharger and auxiliary systems are shown in figure 
K1 1-18. 

Specific information and seruice checks are given 
in the appropriate section of this Workshop Manual 
TSD 4400. 

Fan delay timer 
On turbocharged engines a fan delay timer is fitted. 
f his system enables the electrically operated cooling 
fan (situated between the radiator grille and matrix) to 
operate for up to  approximately 1 5 minutes after the 
ignition has been switched off. if the crwlant 
temperature is above 1 1 5'C. 

Fig. K1 1 -t 6 Carburetter economy device 
and Pan throttle boost 
enrichment 

Fig. K1 1-1 7 Non-return valve 
1 Final drive unit 
2 Fuel pump 



Fig. K1 1-1 8 Electrical wiring diagram {theoretical) 
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Ignition system the air chest It therefore. responds to the pressure 
A tucas constant energy ignition system with drop across the carburetter. This' provides an ignition 

magnetic pick-up is fitted. A knock sensing system is characteristic better matched to the degree of boost 
also incorporated to enable optimum ignition timing to applied, than if a conventional vacuum capsule was 
be used without the risk of engine damage due to fitted. 
detonation. 

Distributor (see fig. Kt 1-1 9) 
The distributor is a Lucas 35 OM8 and contains a 
magnetic pick-up (trigger) and reluctor (star wheel). 
The assembly also has a centrifugal advance 
mechanism. 

VacuudPressure advance capsule 
(see fig. K1 1 -g 9) 
The advance capsule diaphragm is cbnneeted on one 
side to the carburetter gated orifice (as with a 
conventional vacuum capsule) and on the other side to 

Key to fig. K1 1-1 8 Electrical wiring diagram 
(theoreticaq 

1 Fuse27 
2 Fuse 10 
3 Gearbox top gear switch 
4 Gearbox in hi bit 
5 Vacuum pump and solenoid 
6 Boost limiter solenoid valve 
7 Relays 
8 Control unit 
9 Speedometer 

10 Speed signal generator 
1 1 To cranking interlock relay 
12 Anti 'run-on' solenoid 
13 Boost enrichment solenoid valve and 

switch 
1 4 Dump valve and switch 
t 5 Oil pressure switch 
16 Fuet pump relay 
17 Fuel pump 
1 8 Fuel pump resistor 
19 Choke heater relay 
20 Choke pulldown heater relay and 

resistor 
21 Choke pulldown heater 
22 Choke heater temperature switches 
23 Choke heater relay and resistor 
24 Choke heater 
25 Ignition coil 
26 Elecrmnic control unit (ECU) 
27 Ignition system amplifier 
28 Engine knock (detonation) sensor 
29 Magnetic pick-up (trigger). This is an 

integral part of the distributor 
30 High tension lead 
3 1 Distributor 
32 Sparking plugs 
33 To kick-down switch and solenoid 
34 Throttle position rnicrcrswitch 
35 Stop [amps switch 
36 To speed control electronic control unit 
37 Speed control switch 
38 To speed control eledronic control unit 

Fig. K1 1-1 9 Ignition distributor 
1 Flash over shield {dust cover) 
2 Reluctor (star wheel) 
3 Magnetic pick-up (trigger) 
4 Automatic advance mechanism 
5 VacuurdPressure advance capsule 
6 Driving gear 

TSB 4400 

June 1'983 



Fig K1 1-20 Operation of the turbocharging systems 
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Ignition amplifier (see fig..K11-3) 
The ignition amptifier is contained within a finned 
aluminium box mounted on the right-hand valance 
below the windscreen wiper motor. The unit amplifies 
the signal from tl-le distributor pick-up (trigger) and 
feeds it to the coil, thereby producing a timed spark 
The timed spark is retarded by the knock sensing 
system if engine knock has been detected. 

Coil 
The Lucas 32 C5 is a special low impedence r(pe coil 
matched to the ignition amplifier. 

Engine knock sensing system 
The knock sensor (see fig. K1 1-21 ) produces a small 
output signal when it detects engine knack and other 
abnormal engine noise. This signal is processed by the 
electronic control unit (ECU) mounted above the 
footwell. The ECU fitters the signal and decides if 
engine knock is present If knock is present the ECU 
signals the amplifier to retard the ignition until the 
knock ceases. 

Modes of operation 
This section comprises a brief description of the 
operating modes for the system. 

Operation of the various control systems is shown 
in figure K1 1-20. 

Engine light load operation 
Wtth a small throttle opening and low engine speed 
the inlet manifold depression is high. Therefore. the 
dump vahre vacuum switch de-energizes the solenoid 
valve and allows the inlet manifold depression to open 
the dump vatve. 

The inlet air delivered by the turbocharger 
compressor to the air chest is allowed to return to the 
compressor via the dump valve. Under these 
conditions there is no turbocharging effect and the 
engine operates in the 'convemional' naturally 
aspirated manner. 

Engine part throttk operation {with boost) 
When the throttles are panially opened to meet an 
increase in engine load, the inlet manifold depression 
will fall below 368.30 mm Hg (14.5 in Hg). Therefore, 
the dump valve vacuum switch energizes the solenoid 
valve and closes the dump valve by venting it to 
atmosphere. 

When the dump vaIvs closes the sir recirculation 
pipe, air from the turbocharger w m p r ~ o r  is retained 
within the air chest. This causes pressure to build-up 
to approximately 0.48 bar (7 Ibf/in2. 36 f,97 mm Hg. 
14.2 5 in Hg). dependent upon the throttle openings. 

Due to the calibration of the carburetter, the 
increased density of inlet air permits an increase in the 
volume of fuel that can be burnt in the engine (whilst 
maintaining the correct air/fuel ratio). This therefore, 
produces a correspondingly higher engine power 
output. 

The boost pressure is also piped from the 
turbocharger compressor to the exhaust gas wastegate 

Fig. Kt 1-21 Engine knock sensor 
1 Terminal 
2 Nickel alloy core (4 off) 
3 Isolator bobbin 
4 Spring washer 
5 Permanent magnet 
6 Coil 

assembly and at a pre-set pressure it lifts fhe 
wastegate valve off its seat. A proportion of the 
exhaust gas then by-passes the turbocharger turbine 
limiting the speed and therefore. the power driving the 
turbocharger compressor- This action limits the boost 
pressure. 

If due to a malfunction, the boost pressure is not 
limited in the manner described, the dump valve wilt 
act as a relief valve when rhe pressure approaches 
approximately 0.59 bar (8.5 tbf/in2, 439,50 mm Hg. 
17.30 in Hg), C 

Whilst the engine is oprating under boost 
conditions. a pressure switch mounted on 'B' bank 
side of the air chest energizes a normally closed 
solenoid valve whenever the air chest pressure 
exceeds 0.07 bar 11 Ibf/in2, 51,7 l mm Hg, 
2.04 in HgJ. The effect of this is to f e d  boost 
pressure torthe underside of the carburetter economy 
dwice. This balances the pressure difference across 
the device and ensures that the load exerted by the 
economy device spring mwes the tapered needle 
valve into the full rich position. 

This ensures that the economy dwice Is always in 
the Cull rich pasition for part throttle 'on boost' 
operation. 

Engine full load operation 
W~th the throttles fully opened. the inlet manifold 
depression is below the setting required to keep the 
dump valve open. Therefore. the vacuum switch 

TSD 4400 
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Poor low speed primary progression 

Poor 'on boost' primary progression 

Excessive fuel consumption 

Poor secondary throttle progression 

Loss or erratic operation of speed control system 

Blue smoke in exhaust 

Intake system 'spitback' 

Excessive induction noise on overrun 

Excessive induction noise on boost 

Excessive top speed 

June 1983 
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Turbocharging system 
Ignition sl/stem fault diagnosis flow chart 



I Engine mistirss 
or I U ~ ~ S  

~ a m ~ i a l a  ifinition 8yttsm tail",* 2, Inspacl the drstr~buior cap and tolot arm. 
1 Check the Low Tsnrmn wlrrng md 

d. Subnulute the ignilron ryr iem corl. 
5 Test lhe englrro. 
H48 tha angina mlifira cl..rod? 

Swiwh on the ipnitron. Check lot r poglirw 
~ I l w l a I  lha po#IIwe Ierrnrnbl and than r t  thm 
nopatwe lormrnll d !he lpnrtmn svninm cml. 
I8 Ik01m 12 wllm supplr? 

1.  Chsch tor r blown ignn~on system lusa. 
. .2. C k c k  tha coil LW Tonlion cmbks lor pwr 
trrmlm Wm c m  -I rllrv IIM hll 
rhonod to arnh. 
Aecl~k i s  nocarsq. 

Daconnecl the rgnrllon d~str~buror rweway 
dvg/~WkeI  rnd connect an 4.C. vahrnb~rr 01 

mUIii~!esteI 10 the two.wav connector lerdqng to 
tho databutor. 

Select rho lower1 A.C. voltege rmge. 
Crank the englne and check (h* ihs woltape 

rardlng on Ihe ler~mmlrr . p ~ ~ l s ~ u s  M 
rppromrmrnlv 0 5 uolis. 

W ~ t h  1hs ,eslrnslar rtcll connected champs lhr 
scds to read up to 5000 ohma 15Knl. Ensure 
lhal w11h lhs dlslrebulor slalnonarq the reodlng on 
the meia IK belwsen 3000n and SODOn 
13Knand 5Knl .  I 

I Drbummfi the hlnp knd at thc lgnitiwr 
dutribul#.,Pocnion the end of the lead Subrlitute the ignilbn nyslcm coil w d  cary oui NO 
, u a u r r n t l e  IQ 20 4 hllm n 
eanh. Smlch M the lgnitlon and roirte the 
tnglne. 

I h thora m rpark? 
l ,  I 

Y 

Ha. 1hr Ianhion dinributor cap or rotor mrm 
k o h r n  down rlestricrlly? 

h 

. , 
Y 

Disconnecl lhe multvpm plug lram Ihe rpark 
conlrd elocaonrc unll (ECU]. Clsang a surtoMe Ilnh 
cabls brldge ihs red Iisrmtnnl Gl md Ihr  lbw 
Ilermlnrl K1 cablar 11 Iha plug. 
fort the bn i l i on  ry l lam, in lhmtm m sprrk? Fad1 in the ~gnition rmplilrsr circuity. 1 I lmmanant 1-1 2. Repleca the raniisn amplifier rnduh, I 
Ensure thrl  only the red and the yellow cnblas 
srs brldged. 1I any orhsr cables art lrnked 
rrrepsrabla damagt to the rgnltlon arnplrlrsr 
module could resul! 

1 1  

1, Check thn knock sensor ciccuils mnd 
assocbrlod winng, 
2 Replace !he spark coniral unlt (ECU). 
3. Change the knock sensor i! suspect 

In  m nmergacy the multi-pin plug can bs 
d r c o n n ~ l a d  irom the rprrk mntrol unB (ECUI 
mnd Ihe red cable and the wllow cable linked at 
Ihr plug. This will elimin~la the knclck sensor 
arcu~l t  and sruble the- vchick 10 bp dtiwsn a 
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activates the solenoid which vents the dump valve to 
atmosphere, closing the valve. 

Boost pressure from the turbocharger builds-up in 
the air chest and the turbocharging effect is evident 
with increased engine power. 

The turbocharger boost pressure is also fed to the 
exhaust gas wastegate assembly. At a preset pressure 
the valve is lifted from its seat and allows some 
exhaust gas to by-pass the turbocharger turbine. This 
limits the speed of the compressor and therefore. the 
bwst  pressure. 

If a malfunction of a comwnent results in 
excessive boost pressure, the burnp valve will operate 
as a relief valve at approximately 0 3 9  bar (8.5 Ibf/in*. 
439.50 mm Hg. 17.30 in Hg). 

In abnormal conditions. as the engine overcomes 
the load imposed upon it it may be possible to detect 
'engine pinking' momentarily before the knmk sensing 
svstem takes control. 

The system comprises a knock sensor fitted 
towards the rear of the induction manifold on 'B' bank 
side. The sensor produces a small signal when it 
detects engine detonation. This signal is fed to the 
electronic control unit for processing. If knock is 
present the eiectronic control unit signals the 
information to the amplifier which retards the ignition 
sufficientlv to eliminate the knack. 

when the engine approaches its maximum speed 
a small vacuum pump is activated. At maximum speed 
the boost limiter system operates in the following 
manner. 

A signal from the system control box energizes a 
solenoid valve mounted on the air chest adjacent to 
the thermostat outlet elbow. This solenoid wnnects 
the vacuum pump to the exhaust gas wastegate which 
then opens and atlows exhaust gas to by-pass the 
turbocharger turbine. 

The speed of the turbocharger turbine and 
compressor is therefore limited by the operation of the 
wastegate. 

Workshop safety precautions 
General 
Always ensure that the vehicle parking brake is firmly 
applied. the gear range selector lever is in the Park 
position and the gearbox isolator is removed from the 
fuseboard. 

A number of nuts. bolts, and setscrews used in 
the turbocharging system are dimensioned to the 
metric system. it is important therefore, that when new 
parts become necessary the correct replacements are 
obtained and fitted. 

.Fire 
The fuel is highly inffammable, therefore great care 
must be exercised whenever the fuel system is opened 
(i.e. pipes or unions disturbed) or the fuel is drained. 
Always ensure that 'no smoking' signs and foam, dry 
powder, or COz (carbon doixide) fire extinguishers are 
placed in the vicinity of the vehicle. 

Always ensure that the battery is disconnected 
before opening any fuel lines. 

If the fuel is to be drained from the tank, ensure 
that is is siphoned into a suitable covered container. 

Health risk 
All contaet with the h e 1  should be kept to  an 
absolute minimum. padcularfy inhalation. 

The fuel has a sufficient high vapour pressure to 
allow a hazardous build-up of vapour in poorly 
ventilated areas. The vapour is 'an irritant to the eyes 
and lungs. if high concentration4 are inhaled it may 
cause nausea. headache. and depression. The liquid is 
an irritant to the eyes and skin and may cause 
dermatitis following prolonged or repeated contact. 

When it becomes necessary to carry out work 
invoking the risk of contact with the fuel, particularly 
for prolonged periods. it is advisable to wear protective 
clothing including safety goggles. gloves. and aprons- 
Any work should be carried out in a well ventilated 
area. 

If there is contact with the fuel the following 
emergency treatment is advised. 

Ingestion (swallowing) 
Do not induce vomiting. Give the patient rnitk to drink 
(if none is available water wn be given). The main 
hazard 'after swallowing fuel is that some of the liquid 
may get into the lungs. Send the patient to hospital 
immediateiy. 

Eyes 
Wash with a good supply of clean water for at least 
10 minutes. ' 

Skin contact 
Immediately drench the affected parrs of the skin with 
water. Remove contaminated clothing and then wash 
all contaminated skin with soap and water. 

Inhalation (breathing in vapour) 
Move the patient into the fresh air. Keep the patient 
warm and at rest. If there is loss of consciousness give 
artificial respiration. Send the patient to hospital. 

Cleanliness 
It is extremely important to ensure maximum 
cleanliness whenever work is carried out on the 
system. 
The main points are. 
l .  In order to prevent the ingress of din  always 
clean the area around a connection before dismantling 
a joint. 
2. Having disconnected a joint (either fuel or ait) 
always blank off any open connections as soon as 
possi b te. 
3. Any components that require cleaning should be 
washed in clean fuel and dried. using compressed air. 
4. If it is necessary to use a cloth when working on 
the system. ensure that it is lint-free. 

Fault diagnosis 
This fault diagnosis section includes. 
a Component location diagrams. 



b. Mechanical components fault diagnosis charts. 
c. lgnition system fault diagnosis flow chah 
d. Workshop procedures that provide detai Is of 
corrective action. 

If a fault cannot be clearly defined, it is suggested 
that the following procedure is carried out before any 
involved fautt diagnosis work is undertaken. It is 
important that this procedure is adhered to othennrise. 
an incorrect diagnosis may be made which could result 
in both lengthy and costly repairs. 
1. Check the ignition timing and the ignition system. 
including the sparking plugs (refer to Workshop 
procedure 1 }. 
2. Check the carburetter tuning; ensure that it is 
correctly set and giving the correct CO reading (refer 
to Workshop procedure 2). 
Note 
If the carburetter CO reading is incorrect carry out a 
compression test on the engine cylinders before 
adjusting the idle mixture screws. . . 

Procedum 1 lgnition t iming 
Ignition timing - Basic check 
This procedure should be adopted when cl-lecking the 

ignition timing [e.g. ar a specified service-schedu le or 
to confirm that the ignition timing and irs associated 
systems are functioning correctly). 
1. Carry out the usuaf workshop safety precautions 
and disconnect the battery. 
2. Remove the air chest cover and blank off the 
gated orifice hose (see fig. K1 1-22). 
3. Connect a suitable diagnosric tester (e.g. Sun 
E T  104) to the engine (see fig. K1 1-25). 

The diagnostic tester gives a read out of both engine 
speed and ignition timing without the necessity of a 
stroboscope. If a suitable diagnostic tester is not 
available a stroboscope can be used, the ignition 
timing marks are accessible on the crankshaft damper 
from beneath the engine. 
4. Connect the battery and start the engine. 
5. Run the engine until normal operating 
temperature is attained- Ensure that the gear range 
selector lever is in Park, the parking. brake is firmly 

- 
appiied, the gear range isolator removed, the ACU, and 
non-essential electricat loads switched off. 
6. Check that the ignition timing is 17' btdc * 1 " at 
21 50 * 50 rev/min (approach from a higher speed). if 
the reading is outside these limits, slacken the 
distributor clamp bolt and rotate the distributor to 
obtain the correct setting. Tighten the clamp bolt 
7. Switch off the engine and remove the rest 
equipment. Connect all hoses, remwe the blank and 
clamp. Fit the air chest cwer. 

ignition timing reference data 

lgnition timing advances 
smoothly up to this point 

1 7" f l m btdc 

June 1983 

Engine rev/min Ignition timing Remarks 

Static 4" * H' btdc 1. Basic setting 

650 - 700 4" k H" btdc 1. Dynamic setting 
2. Vacuum hose to distributor capsule 

disconnected and hose to carburetter 
blanked (see fig. K 1 1 -22) 

3. Carburetter throttle jack/damper 
retracted. Hose clamped.{see.fig. 
K1 1-22) 

From 650 - 700 1. No sudden dips in ignition advance 
TO 1500 - 1700 

21 00 - 2200 l a. Approach this speed from a higher 
w h i n  

. I b. If the engine is nm using low grade fuel 
191 RON (rnin)] the ignition timing can' 
be retarded to 14" btdc Do not retard 
further than 14' btdc 

2 100 - 2200 22' k 2" f u f i e r  advance 1. Apply a minimum vacuum of 457.2 mm 
(i.e. 1 7' + 22' = 39" btdc) Hg (1 8.0 in Hg) to the disrributor 

capsule (see fig. K1 1-23) 

1900 - 2100 Ignition timing retards and 1. Tap the induction manifold adjacent 
engine speed drops to the knock sensor with an atuminium 

drift {see fig. K1 1-24) -. - - 

I 
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Ignition t iming - Comprehensive check 
This procedure should only be carried out when either 
the ignition timing or associated systems (e.g. 
centrifugal advance. vacuum advance. or knock sensing 
system) are suspect, after carrying rxlt the procedures 
described under Ignition timing - Basic check. 

The respective parts of this procedure also apply 
if new components have been fined. 
Note 
Static ignition timing is 4' * %" btdc. 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Disconnect and blank off the gated orifice hose 
{see fig. K1 1-22). 
3. Connect a suitable diagnostic tester (e.g. Sun QST 
104) to the engine (see fig. K1 7-25] and set the 
analyser to the eight cylinder, 0 t o  1500 rev/min 
setting. Ensure that the mode button is set to read 
rev/min. 

The test equipment settings are illustrated in 
figure K1 1-25. 
4. Connect the battery and start the engine. 
5. Run the engine until normal operating 
temperature is attained. Ensure that the gear range 
selector lever is in Park. the parking brake is firmly 
applied. the gear range isolator removed. the ACU, and 
non-essential electrical loads switched off. 

Centrifugal advance mechanism . 

6. With the engine running, ciamp the carburetter 
throttle jacwdamper hose as shown in figure K? 1-22 
(this will ensure that the throttle jack stays retracted 
when the engine is stopped). 
7. Set the idle speed to between 650 rev/min and 
700 rev/min and switch off the engine (this will 
ensure that the centrifugal advance mechanism settles 
on its stop). 
8. Start the engine (with the throttte jack retracted) 
and,allow the speed of the engine to increase to 
between the 650 rw/min and 700 r d m i n  setting 
(do not exceed 700 revlmin). 
9. Switch the test equipment to the ignition timing 
mode and observe the reading which should be 4" f 
M" btdc. If the reading is outside these limits, slacken 
the distributor clamp bolt and rotate the distributor t o  
obtain the correct setting. Tighten the clamp bolt 
10. Gradually increase the speed of the engine until 
the ignition timing stops advancing. Ensure that the 
ignition timing advances smoothly through the range 
without any sudden dips. 

Change the operating mode of the test equipment 
to read 0 to 7500 rev/rnin and note that the engine 
speed at which the ignition timing stopped advancing 
is between 1 500 rev/min and 1 700 rev/min. 

Do not exceed 2500 rev/min during this 
operation. 
N o t e  
If there is a sudden loss of ignition advance above 
1000 rev/rnin a fault is indicated in either the knock 
sensing or diagnostic circuitry. 

The fault should be rectified before the test 
continues. otherwise damage to the engine could 
result. 

June I983 

Fig. K1 1-22 Hosas clamped and blanked far 
dynamic ignition t iming 

1 Vacuum hose to distributor conrimion 
blanked . 

2 T h m l e  jacwdamper hose clamped 

Fig. K1 1-23 Applying a vacuum to  the distributor 
capsule 

1 l .  Increase the engine speed to 2500 rev/min and 
then reduce it to between 2 IQ0 rev/min and 
2200 rev/rnin. 
Note 
Ahvays approach this setting from a higher speed. 
12. Switch the test equipment to the ignition timing 
mode and check that the ignition timing is 17" btdc 
f 1' btdc. 

If the ignition timing is outside the limits the fault 
should be rectified before proceeding. 
13. Allow the engine to return to the idle speed 
setting. 

Vacuum advance system .. 

1 4. From inside the air chest disconnect the vacuum 
hose to the distributor capsule. Fit a blank to the open 
end of the hose to the carburetter and connect a 
suitable vacuum pump (i.e. Mity~c)  to the capsule. 
This operation is shown in figures K1 1-22 and 
K1 1-23. 
1 5. Repeat Operation l l .  

TSD 4400 



16. Apply a minimum vacuum of 457.2 mm Hg (1 8.0 
in Hg} to the capsule. The ignition timing should 
advance progressively as the vacuum is applied (the 
speed of the engine will also increase) and reach a 
maximum of beween 20" to 24' greater than the 
ignition advance obtained in Operation 12. 
Example 
If the ignition timing obtained in Operation 12 

(centrifugal advance only) is 1 7" btdc at.2200 
redmin. then the timing should advance to between 
37" btdc and 41" btdc when the vacuum is applied. 

If the timing is outside the limits the fault should 
be rectified before proceeding. 
17. Release the vacuum and allow the engine to run 
at the idle speed setting for between 1 and 2 minutes. 
18. Switch off  the engine and disconnect the vacuum 
pump- 

Knock sensor system 
19. Start and run the engine at between 650 rev/min 
and 700 rev/min. Check the ignition timing as 
described in Operations 7 to 9 inclusive. 
20. Release the cramp from the throttle iacWdamper 
hose and set the engine idle speed. 
21. Start and run the engine at between 1900 
rev/min and 2 1 00 rev/min and wedge the throttle in 
this position 
22. Ensure that the test equipment is in the ignition 
timing mode and repeatedly tap the induction manifold 
adjacent to the knock sensor b s s  with an aluminium 
drift (see fig. K1 1-24). Do not strike the knock 
sensor. 
23. If the knock sensor system is functioning , 

correctly, the engine speed should drop noticeably and 
the ignition timing should be seen to retard. Once the 
tapping noise is stopped, the timing should advance 
and the engine speed increase to their original 
settings. 

If there is no decrease in engine speed and 
ignition advance. then the operation of the knock 
sensing system is suspect and the fault should be 
rectified before proceeding. 
24. Remove the wedge from the throttle and allow the 
engine to run at the idle speed serting for between 1 

Fig. K1 1-24 Tapping the induction manifold and 2 minutes. 
adjacent to the knock sensor 25. Switch off the engine, remove the blank from the 

vacuum hose and connect the hose to the distributor 
capsule connection. Ensure that the - hose clips are 
tight 
26, Visually inspect the components within the air: 
chest and fit the cover. 
27. Remove the test equipment and fit the cover to 
the diagnostic test point on the engine. 

Procedure 2 Checking the idle mixture strength 

If an exhaust extraction system is used when the 
engine is operated (ag, in a workshop) the 
turbocharger oil seal arrangement may temporarily 

fig. K1 1-25 Diagnostic tester connected to  the leak The leak may continue for sometime afrer the 
engine extraction equipment has been removed: this 

1 Lead to diagnostic socket condition is normal but it may affect the CO reading. 
2 'Clipon' lead to sparking plug cable Therefore. do not attempt to either check or set the 

Basic carburetter settings 

Idle CO 0.1 % to 0.3% 
Idle speed 650 rev/min f 20 rsv/min 
Fast-idle speed 1 600 rev/min f 5 0  rev/min 
Throttle jack setting 1600 rev/min f 50 revlmin 
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idle CO if extraction equipment has been recently 
used on the exhaust tail pipe. 
1. Ensure that the air conditioning system is 
switched off. 
2. Remove the air chest cover. 
3. Connect a suitable CO testmeter into the exhaust 
tailpipe in accordance with the manufacturer's 
instructions. Also connect a suitable tachometer (i.e. 
Sun QST 104) to the diagnostic socket 
4. Run the engine until normal operating 
temperature is attained. hold the throttle at a fast idle 
speed for 10 seconds and then allow the engine to 
return to the idle speed setting. 
5. Note the stabilized tailpipe CO reading after'at 
least 1 minute at idle. also note the stabilized engine 
idle speed. 
6. I f  the engine idle speed is outside th6'range 630 
rev/min to 670 rev/min remove the gated orifice hose 
(see fig. K1 1-26) and connect up a vacuum gauge to 
the hose. 
7. Readjust the throttle stop screw to give an 
engine idle speed of between 630 rev/min and 670 
rev/min and note that the vacuum gauge reading is in 
the range of 25.4 mm Hg and 76.2 mm Hg (1 in Hg 
and 3 in Hg). Also. ensure that when the throttles are 
opened the vacuum rises rapidly to above 406.4 mm 
Hg ( 1  6 in Hg). 
8. If the engine idle speed and/or the gated orifice 
signal are still outside the specified limits. the most 
likely cause is one of the following. 
a. ldle fuel jets btocked. 
b. ldle air correction jets blocked. 
c. Anti run-on solenoid valves faulty or not 
energized. ' 

d. Anti run-on solenoids blocked. 
e. Blocked gated orifice signal hose or carburetter 
drilling. 
f. ldle mixture screws incorrectly set. 
9. If the idle CO is outside the specified limits and 
the setting of the ignition system [refer to Workshop 
procedure 1 ), sparking plugs, and compression 
pressures are all satisfactory, then the idle mixture 
strength should be adjusted (refer to Workshop 
procedure 3). 

Rocedura 3 Setting the idle mixture strength 

1 CO Reading Adjustment requind 

0.0 - 0.1 X Richen '/r turn anti-clockwise - 
both screws 

0.1-0.3% Donotadjust 
0.3 - 0.5% Lean off '/b turn clockwise - 

both screws 
0.5 - 1.0% Lean off '/r turn clockwise - 

both screws 
l % +  Lean off XI turn clockwise - 

both screws 

In order to achieve a satisfactory idle quality at low CO 
levels the idle mixture circuits of the carburetter must 
be accurately balanced before the idle CO levels are set 

Fig. K1 1-26 Vacuum gauge connected into the 
geed orifice signal hose 

Fig. K1 1-27 Carburetter idle mixture adjusting 
screws 

l Turn screw anti-clockwise to richen the 
mixture 

2 Turn screw cldckwise to weaken the 
mixture 

This balance is preset during manufactura 
and providing each idle mixture screw is turned by 
equal amounts either in or out, balancing should 
not normally be necessary. 

If it is suspected that the idle balance has been 
disturbed Workshop procedure 4 must be carried out 
before the idle CO is adjusted as follows. 
1. Remove the idle screw tamperproof caps. This 
can be achieved using a pointed toot such as a ground - 

down screwdriver. Puncture the tarnperproof caps and 
then prise them from the idle screw holes. 
2. Adjust each idle screw (see fig. K1 1 -27) by aqua1 
amounts (to maintain the correct air batanee) using a 
screwdriver with a blade width of less than 5 mm 
(0.20 in). Turn the adjusting screws clockwise to 
weaken the mixture and reduce the CO level. 

TSD 4400 
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Fig. K1 1-28 Fast-idle adjustment . 
1 Turn screw clockwise to increase speed 
2 Turn screw anti-clockwise to reduce 

speed 

Note 
Access ro the idle screws can be gained either using a 
long screwdriver through the holes in the front of the 
air chest (after first removing the two blanking plugs) 
or by using a screwdriver of less than 86 mm (3.375 
in) in length from inside the air c h e a  
3. Determine the idle mixture screw adjustment to 
give an idle CO setting of between 0.1 % to 0.3% 
using the table at the beginning of this procedure. 

Procedure 4 Balancing the idle mixture screws 
1. If it is suspected that the idle balance is incorrect 
each idle adjusting screw must be screwed fully in 
(clockwise). Do not force the screw as th is  wilt 
deform the fight alloy needle seat Each idle screw 
must then be turned three complete turns out (anti- 
dockwise). This will give a good basis for correct 
batancing. 
2. Start and run the engine until normal operating 
temperature is attained and set the idle speed to 650 
rev/min f 20 rev/min. 
3. Blank off each idle air correction jet in turn and 
note the speed risdfall which results in each case. A 
piston needle from an SU carburetter makes an ideal 
tool for blanking off each jet. 
Note 
Balance the idle circuits so that both give a small (25 
rev/min to 50 rw/rnin) but equal speed rise when 
they are blanked in turn 
4. Determine the idle mixture screw adjustment for 

each circuit using the reference data table. 
5. Start with the idle circuit judged to be furthest 
away from optimum (25 rev/min to 50 rev/min)-and 
adjust the relevant idle screw in line with the 
recommendations given in the data table. 
6. To purge the system open the throttles to give a 
fast idle speed for approximately 10 seconds.Jhen 
return the throttle linkage to the idle stop and note the 
speed. 
7. Blank off the other air correcrion jet and note the 
speed change. 
8. Adjust the mixture screw in accordance with the 
recommendations given in the data table. 
9. Repeat this process alternating between the 
circuits until both idle circuits produce an equal speed 
rise of between 25 revlrnin and 50 rev/min. 

When this has been achieved the idle CO 
measurements can be carried out as detailed in 
Workshop procedure 2- 

When carrying out this work always ensure 
that the idle mixture screws are turned by equal 
amounts to ensure that the balance is not 
disturbed. 

Procedure 5 Setting the automatic cold start fast- 
idle mechanism 

h 

The coId start fast-idle setting of the carburetter is 
determined by a cam ratchet arrangement which h'olds 
the throttle off the idle stop during the warm-up 
period. The fast-idle setting can be adjusted through 
an adjustment screw linking the ratchet to the primary 
throttle spindle (see fig. K t  1-28). The setting 
procedure is as follows. 
1. With the engine stopped and at its normal .' 

operating temperature open the throttles and raise the 
fast-idle cam counterweight to its full travel. 
2. Start the engine and allow the speed to stabilize 
for 30 seconds. 
3. Adjust the fast-idle screw (see fig. K1 1-28] to 
give a fast-idle speed of 1600 rev/min & 50 revhin.  
Allow at least 30 seconds for the speed to  stabilize. 
4. Open the throttles and release the fast-idle . 

mechanism. 

Procedure 6 Throttle jack/damper satting 
The throttle jacwdamper has two funaions. Firstly. it 
holds the throttle open during cranking; this assists 
the engine to start quickly. Secondly, it momentarily 
holds the tt~rattles open during overrun. thus 
improving cylinder combustion and reducing emission 
level S. 

Idle mixture screw reference data 

Speed change tedmin Mixture strength Mixture screw adjustment required 

100 + Rise Lean Richen each screw '/( turn anti-clockwise 
50 - 100 Rise Slightly lean Richen each screw H turn anti-clockwise 
25 - 50 Rise Correct Do not adjust 
0 -  25 Rise Slightly rich Lean off each screw '18 turn clockwise 

F all Rich Lean off each screw % turn clockwise 

- 
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K1 1-31 

The throttle jacwdamper setting is varied by 
moving the adjusting screw relative to the throttle 
lever {see fig. K t  1-29). 

The setting procedure is as follows. 
1. With the engine stopped but at its normal 
operating temperature, damp the throttle jacwdamper 
hose using the damp shown in figure K1 1-23. This 
will prevent actuation of the throttle jack on start up. 
2. Disconnect the air chest throttle control rod and 
throttte return spring. 
3. Start the engine and with the throttle lever in 
contact with the throttle jaclddamper screw, the 
engine speed should be between 1550 rev/min and 
1 650 rev/min. 
4. If the throttle jaclddamper setting is outside 
these limits, slacken the setting screw lock-nut (see 
fig. K1 1-29) and adjust the screw to gjypan engine 
speed of 1 600 rev/min * 50 rev/min. Allow the 
speed to stabilize for 30 seconds before tightening the 
lock-nut. 
5. After tightening the lock-nut again check the 
engine speed. 
6. Remove the clamp {see fig. K1 1-29) from the 
throttle jacWdamper signal hose. this will allow the 
throttle jacWdamper to retract Measure the gap 
between the adjusting screw and the throttle lwer 
with the engine idling at 650 rev/min. 
7. Set the gap bemeen the adjusting screw and the 
throttle lever by means of the large nut (see fig. 
K1 1-29) to between 0.1 3 mm and 0.25 mm (0.005 
in and 0.0 10 in). 

To reduce the gap turn the nut clockwise (viewed 
from the end of the adjusting screw). To increase the 
gap turn the nut anti-ctockwise. 
8. Stop the engine and re-clamp the throttte 
jacwdampet signal hose to prevent the throttle jack/ 
damper retracting. 
9. Againcheckthe engine speed and if necessary 
adjust. Release the clamp and check the throttle lever 
to adjusting screw clearance. 
10. -Fit the throttle return spring and reconnect the 
throttle control rod. When tightening the throttle 
controi rod lock-nut do not over-tighten the nut against 
the throttle arm ball joint 
l 1. Check that the movement of the throttle linkage is 
not restricted. 

Procedure 7 Setting the variable choke puildown 
device 
The purpose of the variable choke pufldown devicxiis 
to give improved cold starting over a wide range of 
ambient temperatures. 

To achieve this. the puildown device varies the 
.gap berween the edge of the primary strangler flap 
and the carburetter cwer (see fig. K1 1-30). 

' If ambient temperatures are low then improved 
starting will occur if the pulldown gap is small. This 
ensures that maximum depression occurs inside each 
venturi, therefore increasing fuel flow to the engine. 

If the ambient temperatures are high, then the 
requirement is for less fuel flow. Therefore. the 
depression in each venturi must be lower to reduce 

Fig. K1 1-29 Setting the throttle jaclddamper 
1 Throttle jacwdamper hose clamped 
2 Adjustment screw 
3 Adjustment screw lock-nut 
4 Large nut 

Fig. K1 1-30 Automatic choke pulldown setting 
1 Adjustment screw 
2 6 mm k 0,5 mm (0.236 in f 0.020 in) 
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the  fuel flow. To achieve a lower depression. hence 
lower fuel flow the pulldown gap must be made larger. 

The variable choke oultd&n device consists of an  
electrically heated 'waxstat' capsule mounted beneath 
the choke pulldown device diaphragm housing (see 
fig. K1 1-30). 

If both the engine and the ambient temperatures 
are tow, the wax in the variable pulldown device will 
contract and pull the operating plunger inwards (see 
fig. K1 1-30). This will turn the operating lever 
clockwise to a set position thus preventing the 
pulldown rod from opening the strangler flap too far 
{i.e. smaller puildown gap). 

If both the engine and ambient temperatures are 
high the wax in the variable pulldown device will 
expand and push the operating plunger outwards. This 
will turn the operating lever anti-clockwise allowing the 
pulldown rod to come into contact with the diaphragm 
adjustment stop. 

The variable pulldown device 'wwstat' is pre- 
set under controlled environmental conditions 
during manufacture and should not be tampered 
w i th  under any circumstances. 

The pulldown gap can be checked and set but 
only when the carburetter has stabilized at a 
temperature above 20°C for at least 8 hours. 

Pulldown gap - To set 
1. In order t o  check and set the carburetter strangler 
flap puildown gap it is essential that t h e  car is allowed 
to stand for a minimum of 8 hours in a stabilized 
ambient temperature of at least 20°C. 
2. Remove the air chest lid and disconnect the 
vacuum h o s e  to the choke pulldown device (see fig. 
K1 1-30). Connect a vacuum pump to the pultdown 
device and depress the throttte so as to engage full 
fast-idle. 

Fig. KT 1-31 Checking the dump valve and 
control system 

3. Apply a depression to the  choke pultdown device 
of at least 457 mm Hg ( 1  8 in Hg). 
4. Gently depress the strangler flap downwards to 
take up any free piay until a resistance is feit against 
the choke bi-metal. 
5. Measure the gap between the edge of the 
strangler flap and the carburetter cover (see fig. 
K1 1-30). This should be 6 mm f 0.5 mm (8.236 in 
e 0.020 in]. 
6. If the gap is incorrect adjust the diaphragm stop 
screw (see fig. K1 1-30) either outwards to increase 
the gap or inwards to decrease the gap. 
7. Release the vacuum and remove the equipment. 
Fit the manifold vacuum hose and tighten the clip. 

Procedure 8 Checking the dump valve and controt 
system 
To allow the engine to run in a normally aspirated 
condition at light throttle and low speed conditions, 
and also during the high speed overrun period when 
boost pressures would rise to an unacceptable level, a 
dump valve opens and allows bwst pressure to be 
relieved from the air chest via the dump valve to the 
intake side of the turbocharger. 

The operation of the dump vake and control 
system can be checked using the following procedure. 
1. Disconnect and blank the vacuum hose to the 
dump valve switch situated at the rear of the air chest 
(see fig. K1 1 -3 1 ). 
2. Connect a vacuum pump {i.e. Mityvac) to the 
dump valve switch. 
3. Start the engine. The dump valve should remain 
in the closed position and can be checked visually. 
4. Operate the vacuum pump until the dump vahre 
rapidly opens. This should occur at between 
3 17.5 mm Hg and 381.0 mm Hg (1 2.5 in Hg and 15 
in Hg). 

With the vacuum above 381.0 mm Hg (1 5 in Hg) 
the dump valve should remain futly open. 
5. If the dump valve does not open. the passible 
cause could be one of the following. 
a Vacuum switch is faulty, wired incorrectty, or set 
out of limit. i . 

b. The vacuum pipe from the air h e s t  to the dump 
valve is leaking or blocked. 
c. Solenoid valve sticking in the energixed condition 
d. Dump valve sticking. 
e. Dump valve diaphragm leaking. 
6. If the dump valve opens normally, reduce the 
depression applied to the vacuum switch until the ' : 

vacuum falls t o  31 7.5 mm HQ ( 1  2.5 in Hg). The dump 
. '.' 

valve shou Id snap closed. 
7. If the dump valve does not snap closed then the 
possible cause could be as follows. 
a. Vacuum switch is faulty, wired incorrectly, or set 
out of limit 
b. Solenoid valve sticking in the unenergized 
condition. 
c. Solenoid valve wired incorrectly. 
d. Vacuum pipe between solenoid vatve and dump 
valve is partially blocked. 
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8. I f  the dump valve operates correctly during both 
these checks remove the test equipment. connect the 
vacuum hose to the vacuum switch. and check the 
operation of the dump valve system by 'blipping' the 
throttles with the engine running. The dump valve 
should snap closed as the throttles are snapped open 
and then open as the throttles are closed. 

Procedure 9 Checking the  boost enrichment 
system 
The turbocharger control system includes a h o s t  
enrichment system device. This ensures that the 
correct air/fuel ratio is maintained during boost 
conditions. It also acts as an economy device during 
part throttle running. when the engine is working in a 
normally aspirated condition. 

The sysrem is checked as follows. 
1 . Disconnect and blank the switch pressure signal 
hose. Connect a pressurized air supply and a O to 0.34 
bar (0 to 5 Ibf/in2) gauge to the boost enrichment 
pressure tapping either inside the air chest (see fig. 
K1 1-32) or directly to the boost enrichment switch 
mounted on the left-hand side of the air chest 
2. Start and run the engine a t  the idle speed setting. 
Increase the air pressure to within the range 0,052 
bar to 0.86 bar (0.75 Ibf/inZ to 1.25 Ibf/ir?). At some 
point within this range the boost enrichment device 
will rise rapidly from the full lean (down position) to 
the full rich (up position), as shown in figure K1 1-1 6. 
Note 
it is quite normal for the idle to appear 'lumpy' with 
the boost enrichment device operating in the full rich 
position. 

To enable a quick functional check to be made of 
this system when pressurized air supply is not 
available, attach a dean hose to the boost enrichment 
switch and gently blow down the hose to activate the 
switch and solenoid. 
3. If the boost enrichment device does not rise 
rapidly to the full rich postion when the switch is 
activated by the air pressure, the cause could be as 
follows. 
a. The bwst enrichment solenoid valve is wired 
incorrectly. 
b. The pressure switch is wired incorrectly. faulty, or 
set out of limits. 
C. The solenoid valve sticking dosed. 
d. The pressure switch signal line is blocked. 
e. The solenoid valve signal line is blocked. 
f. The economy device is sticking. 
4. Remwe the air pressure source and note that the 
boost enrichment device returns to the full lean (dawn 
position). 
.5. I f  the economy devick dces not return to the full 
lean position the possible cause could be one of the 
following. 
a. The pressure switch is wired incorrectly. faulty, or 
set out of limits. 
b. The solenoid valve sticking open. 
C. The boost enrichment device signal line is leaking. 
d. The economy device is sticking. 

Fig. K1 1-32 Checking the boost enrichment 
system 

1 Air chest pressure tapping 

Procedure 10 Checking the boost limit and 
westegate system 
The purpose of the wastegate is to control the boost 
pressure by regulating the flow of exhaust gas to the 
turkharger turbine. 

This controls the energy for compressing the inlet 
air. This function is called boost pressure control. 

In addition, the wastegate is also used to control 
the maximum speed of the engine by reducing to an 
absolute minimum the flow of exhaust gas to the 
turbocharger turbine. This effectively cuts off the boost 
pressure at maximum speed and is called 'Boost limit 
control'. 

A system to prevent excessive torque being 
developed with the car stationery and in Drive, is a 
boost inhibit system. 

Should the brake pedal be depressed and the 
throttles opened the vacuum pump will engage and 
the boost limit solenoid will operate. This will open the 
wastegate vahre fully and therefore prevent h ~ t  
pressure building up in the air chest 

The following details will enable the complete 
boost limit control system to be checked. 
1. Remove the driver's side knee roll (see 
Chapter S]. 
2. Locate the speed control unit and disconnect the 
speed control electrical socket (see fig. K1 1-33). 
3. Connect the bwst  limit control test box RH 9757 
to the loom socket. Ensure that the red cable fram the 
test box connects to a 12 voh feed (see fig. K1 1-33). 
Important 
Always ensure that the battery is in a fully charged 
condition when carrying out this check 
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4. Switch on rhe ignition and depress the test box 
'on' switch. Switch to the CAL position and calibrate 
the meter. Switch to the RUN position and increase 
the test box frequency by rotating the control knob 
until the indicated speed on the meter shows between 
1 60 k d h  and 200 k d h  (1 00 mile/h and 1 25 
mildh}. Between these figures the vacuum pump 
should be heard to operate under the rear of the right- 
hand front wing. 

Fig. K1 1-33 Test box RH97 57 in position 

Fig. K1 1-34 Checking the movement of the 
wastegate diaphragm 

Note 
When operating the boom limit control test meter 
RH 9757 the speedometer will also operate. A 
discrepancy in readings between the test meter and 
the speedometer will occur. Only readings obsewed..on 
the test meter should be noted. 
5. Increase the indicated s p e d  by rotating the 
control knob until the speed on the test meter reads 
21 7 k d h  ( l  35 rnile/h). At this speed the boost limit 
solemid should operate. This can be determined by 
carefully listening for the solenoid to 'clicY. When this 
occurs the wastegate should open fully and the 
vacuum pump should continue to run. 
6. To ensure that the wastegate has fully opened. 
remove the boost pressure pipe (see fig. K1 1-34) ta 
the wastegate and carefully insert a small screwdriver 
or a piece of rigid wire into the wastegate pressure 
tapping hole. lmmediateiy the boost solenoid operates. 
the diaphragdpiston assembly should move fully 
forward as the vacuum source is applied. 
7. Remove the screwdriver or stiff wire and reduce 
the speed indicated on the test meter to approximately 
160 k d h  ( l  00 rnildhj. Ensure that the boost limit 
solenoid operates. the wastegate closes. and the 
vacuum pump ceases operation. 
8. Reduce the speed indicated on the test meter to 
zero. Switch off the test meter and the ignition. . 

Disconnect the test meter, Connect the speed control 
socket and replace the knee roll. 
9. Fit the boost pressure pipe to the wastegate. 

Procedure 1 Oa Checking the boost inhibit system 
1. Remove the starter relay and disconnect the boost 
pressure pipe at the wastegate. 
2. Open the throttles which will allow the throttle 
lever cam to release the micreswitch operating roller. 
Hotd the throttles in this position. 
3. Depress the brake pedal to operate the brake 
switch. Hoid the brake pedal in this position. 
4. Turn and hold the ignition key in the START 
position. 
5a. Ensure that the host limit solenoid operates by 
carefully listening for the solenoid to 'ciick'. . . " .  

b. That the vacuum pump operates {this can be 
heard to operate from under the rear of the right-hand 
front wing). 
c. That the wastegate opens fully. This can be 
checked using a small screwdriver or a piece of stiff 
wire positioned in the pressure tapping hole. 
Immediately the boost limit solenoid operates the 
diaphragrdpiston assembly of the wastegate should 
move fully fonnrard. 
6. Release the brake pedat; check that the vacuum 
pump ceases operation and both the boost limit 
solenoid and wastegate return to their dosed 
positions. 
7. Depress the brake pedal to re-activate the vacuum 
pump, boon limit solenoid, Qnd wastegate. 
8. Release the throttle. The cam on the throttle 
linkage should now operate the micro-swhch. thus de- 
activating the vacuum pump. boost limit solenoid. and 
wastegate. 
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9. Release the brake pedal and ignition key. 
10. Switch off the ignition and fit the staner relay. 
1 I. Replace the boost pressure pipe to the wastegate. 
f 2. Start the engine and ensure that the throttle cam 
operates the micro-switch. 
Note 
This operation can only be carried out with the engine 
running so that the throttle jaclddamper is fully 
retracted. Therefore, the throttles should be resting on 
the throttle stop screw. 

Procedure 1 1 Checking the fuel pressurei 
The fuel pressure is such that when the engine is 
running in a naturally aspirated condition at idle or 
fight throttle, the requirement is for a nominal 0,275 
bar (4 IbfAn2) fuel feed Dressure. However, during 
conditions when boost dressure is being applied 'nside 
the air chest it is necessary to increase this nominal 
fuel pressure in proportion to the increase in boost 
pressure. 

This always ensures the fuel pressure is 0,275 
bar (4 Ibf/in2) in a naturally aspirated condition and 
0.275 bar (4 lbf/in2) above the boost pressure during 
a turbocharged condition. 

7 

Boost pressure Fuel pressure 

O bar (0 Ibf/i$) = 0,275 bar (4 IbfAn2) 
0,207 bar (3 Ibf/in2) = 0,482 bar (7 Ibf/in2) 
0,334 bar (5 Ibf/in2) = 0.620 bar (9 Ibf/in2) 
0.482 bar (7 Ibf/in2) = 0.785 bar (1 1 tbf/in2) 

The fuel pressure is checked as follows. 
1. Unscrew the blanking plug and connect an 
accurate 0 bar to 1.,03 bar (0 tbf/in2 to 1 5 Ibf/inz) 
pressure gauge to the fuel pressure tapping point (see 
fig. K 1  1-35). 
2. Fit a tachometer to the engine in accordance with 
the manufacturer's instructions. 
3. Start and run the engine at 1000 redmin. 
4. Check that the reading on the gauge is between 
0.259 bar and 0.275 bar (3.75 Ibf/in2 and 4 Ibf/in2). 

Procedure 12 Setting the fuel pressure regulator 
1. I f  the fuel pressure is outside the limits 
described in Operation 4, Procedure 11, ensure 
that  before any adjustment is made to the fuel 
pressure regulator the following items are checked. 
a. The filters and supply lines are checked for 
blockage. 
b. The fuel return line to the tank is not blocked or 
restricted in any way. +he pressure in this line is a 
reference pressure for the correct operation of the 
pressure regulator. 
c. The fuel pump is performing satisfactory. 
d. There is no leabge or blockage in the boost 
signal pipe to the bottom of the pressure regulator. 
2. When all the item's in Operation 'I are 
satisfactory the fuel pressure regulator can be 
adjusted. This adjustment should be carried out as 
follows. 

Fig. K1 1-35 Testing the  fuel pressure 

3. Remove the tarnperproof cap from the top of the 
fuel pressure regulator, start and run the engine at. 
l000 rev/rnin. 
4. Release the regulator adjusting screw lack-nuts 
(see fig. K1 1-35). 
5. Turn the regulator screw anti-clockwise until the 
reading on the gauge reaches a minimum value. This 
should be no higher than 0.1 38 bar (2 Ibf/in2). If the 
minimum pressure is above this figure check for a 
restriction in the return line to the fuel tank and rectify 
as necessary. 
6. Turn the regulator screw cfockwise until the fuel 
pressure reading is between 0,259 bar and 0,275 bai 
(3.75 Ibf/in2 and 4.0 tbf/in2). Tighten the lock-nut and 
check the setting. Fit the tarnperproof cap. 

If all the items in Operation 1 have been checked 
and difficulty is still experienced in adjusting these 
settings a faulty fuel pressure regulator is the probable 
cause. 
7. Stop the engine, remove the test equipment, and 

a 

fit the blanking cap to the fuel pressure tapping. 

Removal and fitting of components : 
When removing any parts a h y s  blank off the open 
connections immediately, to prevent the ingress of dih 

Air intake (see figs. Kt 1-5 and K1 l -36) 
A pick-up situated undet the right-hand front bumper 
directs the intake air along a flexible ducting into the 
centre of the paper filter. The air is filtered as it is 
drawn through the element and then directed into the 
turbocharger via another length of flexible ducting. 

The replacement of any components in the air 
intake is straight forward and reference should be 
made to figure K t  1-36. The filter element should be 
changed at the recommended sewice intervals as 
follows. 

Air f i l ter element - To remove (see figs. K t  1-36 
and K1 1-37) 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions 
2. Unscrew the worm drive clip securing the 
turbocharger intake hose to the air cleanec free the 
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joint by twisting the hose. Withdraw the hose. 
3. Release the twa dips situated one on either side 
of rhe intake elbow. 
4. Carefully free the joint and move the housing from 
the vicinity of the air cleaner. 
5. Release the three clips located around the 
periphery of the filter housing. These clips are situated 
adjacent to the wing valance. 
6 Carefully free the clips and withdraw the housing 
to expose the filter element 
7. Withdraw the element. 

Air filter element - To fit 
1. Ensure that the inside of the air cleaner housing 
(both the section removed and the fixed section in the 
wing valance) is clean- 
2. Inspect the two rubber seals (see fig. K1 1-36), 
ensuring that they are in good condition. 

The seals are located at sither end of the 
detachable part of the air cleaner housing. The seals 
should be secured in position with Bostik 1261 
adhesive or its equivalent. 

3. Ensure that the five securing ctips opeiate 
smoothly. Free any clips that are difficult to operate. 
4. Ensure that the tapered filter element is the 
correct part and the plastic end fittings are secure. 
5. Fit the element over the spigot in the detached 
portion of the air cleaner housing. 
6. fit the air cleaner housing ra the wing valance. 
The tapered end of the filter should fit into thB wing 
valance. 
7. Ensure that the housing clips are positioned 
centrally over the lugs of the valance retaining ring. 
8. Fasten the two upper cEps, and then passing one 
hand downwards between. the front of the housing ' 

and the rear of the headlamp assembly, tocate and 
fasten the third clip. 
9. Offer the intake elbow into position. Ensure that 
the rubber seal is still in good condition and secure. 
10. Fit the intake elbow into the end of the air cleaner 
assembly, ensuring that it fits between the two clip 
fastening lugs on the air cleaner housing. 
1 1. Fasten the clips. 
1 2. Fit the conwrluted hose from 'the turbocharger 

Fig. K1 1-36 Air intakm system 
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assembly to the air cleaner housing and tighten the 
worm drive clip. 
13. Connect the battery, start the engine and inspect 
the system for air leaks etc. 

Turbocharger assembly - To remove and fit 
(see fig. K1 1-37) 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Slacken the worm drive clip securing the air 
intake hose to the turbocharger intake assembly. Free 
the joint by twisting the hose. 
3. Slacken the worm drive clips situated at the 
flexible section of both the air feed and air dump 
pipes. Free the joints by twisting each rubber hose. 

A heatshield is attached to the front ctip beneath 
the intake pipe- 
4. Unscrew the nut retaining the intake assembly to 
the turbocharger: collect the washer and withdraw the 
intake assembly. 
5. Unscrew the banjo bolt from the pressure tapping 
on the end of the turbocharger compressor casing. 
Free the joint and collect the aluminium sealing 
washer from either side of the pipe joint faces. 
6. Unscrew the two setscrews retaining the large 
heatshield to the top of the turbocharger assembly. 
7. Unscrew the nut and collect the washer from the 
lower riming cover stud that retains the large 
heatshield lower mounting bracket. Withdraw, the 
heatshield. 
8. Unscrew the two setscrews securing the oil feed 
pipe flange to the top of the turbocharger. Free ftte 
joint and discard the gasket 
9. Repeat Operation 8 on the ail return pipe fiange 
attached to the bottom of the turbocharger. Free the 
joint and discard the gasket. 
10. Unscrew the exhaust clamp ring. 
I f .  Unscrew the four nuts retaining the turbocharger 
assembly to the exhaust mounting flange, collect the 
distance washers and discard the gasket. 
12. Fit the turbocharger by reversing the removal 
procedure. However, before connecting the 
lubrication pipes. the turbocharger must be 
primed with clean engine oil as follows. 
13. Slowly pour the engine oil into the feed port on 
top of the turbocharger and manually spin the 
compressor blades. Exercise care to ensure that the 
blades are not damaged. 
14. Once the oil drains from the pon: on the bottom of 
the turbocharger. clean the joint face and fit both the 
gasket and oil return pipe. 
15. Fill the turbocharger through the feed port and 
then clean the joint face and fit both the gasket and oil 
feed pipe. 

Air dump (recirculation) pipe - To remove and fit 
(see fig. K1 1-40) 
l Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Stacken the worm drive clip securing the rubber 
crankcase breather hose to  the air dump pipe. Twist 
the hose to free the joint. Withdraw the hose. 
3. Repeat Operation 2 to the smaller diameter hose 
situated on the bottom of the air dump pipe. 

Fig. K1 1-37 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Air fi l ter and turbocharger 
Turbocharger intake retaining nut 
Air intake elbow clip 
Air intake elbow 
Air filter housing clip 
Flexible hose retaining clip 
Air dump pipe 
Air feed pipe 
Banjo b l t  connection 
Oil feed pipe 

4. Slacken the two worm drive clips securing the 
flexible rubber hose between the pipe and the 
turbocharger intake assembly. Twist the hose to free 
the joint 
5. Unscrew and remove the setscrews securing the 
air chest cover. collect the washer fined to each 
setscrew. 
6. Withdraw the air chest cover. 
7. Unscrew the two setscrews that secure the air 
dump pipe to the sidewalt of the air chest. Note that 
this operation will free the dump valve assembly inside 
the air chest 
8. Withdraw the air dump pipe. 
9. Before fining the pipe always ensure that it is 
clean and unobstructed. + 

10. Ensure that the rubber sealing ring f tted to the air 
chest end of the pipe is in good condition. 
1 1. Fit the pipe by reversing the removal procedure. 
12. Ensure that the dump valve is correctly h a t e d  in 
the air chest sidewaIl before securing the air dump 
pipe with the two setscrews which pass through the 
pipe flange and air chest sidewafl before they screw 
into the air dump valve. 

Air dump valve -To remove 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautimr. 
2. Unscrew and remove the serscrews securing the 
air chest cover. collect the washer fitted to each 
setscrew. 
3. Withdraw the air chest cover. 
4. From inside the air chest. unscrew the pipe nut 
securing the metal vacuum pipe to the dump valve. 
5. Unscrew the two setscrews that secure the air 
dump pipe to the sidewall of the air che8. AS the 
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second setscrew is unscrewed. take hatd of the air 
dump valve and then as the setscrew is removed 
withdraw the air dump valve assembly from inside the 
air chest. 
6. Fit the air dump valve by reversing the removal 
procedure. 
7. Ensure that the air dump valve is correctly located 
in the air chest sidewall before securing the air dump 
pipe with the two setscrews which pass through the 
pipe flange and air chest sidewall before they screw ' 

into the air dump valve. 

Air dump valve - To dismantle, inspect and 
assemble (see fig. K1 %-8) 
1. Remove the air dump valve from the air chest 
2. 'unscrew the two setscrews retaining the small 
circular end plate to the assembly. Collect the gasket 
3. Unscrew the four setscrews situated around the 
damp ring. 
4. Hold the centre bolt and unscrew the nut from 
the centre seal plate assembly. Take care when 
unscrewing the nut as this will release the tension of 
the diaphragm spring. All tension will be released from 
the spring before the nut is remwed. 
5. Withdraw the seal plate assembty, diaphragm, 

piston. and spring. Collect the centre setscrew, guide. 
and washers situated one on either end of the guide. 
6. Collect the aluminium washer from the dump 
valve body. 
7. Clean the parts and examine the rubber 
diaphragm and the centre seal plate. 
8. Assemble the components by reversing the 
dismantling procedure. - 
Air chest - To remove and fit (see figs. K1 1-38. 
K1 1-39 and K1 140) 
The air chest will normally only require removing if 
certain parts of the engine are to be dismantled. 
Therefore, it is not advisable to attempt to remwe the 
air chest as an individual part but as an assembly, with 
some of the ancillary pipes, hoses, and components 
remaining attached. 

To remove the air chest disconnect the battery. 
carry out the usual workshop safety precautions, and 
proceed as follows. 

From the rear of the air chest 
1. Disconnect the electrical leads to the boost inhibit 
micro-switc h. 

Fig. K1 1-38 Air chest and associated components 
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Kt 1-39 

2. Detach the throttle linkage and the speed control 
chain. 
3. Disconnect the electrical plug from the choke 
heater switch. 
4. Detach the electrical connections to both the 
solenoid and vacuum switch of the dump valve control 
system. 
5. Slacken the clip and withdraw the small diameter 
flexible hose situated above the solenoid and vacuum 
switch. 
6. Detach the small diameter flexible hose situated 
directly below the dump valve solenoid. This hose 
incorporates a one-way valve approximately 150 mm 
(6.0 in) from the,joint. 

From the Ieft-hand side of the air chest 
(see fig. K1 1-38) 
7. Locate the fuel lines adjacent to the boost inhibit 
micro-switch. Trace back along the pipes until they 
disappear inside the protective rubber sheath. Draw 
back the sheath to reveal the joint in each fuel line. 
Slacken the securing clip and detach each hose. Blank 
the open connections immediately. Fig. K1 1-39 Carburetter fuel inlet assembly 
Note 
It is advisable to wrap an absorbent cloth around each 

Fig. K1 1-40 Air chast and associated components 

'TSD 4400 
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joint before the flexible hose is detached. as a small 
amount of pressurized fuel may be released as the 
joint is opened. 
8. Unscrew the banjo bolt and detach the fuel drain. 
Collect the bolt and washers. 
9. Oetach the electrical connection to the boost 
enrichment switch and solenoid. 

From the front of the sir chest (see figs. K1 1-39 
and K1 1-40) 
10. Withdraw the air chest electrical feed plug. 
1 t .  Disconnect the fuel pipe. Unscrew the three small 

setscrews securing the guide plate to the air chest. 
collect the washer fitted to each setscrew. Withdraw 
the plate and collect the gasket. 
12. Unscrew the fuel feed adapter from the carburerter 
and collect the aluminium washer. Note the rubber 
sealing ring on the adapter. Also remove the small fuel 
filter and spring from the carburetter fuel in!et 

From the right-hand side of the air chest 
(see fig. Kf 140) 
13. Detach the electrical connection to the boost limit 
solenoid. 

Fig. K1 1-41 Turbocharger and exhaust fittings 
-- 
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14. Disconnect the hoses to the solenoid. 
15. Disconnect the small diameter hose situated 
above the dump valve. 
16. Remove both the air delivery and air recirculation 
(dump) pipes from the sidewall of the air chest [see 
Air delivery pipe - To remove and Air recirculation 
(dump) valve - To remove]. 
t 7. Drain the engine coolant to below the level of the 
choke heater connections situated on the air chest 
sidewall. 
18. Detach the hoses from the choke heater and 
temporarily fasten them above the level of the coolant 
and away from the vicinity of the air chest. 
19. Unscrew the four setscrews from the coolant 
adapter to the choke heater. Remove the adapter and 
collect the gasket 
20. Unscrew the three setscrews from around the 
guide plate. Collect the washers, gasket, and plate. 

From inside the air chest 
21. Remove the gated orifice hose from its air chest 
connection above the dump valve. 
22. Detach the electrical connections to the choke 
pulldown heater. choke heater, and anti run-on 
so tenoids. 
23. Disconnect the throttle linkage at the carburetter. 
24. Locate the four carburetter retaining nuts. 
25. Tap the tabs back on the two locking pieces and 
unscrew the four nuts. 
26. Carefulfy lift the air chest assembly from the 
engine-induction manifold, taking care to ensure that 
no hoses, pipes. or electrical cables have been left 
connected or have become trapped. 
27. Collect the gasket 
28. Lift the carburetter out of the air chest and collect 
the spacer gasket f i e d  between the base of the 
carburetter and the air chest 
29. To fit the carburetter and air chest assembly 
reverse the procedure given for removal. noting that all 
gaskets. sealing rings, and hoses are in good 
condition. Ensure that all holes in the gasker align with 
corresponding passages in the base of the air chest 
and/or carburetter base (i.e. part throttle enrichment 
signal port). 

Exhaust wastegate - To remove and fit 
(see fig. K1 1-41 ) 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Locate the boost pressure pipe connection on the 
side of the wastegate assembly. Hold the union and 
unscrew the male pipe nut, this will enabie the 
pressure pipe to be disconnected. 

. 3. Unscrew the banjo bolt situated on the front end 
of the wastegate that retains the vacuum pipe in 
position. Withdraw the bolt. collect the sealing 
washers and free the connection. 
4. Unscrew the two nuts securing the wastegate to 
the exhaust manifold. Collect the distance washers. 
5. Withdraw the wastegate. 
6. Fit the wastegate by reversing the removal 
procedure, noting that the sealing ring fitted berween 

the wastegate and exhaust manifold must be in good 
condition. 
. For the remainder of the information relating to 

the exhaust system refer to Chapter Q 

Fuel pressure regulator - To remwe and fit 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Carefully unscrew the following duel pipe 
connections on the fuel pressure regulator- 
a. From the fuel filter to the rear of the fuel pressure 
regulator. 
b. From the front of the pressure regulator to the 
carburetter. 
c. The fuel return pipe on the bottom of the pressure 
regulator. 
d. The boost pressure reference pipe on the side of 
the regulator. 
3. Unscrew the two setscrews securing the fuel 
pressure regulator to the sidewail of the air cheat 
4. Withdraw the pressure regularor assembly. 
S. Fit the assembly by reversing the removal 
procedure. 

Carburetter - To remwe and fit 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Unscrew rhe setscrews securing the cover to the 
air chest, collect the washer fitted to each setscrew 
and withdraw the cover. Collect the gasket. 
3. Disconnect the fuel pipe from the front of the air 
chest (see fig. Kt 1-39). Unserew the three small 
setscrews securing the guide plate to the air chest, 
collect the washer f i e d  to each setscrew. Withdraw 
the plate and collect the gasket 
4. Unscrew the fuel feed adapter from the 
carburetter and collect the aluminium washer, note the 9 
rubber sealing ring on the adapter. Collect the small 
fuel filter and spring from the carburetter fuel inlet 
5. Disconnect the gated orifice hose from the air 
chest a h e  the dump valve. 
6. Disconnect the throttle linkage at the carburetter. 
7. Disconnect the following electrical connections 
from the carburetter. 
a. Feed m anti run-on solenoid valves. 
b. Feed to choke heater. 
c Feed to choke pulldown heater. 
8. Drain the engine coolant to below the level of the 
choke heater. 
9. Unscrew the four setscrews from around the 
adapter to the choke heater. Ramwe the adapter and 
collect the gasket. 
10. Unscrew the three setscrews from around the 
guide plate. Collect the washer from each setscrew, 
withdraw the plate and gasket 
1 1 .  Locate the four carburetter retaining nuts. 
12. Tap the tabs back on the two locking pieces and 
unscrew the four nuts. 
13. Manoeuvre the carburetter out of the air chest 
taking care to ensure that no hoses. pipes. or electrical 
cables have been left connected or have become 
trapped. 
f 4. Collect the spacer gasket fitted between the 
carbureaer and air chest. 
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15. Fit the carburetter by reversing the procedure 
given for removal. noting that all gaskets. sealing rings. 
and hoses are in g o d  condition. Ensure that all holes 
in the gasket align with corresponding passages in the 
base of the air chest and/or carburetter base (i.e. part . 

throttle enrichment signal pm). 
For the remainder of the information relating to 

the carburetter and fuel system refer to Chapter K 
{Part 2). 
Mote 
All hoses and wiring within the air chest are 
manufactured from heat/oil resistant material. Only 
hosing and wiring designed for this instaltation should 
be used for replacement purposes. 

- 
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Electrical components 

The electrical components described in this chapter 
would normally appear in Chapter M - Elearical 
system. however. as they are used solely with the 
turb~charged system it is thought more practical t o  
include the information within this chaoter. 

The commnenrs concerned are as follows. 

included in this section 
Dump valve vacuum switch 
Dump valve solenoid 
Boost limit solenoid 
Vacuum pump 
Part throttle enrichment pressure switch 
Boost inhibit rnicrmswiteh 
Choke heater arrangement 

Dump valve vacuum switch 
The dump valve vacuum switch is situated an the rear 
face of the air chest above the dump valve solenoid 
[see fig. K1 1-61. 

Dump valve vacuum switch -To remove and fit 
1 .  Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Disconnea the electrical cables at the junction 
block. 
3. Slacken the signat hose clamp screw and 
withdraw the hose. 
4. Unscrew the Two small setscrews retaining the 
switch bracket ro the air chest. Collect the washer 
from each setscrew and wrthdraw the switch 
5. Fit the vacuum switch by reversing the removal 
procedure. 

Dump vake vacuum switch - To'test 
1. C a w  out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Locate the switch electricat connection block and 
connect a test tamp between the brown cable and 
earth. 
3. Slacken the vacuum switch signal hose clamp 
screw and withdraw the hose. Connect a vacuum 
pump (i.e. Mityvac) to the connection on the switch 
(see fig. K1 f -3 1 ). 
4. Switch on the ignition ncrting that the bulb of the 
test lamp is extinguished. 
5. Operate the vacuum pump and apply a vacuum to 
the switch. The bulb of the test lamp should illurninate 
when the reading on the gauge is behnreen 31 7,50 mm 
Hg and 381.0 mm %g ( l  2.50 in Hg and 15 in Hg). 
6. Slowly release the vacuum, noting tha; the test 
lamp bulb is again extinguished before the vacuum 
drops below 31 7.50 mm Hg ( l  2.50 in Hg). 
7. If the operation of the switch is suspect, it should 
be tenewed. 

Fig. Kt 2-1 Dump valve soknoid restrietor 

8. Remove the test equi~ment Connect the vacuum 
hose to the switch and the electricat connection to the 
junction block 

Dump valve solenoid 
f he dump valve solenoid is situated on the rear face of 
the air chest below the dump valve vacuum switch 
{see fig. K1 1-8). 

Dump valve solenoid - To remove and fa 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions 
2. Disconnect the electrical cables at the junction 
block 
3. Slacken the signal hose clamp' screws situated 
one on either side of the solenoid. 
4. Label the hoses for identification and then 
withdraw them from their respective connections. 
Collect the small restrietor (if fitted) from the solenoid 
connenion on the engine side of the assembly. 
5. Unscrew the WO small setscrews retaining the 



solenoid bracket to the ait chest- Cdlea the washer 
from each setEcrew and wixhdraw the solenoid. 
6. Fit the solenoid by reversing the removal 
procedure. Note the information concerning the small 
restrictor fitted into the solenoid spout on the engine 
side (see fig K1 2-1 ). 

Dump valve solenoid - To test 
l. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions 
2. Connect a test lamp across the nrvo Lucar 
connections to the solenoid valve. Do not direonneet 
the two connections. 
3. Detach the rubber hose from both sides of the 
solenoid. 
4. Connect a length of hase to one side of the 
solenoid and ensure that the free end is clean. 
5. Switch on the ignition; the test lamp bulb should 
be illuminated and it should not be possible to blow 
down the hose. 
6. Switch off the ignition; the ten-iamp bulb should 
be extinguished and it should be possible to blow 
down the hose. 

Boost limit solenoid 
The boost limit solenoid is sffuated on the righ~hand 
side forward section of the air chest (see fig. K1 1-3). 

Boast limit solenoid - To remove and fit 
l. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Disconnecz the electrical eabies at the junction 
block. 
3. Slacken the two signal hose clamp screws 
situated at the from of the solenoid assembly. 
4. Label the hoses for identification and then 
withdraw rhem from their respective connections. 
5. Unscrew the rwa small setscrews retaining the 
solenoid bracket to the air chest Collect the washer 
from each setscrew and withdraw the solenoid.. 
6. Fit the solenoid by reversing the removal procedure. 

Boost limit solenoid - To t m s t  
1. Carry out Operations 1 to 4 inclusive under the 
heading Boost firnit solenoid - To remove and fit 
2. Conneer a length of hose to one side of the 
solenoid and ensure that the frw end is clean. 
3. Connect a known 1 2 volts supply to the solenoid: 
noting that it b possible to blow down the hose and 
through the solenoid 
4. Disconnect the 12 wtts supply to the solenoid: 
note that it is not porsible to blow dawn the hose 
and through the solenoid. 

Vacuum pump 
The vacuum pump is situated under the front right- 
hand wing. 

Vacuum pump - To ternwe and fit 
l .  Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions 
2. Remwe the right-hand front mad wheel [see 
Chapter R). 
3. Remove the rear section of the from underwing 
sheet (see Chapter S). 

4. t w t e  the vacuum pump situated a d j k n t  to the 
radio aerial motor assembly. 
5. Disconnect the electrical cables at the junction 
block as the vacuum pump is polarity conscious note 
each connecrion to ensure that the cables can be 
correctly fitted. 
6. Label the vacuum hoses for identification and 
then withdraw them from their respective connections 
7. Unscrew the three securing nuts, colltkt the 
spacer and washer from each stud 
8. Withdraw the vacuum pump. 
9. Fit the vacuum pump by reversing the removal 
procedure. 

Vacuum pump - To tea 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Locate the toeboard socket under the right-hand 
blower motor. 
3. Disconnect the sucket. 
4. Connect a 12 volts supply to the vacuum pump 
via the light greedgreen cable in tile connection. 
5. Connect the pinidblack able  to eanh 
6. When these connections are made the pump 
should operate. If necessary disconnect the vacuum 
hase to confirm that the pump is working satisfactorily. 

Boost inhibit micro-switch 
The boost inhibit rnicrwswitch is lbcated an top of the 
throttle linkage housing, attached to the rear of the air 
chest (see fig. K1 1-2). 

Boost inhibit micro-switch - To ramarm and fit 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safsty precautions 
2. Label both elmrical cables for iden~ification. 
Detach the ca bler 
3. Secure the head on one mounting bolt and 
unscrew the nut collect the washer and nut Wrthdrsw 
the bolt Repeat the operation on the other mounting 
bolt 
4. Wihdraw the rnicio-switch. 
5. Fit the micmswitch by reversing the removal 
procedure. 

. i 

Born inhibit micm-switch - To tdat 
1 .  Cam out the usual workstrop safety precaution* 
2. label both electrical cables for identification. 
Detach the cables. 
3. Connect a 12 volts supply via a test lamp to the 
micreswiteh, connect an earth cable to the other 
conneciion on the rnicrmwitch. 
4. Switch on the I2 volts supply and operate the 
micr~.sw%h. note the bdb of the t e a  bmp, thii 
should extinguish and itluminat~ as the rnkra-swkh is 
actuated. 

Part throttle mnrichmmrrt p n u u m  rwitch 
The pressure switch is rOcated on the left-hand side 
forward section of the air chest (see fig. K1 1-21., 

Part t h m l s  mnriehmmt pnuura switch - 
To rmmwm and fit 
1. Carry out the usurl workshop safety pracautions 
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2. Dtsconnea the electr~cal cables at the junfllon 
block. 
3. Slacken the reurining clip and withdraw the ssignal 
hose. 
4. Unxrew the two securing strscrews located 
above and below the sw~tch, collect.rhe washer from 
each setscrew. 
5. Wihdraw the switch. 

Pan throttle enrichment pressure switch - TO test 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety precautions. 
2. Locate the switch electrical connection block and 
connsct a ten lamp between the blue cable and mnh. 
3. Slacken the pressure switch signal hose clamp 
screw and withdraw the hose. Connect an air pressure 
supply and gauge to the connearon on the swirch. 
Note 
Blowing down a lengrh of hose connected to the 
switch provides r good quick cheek. 
4. Switch on rhe ignition noting that the bulb of the 
test lamp is extinguished. 
5. Very gradually apply a small air pressure m the 
switch. The bulb of the rest lamp should illuminate 
when the reading on the gauge exceeds O,O7 bar 
(I  lbf/in2). 
6. Release the pressure and the bulb of the rest 
lamp should extinguish. 
7. If the operation of the switch is suspen it should 
be renewed. 
8. Remove the test equ ipment. Connect the hose to 
the switch and the electrical connection to the junction 
block 

. . 

Pan throttle enrichment solenoid 
The part throttle enrtchment solenoid is situated on the 
left-hand side f o w r d  senion of the air chen 
(see fig. K7 1-21. 

Part throttle enrichment solenoid 
To remove and fit 
1. Carry out the usual workshop safety preeaurions. 
2. - Slacken the b e  retaining clips situated at the 
front and rear of the solenoid 
3. Detach the two electrical cables at the junction 
block 
4, 'U nserew the two small setscrews situated abwe 
and below the solenoid. Collecr rhe washer from each 
setscrew. 
5. Withdraw the solenoid and detach the hoses. 
6. Fit the solenoid by reversing the removal 
procedure. 

Part thtottk onrichmem solenoid To test 
t . Carry out Operalions 1 to 3 inclusive undsr the 
heading Parr throttle enrichment solenoid - To remove 
and fh 
2. Connect a suitable length of hose to a hose 
connection on the solenoid. 
3. Place the Other end of the hose in the mouth and 
blow, note that it should not be possible to blow 

- Senion K1 2 
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it should bo w b l e  to blow down the hose and 
through the solenoid. 

C h o b  heater arrangement 
The choke mechanism has two e k c t t i d l y  operated 
heaters. 

The choke pulldown heater (see page K1 2-51 is 
part of the variabte choke pulldown device (see page 
K1 1-3 1). Its purpose being w give irnp~oved cold 
starting by setting the gap betwen the edge of the 
strangler flap and arburerter tover. depending upon 
ambient temperature. 

The second hemer warms the choke bimetal 
which progressively allows the srrangler flap to open. 

Full details of the beaters are given on pages 
K1 2-5, K1 2-7 K1 2-8, and K1 2-1 1. 

down the hose and *rough the solenoid. 
4. Apply 12 wtts a m s s  the solenoid and note thst 
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Choke heater arrangement 
Ignition on - Engine not running 
temperature below 14°C 

:.component location, wiring diagrarn,and circuit 
description 
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K1 2-7 

Choke heater arrangement 
Ignition on - Engine not running 
Temperature benueen 14°C and 86°C 

L 

Engine running 
Temperature below 14°C 

Wring diagrams and circui~ descriptions 



lgni l ion on Enpinr not running 
Temparmlura . bmhwmwn l4'C and 86 'C  
The chOLt pul ldwn hebtel relay t n d  Ihe chair healer 
rrnlay arm bolh enarglrcd ur l  Ihe chuht trbaler 
icmparalurr rwrtches Howtver. nenlhtr htaler wdl 
Tnrmup berrusa Ihs power supply I n  them IS 
tempafarrly ~nierrupted by  lhe choke conlrol relay Thns 
rtlav IS antfgrred vua rh t  conlc16 In the engdnc 0-1 
prassu+t swnch. 

The choke b$mel8l md pulldown dcv~ce  are not 
healed 

The pobbllon 01 !he chokr birmglrr Hap IS vrr*blo 
dcwndrnp u r n  Ih r  lernprrnuor Of the brmelal mnd 
the pulldown 'wrkstri t ~ p s u h .  

K.V 
1 Pullduwn relar 
2 Canl~ol relrv 
3 Pulldovvn rcsl5101 
4 Pulldown tesl5lor 
5 Healer relay 
6 Healer resirrow 
7 Pulldown htaler 
B Bsmelrl hrblrr 
9 Healer tsmpsrature Sw~Ich 1 1  P ' C I  

10 Healar ternpenlure sw~lch (86'C; 
11  Engbnc 011 p rercu~t  rwltch 

Engane runnimp 
Tmmpefrlurm . below 14' C 
The erbgrne 011 p1 es5ure sw~ick  IS not earthed and 
~t~elelore, the Lhakt control relay IS dc-anci~tced. Thus 
allows a teed Irom ihe relay to lhe chohe pulldown 
relay and [he choke healer celay contacla Howevbr. 
ihest: two relays are de-energuled due 10 l h t  candrlron 
ol the 14*C chohe healer temperature swrlch. 

Both choke healers are operaled a1 a reduced 
rnollage v r  lhe reswcllve lelrslorls). 

The choke bamel~l and lhe pulldown 'warslA' rre 
haaled slowty (,.U ihc chokr wrll rcrnrln on) 

K.v 
1 Pulldown relay 
3 Conrrol relay 
3 Pulldown teslrlcr 
4 Pul ldwn restslol 
5 Healer relay 
8 Hrsler resustot 
7 Pulldown healer 
8 Btrne~ar healer 
9 Healer temperalure swm.h (l4'CJ 

10 Healer lrrnperaiuae sw~ich (86.C) 
I I Engrna obl pressure mwlch 
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Choke heater arrangement 
Engine running 
Temperature between 14°C and 86*C 

. . , . 
. '  

Engine running . ' 

Temperature above 86°C 

Wiring digrams and circuit descriptions 

TSD 4400 
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. K12- l t  

Choke heater arrangement 
Fault diagnosis flow chart 



Wg. K! 3-1 Throttfm ljnkrgs (Rlgbhand drive) 
1 Carburater #mtrol md 8 Mounting bracket . 
2 Piassembly 9 Pedaf W r  
3 Pivot to isolator c o n d  rod 10 Aecelemtor cross-shaft 
4 Induction manifold mounting 1 1 Mounting bracket - 
5 Isolator h e r  12 Operating lever 
6 Body Longeron bncket 13 Return spring 
7 Long control rod 



WORKSHOP MANUAL 

Fig. Kt 3-2 T h f l t t l m  linkuge (L&-hand driva) 
1 Carbumer control rod 
2 Pivot assembly 
3 Pivot to isolator cornrot md 
4 Induction manifold mourning 
5 Isolator lever 
6 Long control rod 
7 Body longeron bracket 

8 Mounting bracket 
9 Pedal lever 

10 Mounting bracket 
1 1 Accelerator cross-shaft . 
l 2  Connsaing rod 
f 3 Kick-down micrcrswiteh 



A Choke temperature switches 39 4.0 29 
(use Loctite SuperFast 572 Maximum applied torque 
on threads) 


